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Abstract
Statistical machine learning has become an integral technology for solving many informatics applications.
In particular, corpus-based statistical techniques have emerged as the dominant paradigm for core natural
language processing (NLP) tasks such as parsing, machine translation, and information extraction, amongst
others. However, while supervised machine learning is well understood, its successful application to practical
scenarios is predicated on obtaining large annotated corpora and performing significant feature engineering,
both notably expensive undertakings.
Interactive learning protocols offer one promising solution for reducing these costs by allowing the learner
and domain expert to interact during learning in an effort to both reduce sample complexity and improve
system performance. By specifying a method where the learner may request targeted information, the domain
expert is focused on providing the most useful information. This work formalizes a general framework for
interactive learning and examines two interactive learning protocols with particular attention to natural
language scenarios.
We first examine active learning for structured output spaces, the scenario where there are multiple
predictions which must be composed into a structurally coherent global prediction. Secondly, we examine
active learning for pipeline models, where a complex prediction is decomposed into a sequence of predictions
where each stage explicitly relies on the output of previous stages. These two widely-used models are par-
ticularly applicable for complex application scenarios where obtaining labeled data is particularly expensive.
By allowing the learner to select which examples to label, we demonstrate significant reductions in sample
complexity for both semantic role labeling and an entity/relation extraction task.
Secondly, we introduce the interactive feature space construction protocol, which uses a more sophisti-
cated interaction to incrementally add application-targeted domain knowledge to the feature space. Whereas
active learning restricts the interaction to additional labeled data, the interactive feature space construction
protocol better utilizes the domain expert by focusing direct modification of the feature space to improve
performance and reduce sample complexity. Through this protocol, we demonstrate further improvements
on our entity/relation extraction system.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Managing information is an increasingly important endeavor for successfully navigating modern societies.
From personal communication sources (e.g. electronic mail and instant messaging) to mass communication
sources (e.g. web pages and news feeds) to digital information stores (e.g. address books, digital media
libraries, research papers), we are inundated with increasingly vast quantities of information. The require-
ments of individuals and organizations to effectively utilize this data along with the ability to transfer and
access information at negligible cost has led to a proverbial drowning in an ocean of bits. Therefore, devel-
oping technologies which can facilitate the employment of appropriate information resources for a specified
task is an important undertaking.
From a purely scientific perspective, an increased recognition that many scientific disciplines exhibit
significant combinatorial aspects has resulted in a transitioning of such fields toward information sciences.
This evolution encompasses fields ranging from social sciences (e.g. finance (Hardoon et al., 2009), sociol-
ogy (Lazer et al., 2009), linguistics (Jurafsky and Martin, 2008)) to physical sciences (e.g. chemistry (Leach
and Gillet, 2007), astronomy (Ball and Brunner, 2009)) to biological sciences (e.g. biology (Cohen, 2007;
Lesk, 2008), medicine (Davis et al., 2007), environmental studies (Dietterich, 2009)). Correspondingly, suc-
cessful artificial intelligence solutions to these informatics problems have led to an expanded interest in such
techniques for the broader scientific community. Therefore, technological advances in artificial intelligence,
specifically with information science applications, also have far-reaching impact within these other domains.
One crucial implement in the computing and information sciences toolbox is statistical machine learning,
the subfield of artificial intelligence concerned with using data to inductively derive predictive models.
Machine learning shifts the focus of a domain expert from directly encoding a predictive model using world
knowledge to specifying an appropriate model for the specific task and providing suitable quantities of data.
Using this input data, the learning algorithm estimates the values of the model parameters as shown in
Figure 1.1 such that the model loss is minimized. Due to continuing advances in machine learning research,
computing hardware, and available data resources, these techniques have become the prevailing methodology
for solving many information intensive applications.
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Figure 1.1: Supervised Learning
Of particular interest to this thesis is the application of machine learning techniques for natural language
processing (NLP), the computer science discipline concerned with interfacing computer representations of
information with natural languages used by humans. Corpus-based empirical methods have emerged as
the predominant approach for many of the subtasks of NLP identified as particularly important (Brill and
Mooney, 1997), including parsing (Collins, 1996), machine translation (Brown et al., 1990), and information
extraction (Riloff, 1993). Even more so than other scientific pursuits, NLP has continued to embrace empir-
ical methods of model construction over alternative knowledge-intensive rationalist approaches. Learning in
natural language is often distinguished by structured models and high dimensionality of data representation,
resulting in specialized machine learning techniques designed specifically for use with NLP applications.
1.1 Managing the Costs of Machine Learning
As machine learning techniques become more widely adopted, there has been an increased interest in reducing
the costs associated with deploying such systems. Although more robust and less expensive to develop than
traditional expert system solutions to similar problems (see Waterman, 1986), the successful application of
machine learning techniques to practical scenarios often incurs significant costs associated with procuring
large labeled data sets and feature engineering. These issues are exacerbated when we require the system
perform well over a wide range of data, such as designing an information extraction system that is trained
primarily on newswire data knowing that it will be also utilized for financial documents amongst other
domains. While understanding of machine learning is well understood and continually improving, the largest
barrier to broader deployment of these techniques is effectively ameliorating these costs.
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The most ostensible cost associated with supervised machine learning is obtaining annotated data, moti-
vating copious recent work regarding reducing labeled data requirements. At one extreme of the labeled data
spectrum is unsupervised learning (Duda et al., 2001; Hinton and Sejnowski, 1999), where all available data
is unlabeled and used to perform operations including density estimation, clustering, and model building.
As unsupervised learning is often not directly applicable, a related strategy is to pre-cluster the data and
only require labels from representative points (Nguyen and Smeulders, 2004). A particularly notable point
along the continuum from unsupervised learning to supervised learning is semi-supervised learning (see Zhu,
2005), where the learning algorithm is provided with a small amount of labeled data and a large amount of
unlabeled data, exploiting regularities over both data sets. Popular approaches in this vein include boot-
strapping (Abney, 2002), co-training (Blum and Mitchell, 1998), and transductive learning (Joachims, 1999).
Two other notable frameworks for reducing labeling costs include domain adaptation (Blitzer, 2008; Jiang,
2008), where learners trained on a source distribution are modified using a small amount of data from a
target distribution, and human computation (von Ahn, 2005), where the annotation task is framed such that
annotators label data unknowingly while playing a recreational game. The paradigm for reducing annotation
studied in this thesis is active learning (Lewis and Gale, 1994), where the learning algorithm again receives
a small labeled training set and a large unlabeled training set. The innovation of active learning is that
the learning algorithm maintains access to the annotator and is allowed to select additional instances to be
labeled, attempting to reduce costs by labeling exclusively the most useful instances for learning.
While obtaining labeled data is the most obvious cost of using machine learning algorithms, a second
important cost is the effort of the domain expert in modeling the particular problem. While state of the
art solutions to informatics tasks incorporate machine learning techniques to improve performance through
induction, the most successful learning-based solutions also utilize domain knowledge to its maximum poten-
tial. Although machine learning has garnered wide popularity due to its ability to seemingly generate high
performance systems nearly exclusively from data, a more comprehensive examination demonstrates that
the best performing systems, often exemplified by shared task competitions (e.g. (Hajicˇ et al., 2009)), are
those which fully exploit available domain knowledge when instantiating the learning algorithm (Bengston
and Roth, 2008). From a theoretical perspective, results regarding the futility of bias-free learning (Mitchell,
1980) and no-free-lunch theorems (Wolpert, 1996) dictate that efficient learning and good performance with
finite data is predicated on carefully choosing an inductive bias which accurately approximates the underlying
process being modeled. Unfortunately, good modeling and feature engineering are daunting propositions with
less easily quantifiable notions of cost than label complexity. However, a precisely modeled problem along
with exclusively learning the behavior of truly unknown variables leads to a much simpler learning problem
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with superior performance characteristics and reduced data requirements. There is significantly less work in
attempting to manage the costs of expert modeling effort. Some notable directions which specifically study
the nexus of encoding world knowledge and statistical machine learning include explanation-based learning
(EBL) (DeJong and Mooney, 1986; Mitchell et al., 1986), the generalized expectation criteria (Druck et al.,
2008), and application of inductive methods to expert systems (Shapiro, 1987).
1.2 Interactive Learning
Within the standard supervised learning protocol, a domain expert encodes world knowledge through speci-
fication of the learning model (i.e. feature space and hypothesis space specifications) and proceeds by using
labeled data to induce the desired model, as shown in Figure 1.1. During training, the model specification
and data set are static entities, which often results in a severe underutilization of the domain expert. In
the case of modeling information, standard learning protocols assume that the domain expert provides all
necessary information to learn an accurate model without access to the data. In regards to data, the expert
labels a fixed quantity of data sampled from a distribution and it is assumed that all labeled examples will
be useful in inducing the desired model. However, both of these assumptions are unrealistic and do not
maximize the return on domain expert costs by restricting them to only interacting with the learner from a
tabula rasa state and not allowing them to modify these elements during training.
By allowing the learning algorithm to request additional information from the domain expert during the
learning process, interactive learning protocols use the current state of the learner and properties of the data
to focus the efforts of the domain expert for the specific task, as shown in Figure 1.2. There are many possible
modes of domain expert interaction including labeling additional data (i.e. active learning (Cohn et al.,
1994), query learning (Angluin, 1988)), generating new data, modifying the feature space, adding structural
constraints, amongst others. Each interaction method requires varying levels of expert knowledge, domain
expert effort, and interaction bandwidth – and results in differing impacts on learning. In all of these cases,
the research goal is extract as much information (world knowledge) from a limited resource (domain expert)
to maximize performance while minimizing the inherent costs associated with machine learning. Ideally,
interactive learning protocols should allow an expert to easily encode all available knowledge relevant for the
specific task with a trivial effort. As an incidental benefit, by facilitating cooperative interactions between the
learning algorithm and a domain expert, we are also making progress toward designing computing machinery
capable of performing human tasks at human level performance through communication with a human, a
fundamental goal of artificial intelligence.
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Figure 1.2: Interactive Learning
1.3 Thesis Statement
This thesis examines the applicability of interactive machine learning protocols to complex prediction sce-
narios with a specific emphasis on natural language applications. In particular, the remainder of this work
(i) formalizes interactive learning and its application to complex prediction models, (ii) derives active learn-
ing methods for multiclass prediction models, structured prediction models, and pipeline models, and (iii)
demonstrates the additional benefits of a more sophisticated interaction in reducing the costs of effective ma-
chine learning. Through interactive protocols, we are able to demonstrate improved system performance with
reduced labeled data requirements. More formally, we put forward and support the following hypotheses:
1. Interactive learning can assist a domain expert in effectively encoding world knowledge into the learning
algorithm by focusing the expert’s efforts on providing knowledge specifically requested by the learner.
2. Active learning querying strategies which explicitly account for the form of the learning model decom-
position often perform better than strategies which only utilize global prediction information.
3. Facilitating interactive encoding of modeling information through feature engineering often leads to
better performance than simply acquiring additional labeled data.
4. Interactive learning protocols for learning in structured output and pipeline model scenarios facilitate
effective design of NLP systems at a significantly reduced cost over non-interactive methods. We
demonstrate this effectiveness on a semantic role labeling (SRL) and information extraction (IE) task.
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1.4 Scope of Contribution
In this work, we place a particular emphasis on natural language processing applications when studying
interactive learning protocols, as this is both an interesting research area in its own right and provides
meaningful problems with many practical research questions. However, the techniques described throughout
this thesis are quite general in nature. Many machine learning problems in computer vision (Forsyth and
Ponce, 2002), bioinformatics (Lesk, 2008), and other NLP application settings beyond those considered in
this dissertation can be framed using the machinery of structured output spaces and pipeline models, making
this work potentially applicable to these other domains.
From a broader perspective, a fundamental position of this work is to encourage the design of sophisticated
interactions between the learning algorithm and domain expert during training both to focus the development
of labeled data sets and eliciting better domain modeling information. While chapter 6 places an emphasis
on eliciting semantic features which are applicable to IE and other NLP tasks, the concept of semantic
features are prevalent through many research areas, such as performing object recognition with object
subcomponents (Agarwal and Roth, 2002; Ullman et al., 2002) and using stroke information for handwriting
recognition (Lim, 2009).
Therefore, by designing an appropriate interaction tool for a given domain, the mathematical underpin-
nings of these frameworks are potentially applicable to many other problems than just the domains explored
in this thesis. Furthermore, much of the user interface components actually designed for the entity and rela-
tion extraction system of this work can easily be extended to other NLP tasks which perform classifications
in a structured output space or with pipeline models.
1.5 Thesis Organization
The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 presents a high level view of the learning paradigms considered in this work including
supervised learning, learning in structured output spaces, learning with pipeline models, learning in
natural language, and interactive learning. Particular emphasis is placed on material relevant to the
remainder of this dissertation. We also concisely survey other works most related to this dissertation.
• Chapter 3 details an active learning strategy for learning with the Perceptron algorithm. We derive
querying strategies shown to be effective on binary classification problems, multiclass classification
problems, and which forms a foundation for active learning within more complex prediction settings.
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• Chapter 4 describes an active learning framework for learning in structured output spaces using con-
strained conditional models (CCM). We instantiate this methodology with the structured Perceptron
algorithm and demonstrate its effectiveness on synthetic data and a semantic role labeling (SRL) task.
• Chapter 5 details an active learning strategy for learning with pipeline models based on the principle
of minimizing error propagation during learning. We use these ideas to significantly reduce annotation
requirements for a named entity and relation extraction system.
• Chapter 6 introduces the interactive feature space construction (IFSC) protocol which uses a more
sophisticated interaction between the learning algorithm and domain expert to incrementally design a
more informative feature space.
• Chapter 7 summarizes the primary contributions of this dissertation and outlines some open problems
and future directions for research in interactive learning.
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Chapter 2
Background
This chapter introduces notation and provides a brief introduction to the formalisms most pertinent to the
work presented in this thesis. More specifically, Sections 2.1 and 2.2 describe supervised learning, learning
in structured output spaces, and learning pipeline models. Section 2.3 provides a brief overview of learning
in natural language, motivating the position that the machinery introduced is crucial to adequately encode
domain knowledge and appropriately bias the hypothesis space for effective learning. Finally, we formalize
the concept of interactive learning and contend that this paradigm provides a method for facilitating the
introduction of knowledge, producing high performing classifiers while minimizing costs associated with
deploying machine learning based systems.
2.1 Supervised Learning
The most widely studied and well understood learning protocol is supervised learning, where a learning
algorithm uses labeled instances to formulate a predictive model. More formally, a supervised learning
algorithm A : S ×H × L → h is minimally specified by the following variables:
• x ∈ X represents members of an input domain X .
• y ∈ Y represents members of an output space. The output space specification often defines the learning
problem including regression, Y = R, binary classification, Y = {−1, 1}, multiclass classification,
Y = {ω1, ω2, . . . , ωk}, amongst others. The form of Y will be clear from the problem setting.
• A feature vector generating procedure Φ : X → X ⊆ Rd takes items from the input domain and returns
a d-dimensional feature vector x ∈ Rd for use as input to the learning algorithm. Note that we will
use Φ(X ) and X interchangeably to denote the input domain after Φ is applied to all members x ∈ X .
• DX×Y represents a distribution over X × Y from which supervised data is drawn.
• A training sample S = {(xi, yi)}mi=1 is drawn i.i.d from the probability distribution DΦ(X )×Y .
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• A hypothesis space H : Φ(X ) → Y is a family of functions from which the learned hypothesis h ∈ H
may be selected.
• A loss function L : Y × Y → R+ measures the disagreement between two output elements.
Using this terminology, a learning algorithm can be formalized by the following definition:
Definition 2.1 (Learning Algorithm) Given m training examples S = {(xi, yi)}mi=1 drawn i.i.d. from
a distribution DΦ(X )×Y , a hypothesis space H, and a loss function L, a learning algorithm A returns a
hypothesis function hˆ ∈ H which minimizes the expected loss L on a randomly drawn example from DΦ(X )×Y ,
hˆ = argminh′∈HE(x,y)∼DΦ(X)×Y (L (h′(x), y)).
When performing classification, the commonly used loss function is zero-one loss, defined as
L0/1(yˆ, y) =
 1 if yˆ 6= y0 else.
If the distribution DX×Y is known and L0/1 is being used, always predicting yˆ = argmaxy′∈Y P (y′|x) is a
deterministic policy which results in attaining the Bayes’ error. However, DX×Y is rarely known in situations
where machine learning techniques are being employed, particularly for complex applications.
2.1.1 Loss Functions and Margin-based Learning Algorithms
While it is theoretically desirable to design a learning algorithm as stated in Definition 2.1 for classification,
this is often not feasible in practice. Namely, since the distribution DX×Y is unknown and only a finite set
of training instances are provided, practical algorithms instead minimize the empirical loss,
hˆ = argmin
h′∈H
m∑
i=1
L (h′(xi), y) .
Secondly, although minimization of L0/1 is a meaningful goal as it generally serves as the basis of classifier
evaluation, this problem is intractable in its direct form for the linear classifiers we use in this work (Ho¨ffgen
et al., 1995). Therefore, many learning algorithms instead minimize a differentiable function as a surrogate
to the ideal loss function for a given task. One widely used family of learning algorithms which does this are
the margin-based learning algorithms (Allwein et al., 2000). To formulate a margin-based learning algorithm
in these terms requires the specification of the following variables:
• A family of real-valued hypothesis scoring functions F : Φ(X ) × Y → R is a surjective mapping onto
H such that yˆ = h(x) = argmaxy′∈Y fy′(x).
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• The margin of an instance ρ : Φ(X ) × Y × F → R+ is a non-negative real-valued function such that
ρ = 0 iff yˆ = y and its magnitude is associated with the confidence of a prediction yˆ for the given input
x relative to a specific hypothesis h.
• A margin-based loss function L : ρ → R+ measures the disagreement between the predicted output
and true output based upon its margin relative to a specified hypothesis.
Based upon this additional terminology, a margin-based learning algorithm is defined as follows:
Definition 2.2 (Margin-based Learning Algorithm) Given m training examples S = {(xi, yi)}mi=1 drawn
i.i.d. from a distribution DΦ(X )×Y , a hypothesis scoring function space F , a definition of margin ρ, and a
margin-based loss function L, a margin-based learning algorithm A returns a hypothesis scoring function
fˆ ∈ F which minimizes the empirical loss over the training examples to select a hypothesis scoring function
fˆ = argminf ′∈F
∑m
i=1 L (ρ(x, y, f ′)).
An example margin-based loss function which has received significant recent attention in the context of
support vector machines (SVM) (Vapnik, 1999) is hinge loss, defined as
Lhinge = max{0, 1− ρ(x, y, f)}. (2.1)
Many classic and more recently developed learning algorithms can be cast in this framework by defining
an appropriate margin-based loss function including regression, logistic regression, decision trees (Quinlan,
1993), and AdaBoost (Freund and Schapire, 1997).
2.1.2 Version Space
Section 2.1.1 presents a formalism for learning in environments described by noisy data where the goal is to
minimize empirical loss. In this section, we describe the concept of version spaces (Mitchell, 1977), a useful
framework for exact learning often used to motivate active learning (Tong and Koller, 2001) and query
learning (Angluin, 1988). Essentially, a version space is a formal definition of the set of hypotheses within a
given hypothesis space H which correctly labels every instance from a given data sample S. We define this
more formally with the following two definitions.
Definition 2.3 (Consistent Hypothesis) A hypothesis h is consistent with a training sample S if and
only if h(x) = y for each (x, y) ∈ S. Equivalently a consistent hypothesis incurs zero loss over a given
training sample,
∑
(x,y)∈S L(h(x), y) = 0 for any loss function which reserves zero loss exclusively for correct
assignments.
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Definition 2.4 (Version Space) The version space V with respect to stated hypothesis space H and train-
ing sample S is the set of all hypotheses h ∈ H which are consistent with the training sample S. More
precisely, V : H× S → {h′ ∈ H|h′(x) = y, ∀(x, y) ∈ S}.
2.1.3 Feature Space
As the work presented in Chapter 6 examines the importance of designing an appropriate task-directed
feature space, we elaborate on feature space notation to facilitate consistency and clarity. As previously
stated, a feature vector generating procedure Φ(x) → x takes an item from the input space x ∈ X and
returns a mathematical representation x ∈ Rd which can be used by the learning algorithm. Additionally,
we note that a feature vector generating procedure is composed of the union of a set of feature generation
functions (FGFs), Φ(x) = ∪ni=iΦi(x). A feature, φ(x) → R, is a specific observation function regarding the
input item. Correspondingly, a FGF is a function which generates a set of features relevant for a particular
type of observation regarding the input item (Cumby and Roth, 2002). We also make the distinction between
features, which are an abstract property of the input object which can either be computed from the object
or specified by an expert, and sensors, which are explicitly computable functions on the input. Once all of
the relevant features associated with each FGF are generated, they are assembled to form the feature vector
x = 〈φ(x)i〉di=1. As a concrete example, consider the sentence s in Figure 2.1.
Naturally, a plant which grows near the river bank must be water tolerant.
Figure 2.1: Word Sense Disambiguation – The task is to return the correct sense of the word bank.
In this case, our goal is to perform word sense disambiguation (WSD) for the polysemous word bank
within this particular context. As an example, the FGF Φtext(−1)(x) (i.e. the word directly preceding the
target prediction) returns the set of features φtext(−1)=river(x) = 1 and φtext(−1)=w(x) = 0 for all w 6= river.
Alternatively, the FGF ΦBOWS(x) corresponding to a Bag Of Words within the Sentence returns the set
of features {φBOWS=Naturally(x) = 1, φBOWS=a(x) = 1, . . . , φBOWS=tolerant(x) = 1} and φBOWS=w(x) = 0
for all w /∈ s. A simpler FGF such as ΦisCapitalized(x) would simply return a feature φisCapitalized(x) = 0.
Of particular note is that the work in this thesis exclusively utilizes discriminative models for learning
(i.e. parameters of the conditional distribution DY|X are directly estimated) due to their demonstrated high
performance and ability to easily incorporate arbitrarily descriptive features. This flexibility is powerful as it
shifts the onus of incorporating domain knowledge through (generative) model specification (i.e. parameters
of the prior probability distribution DY and class-conditional probability distribution DX|Y are estimated
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and used to derive a classifier via Bayes’ rule) to designing features for standard discriminative learning
algorithms. However, as the primary method of incorporating domain knowledge, feature engineering in
discriminative models becomes a significant factor in determining system performance. Therefore, features
which encode substantial semantic information will generally make learning hˆ easier and more reliable.
2.1.4 Linear Functions
Definition 2.1 states that a learning algorithm requires a training sample S, a loss function L, and a hypothesis
space H to return a hypothesis. As Section 2.1.1 described a few suitable loss functions and Section 2.1.3
defines a procedure for generating S, this section describes one particular H used throughout this work,
linear functions. Learning a linear function entails learning a function within the hypothesis space H = Rd
such that d is the dimensionality of both the feature vector x ∈ Rd and a weight vector α ∈ Rd. Given a
learned linear function, binary predictions are made according to1:
yˆ = h(x) =
 1 if f(x) = α · x ≥ θ−1 else.
For a linear function, a well known definition of binary margin for a given input relative to a specified
hypothesis scoring function is stated as
ρ(x, y, f) = y · f(x). (2.2)
As the size of the hypothesis space |H| is infinite for linear classifiers, algorithms such as SVM use the
concept of maximum margin classification to define a utility function which will select a unique hypothesis
amongst the consistent hypotheses2 over S,
fˆ = argmax
f ′∈F
min
(x,y)∈S
ρ(x, y, f ′), (2.3)
which is illustrated in Figure 2.2 and will play an important role in later examples of active learning.
Furthermore, linear functions possess many desirable properties for learning in high dimensional feature
spaces including that the VC dimension of a d-dimensional hypothesis is d + 1 and that the optimal linear
separator can be trained using a polynomial number of examples (Kearns and Schapire, 1994).
1Without loss of generality, we can always append a constant valued feature to x and assume θ = 0.
2For many inconsistent hypothesis, we can perform a simple and efficient transformation that makes them linearly separable
using the kernel trick (Aizerman et al., 1964).
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min
(x,y)∈S
ρ(x, y, f)
(a) (b)
Figure 2.2: Learning a Linear Function. (a) A consistent linear function over the given data. (b) A maximum
margin consistent linear function over the given data.
2.2 Learning Complex Models
While Section 2.1 describes the general supervised learning framework, in many practical settings such as
named entity recognition (NER) or relation extraction (RE) it is infeasible to learn a single function which
can accurately identify all of the named entities and relations within a sentence. For example, consider
the example shown in Figure 2.3, where we wish to extract all of the {People, Location,Organization}
entities and label any existing relations from a predefined set (e.g. {LocatedIn, OrganizationBasedIn,
SubsidiaryOf , LivesIn, . . .}). In these scenarios, a more practical approach is to learn a complex model
His father was rushed to Westlake Hospital , an arm of
Resurrection Health Care , in west suburban Chicagoland
organization
organization
location
subsidiary of
organization
based in
Figure 2.3: Named entity and relation extraction from unstructured text
which decomposes the learning problem into several local subproblems and then reassembles them to return
a predicted global annotation. We refer to a learning problem for which the global prediction task is
decomposed into several subtasks which are composed into a global prediction as a complex model, in
contrast with the standard learning model presented in Section 2.1. Not surprisingly, many of the canonical
NLP tasks described in Chapter 1 and throughout this dissertation require learning complex models.
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2.2.1 Structured Output Spaces
One methodology for learning complex models which has gained significant recent attention is learning in
structured output spaces (LISOS). Many important machine learning problems require a LISOS solution,
where multiple local learners are trained to return predictions which are combined into a global coherent
structure. One classic example of a LISOS classifier is the Hidden Markov Model (HMM) (Rabiner, 1989),
which describes a generative model for learning sequential structures. More recently, many conditional
LISOS models have been introduced including Conditional Random Fields (CRF) (Lafferty et al., 2001),
structured Support Vector Machines (SVM) (Tsochantaridis et al., 2004), structured Perceptron (Collins,
2002), and Max-Margin Markov Networks (M3N) (Taskar et al., 2003). The particular framework we study
in this thesis is the Constrained Conditional Model (CCM) (Roth and Yih, 2004; Chang et al., 2008), which
can also be used to frame many of these other LISOS formulations (Roth and Yih, 2005). Namely, the CCM
framework is described in terms of the following variables:
• y ∈ Y represents elements of a structured output space when Y can be decomposed into several local
output variables Y = Y1 × . . . × Yny where ny is the number of local predictions with respect to a
particular instance and Yi = {ω1, ω2, . . . , ωki}.
• τ : Y → Y represents a deterministic transformation function which converts the output structure into
a vector of local predictions y ∈ Y. Conversely, τ−1 : Y → Y converts a vector of predictions into an
output structure. In a slight abuse of notation, a single transformed output vector is represented by
y = 〈y(1), y(2), . . . , y(ny)〉.
• The global feature vector generating procedure Φ : X ×Y → X ⊆ R
Pnx
i=1 di produces a feature vector
x by concatenating several local feature vector generating procedures Φi : X ×Y → Xi ⊆ Rdi such
that i = 1, . . . , nx where nx is the number of input components for an input structure and di is
the resulting dimensionality of the ith local input component. Note that this formulation enables
generation of features which encode structural interdependencies between local output variables.
• A global hypothesis scoring function, F : Φ(X ,Y) × Y → R, which is a sum over local hypothesis
scoring functions, Fi : Φi(X ,Y) × Yi → R, resulting in the global score f(x, y) =
∑ny
i=1 fy(i)(x(i))
where y(i) is the ith element of y and x(i) is the local input vector component used to predict yˆ(i).
• A set of constraints C : 2Y → {0, 1} enforces global consistency on Y to ensure that only coherent
output structures are generated. To enforce constraints, we require an inference procedure which
restricts the output space as per the constraints, which we denote by C(Y).
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Using this terminology, learning in structured output spaces can be defined as follows:
Definition 2.5 (Learning Algorithm for Structured Output Spaces) Given a set of structural con-
straints C, m training examples S = {(xi, yi)}mi=1 drawn i.i.d. from a distribution DΦ(X )×C(Y), a hy-
pothesis space H, and a loss function L, a structured learning algorithm A returns a hypothesis func-
tion hˆ ∈ H which minimizes the expected loss L on a randomly drawn example from DΦ(X )×C(Y), hˆ =
argminh′∈HE(x,y)∼DΦ(X)×C(Y)(L (h′(x), y)).
As an example, consider the named entity recognition (NER) task shown in Figure 2.4. The NER task re-
quires that, given a sentence, to identify all of the entities that belong to a specified set of word classes (Sekine
et al., 2002). For this particular example, we are considering the classes {People, Location,Organization}.
Therefore, the output space for local predictions would be Yi = {B, I}×{People, Location,Organization}+
O, where B represents the beginning word of a candidate named entity, I represents a non-beginning (inside)
word of a candidate named entity, and O represents a word that is not part of (outside) a candidate named
entity. This formulation accounts for both segmentation of the words into entities and labeleing the resulting
segments. For this particular sentence, we want to annotate Michael Jordan as a People and Chicago Bulls
as an Organization. In Figure 2.4, the histograms at the top represent the local hypothesis scoring functions
without structural dependencies. When only considering local context, situations may result in both Michael
and Jordan being first names (i.e. B-People) or that Chicago would most likely be considered a Location.
However, the histograms at the bottom of Figure 2.4 represent local predictions which consider structural
dependencies. In this hypothetical case, Michael Jordan would be considered a single entity comprised of two
words due to sequential labeling features and Chicago Bulls would be considered a single entity comprised
of two words due to output constraints, namely that I-Organization must follow a B-Organization.
2.2.2 Pipeline Models
Another complex model decomposition which has been successfully applied to many application domains is
the pipeline model, where the overall task is decomposed into a sequence of classifiers such that each pipeline
stage uses the output of previous stages as input to determine its prediction. For example, again consider
the named entity extraction (NER) task shown in Figure 2.4. In this case, instead of making several local
predictions regarding both segmentation and classification for each word and assembling them into a global
prediction, a pipeline model would first learn an entity identification (segmentation) classifier and use this as
input into an entity labeling classifier, which is then assembled into a two stage pipeline NER system. More
formally, we first want to learn a segmentation classifier where each local prediction is within the output
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Michael Jordan played for the Chicago Bulls.
f({s, 0}, yˆ)
B-Peop
I-Peop
O
f({s, 5})
B-Loc
B-Org
O
f({s, 0})
B-Peop
I-Peop
O
f({s, 1}, yˆ)
B-Peop
I-Peop
O
f({s, 1})
B-Peop
I-Peop
O
f({s, 6})
I-Org
B-Org
O
B-Loc
B-Org
O
f({s, 5}, yˆ)
f({s, 6}, yˆ)
I-Org
B-Org
O
Hypothesis Scoring Functions without Structural Dependencies
Hypothesis Scoring Functions with Structural Dependencies
Figure 2.4: Learning in Structured Output Space (LISOS)
space Yi = {B, I,O} where, as before, B represents the beginning word of a named entity, I represents
an inside word of a named entity, O represents a word outside any named entitiy, and an I label can only
follow a B label. In addition to our segmentation classified, we also learn a classifier that makes predictions
over already segmented text in the output space Yi = {People, Location,Organization}. This particular
pipeline decomposition is shown in Figure 2.5 and will be revisited in Chapter 5 as part of a three-stage
pipeline used to perform relation extraction.
Michael Jordan played for the Chicago Bulls.
Segmentation
[ Michael Jordan ] played for the [ Chicago Bulls ] .
Named Entity 
Classification
[ Michael Jordan ]People played for the [ Chicago Bulls ]Organization .
Figure 2.5: Pipeline Model for Named Entity Recognition (NER)
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This strategy is particularly important for learning classifiers which aspire to solve challenging applica-
tions, as each stage of the classifier abstracts away some of the complexity of the overall task, making each
progressive stage easier to learn. By exploiting domain knowledge to build a pipeline which represents the
underlying process, the complex task can be decomposed into several manageable problems. More formally
a pipeline model is a model where we have a sequence of classifiers h(j)(x(j)) = argmaxy′∈Y(j) f
(j)
y′ (x
(j)) and
j = 1, . . . , J , the number of stages in the pipeline. The primary requirement of a pipeline model is that
the feature vector generating procedure for each stage is able to use the output from previous stages of the
pipeline, Φ(j)(x, y(0), . . . , y(j−1)). To train a pipeline model, each stage of a pipelined learning process takes
m training instances S(j) =
{
(x(j)1 , y
(j)
1 ), . . . , (x
(j)
m , y
(j)
m )
}
as input to a learning algorithm A(j) and returns a
classifier, h(j), which minimizes the respective loss function of the jth stage. Once each stage of the pipeline
model classifier is learned, global predictions are made sequentially with the expressed goal of maximizing
performance on the overall task, resulting in the prediction vector
yˆ = h(x) =
〈
argmax
y′∈Y(j)
f
(j)
y′
(
x(j)
)〉J
j=1
. (2.4)
2.3 Learning in Natural Language
As stated in Chapter 1, this thesis looks to derive methods that are particularly suitable for learning models
for natural language processing (NLP) tasks. Developing NLP systems is challenging as many such applica-
tions require knowledge regarding several forms of increasingly rich information including lexical, phonetic,
syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic. Many canonical NLP applications, such as information extraction,
thereby rely on higher-level understanding of linguistic properties and substantial knowledge engineering.
Therefore, much of the earlier NLP work emphasized development of algorithms based upon hand-coded
grammars and knowledge bases (Allen, 1987). However, once large scale corpora became widely available
and a corresponding desire to move beyond toy domains, corpus-driven techniques become the dominant
paradigm due to their robustness and extensibility (Brill and Mooney, 1997; Fung and Roth, 2005).
While making NLP systems easier to deploy, this shift from rationalist to empirical approaches does not
relieve the burden of requiring sufficient higher-level knowledge to derive a high-performance solution to a
specified problem. Therefore, recent research into corpus-driven linguistics has focused on deriving models
which allow the system designer to easily incorporate this knowledge into the model being learned in terms
of expressive features and structural interdependencies. These developments have led to broader use of
machinery including:
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• Discriminative Learning Models (e.g. Ratnaparkhi et al., 1994) – This allows the encoding of arbitrarily
complex features at several levels of linguistic understanding. Furthermore, due to the resulting input
spaces of high dimensionality, the infinite attribute model (Blum, 1992) is commonly employed.
• Structured models (see Section 2.2.1) – LISOS methods allow the system designer to specify structural
interdependencies between several components of a linguistic element (e.g. words, sentence) and their
associated output predictions.
• Pipeline models (see Section 2.2.2) – Pipelines facilitate decomposition of a prediction into a sequence
where early stages tend to make predictions solely on lexical elements whereas later pipeline stages are
more amenable to incorporating features requiring deeper-level linguistic understanding.
2.3.1 Example: Semantic Role Labeling
Consider as a concrete example the semantic role labeling (SRL) task (e.g. Carreras and Marquez, 2004)
shown in Figure 2.6 (Punyakanok et al., 2005). The SRL task requires that, given a sentence, the model
must identify for each verb in the sentence which sentence constituents fulfill a semantic role and determine
the label of the corresponding argument. The output space for each prediction contains both core arguments
(e.g. agent, patient, instrument) and their adjuncts (e.g. locative, temporal, or manner). For the example
shown in Figure 2.6, V is the verb, A0 is the agent, A1 is the instrument, A2 is the patient, and AM-LOC is
an adjunct describing where the event occurred. Being a difficult task, while strictly local predictions over
lexical features will achieve a reasonable performance baseline, a state of the art system (Punyakanok et al.,
2004) must incorporate substantial world knowledge. In this particular case, the first strategy employed
I left my pearls to my daughter in my will.
POS
Tagging Segmentation
Argument
Identification
Semantic Role 
Labeling
[ I ]A0 [ left ]V [ my pearls ]A1 [ to my daughter ]A2 [ in my will ]AM-LOC .
Figure 2.6: Learning Model for Semantic Role Labeling (SRL) Model
is to pipeline the overall task into several stages. While there are many possible such decompositions,
Figure 2.6 shows one possible specification; first we perform part of speech tagging to get a better semantic
understanding of the words, following by segmentation to identify potential arguments, followed by argument
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identification to associate each segment with a particular verb and filter out non-argument segments, and
finally labeling the corresponding arguments. By removing some of the complexity at each stage, it is
possible to make learning the classifiers forming this pipeline feasible. However, for a task such as SRL,
there are significant information requirements to learning each stage successfully. Considering only the final
stage, some features may include the words, context words, POS tags, voice, lemma, chunk patterns, named
entities (which may require another pipeline stage), verb classes, amongst others. Furthermore, it may be
necessary to specify structural constraints such as no arguments can overlap, each argument can be assigned
to only one verb, and all R-XXX labeled arguments require a XXX argument in the sentence. By using the
machinery described to effectively incorporate domain knowledge, a state of the art SRL system can be
deployed with machine learning as a primary component.
2.4 Interactive Learning
As shown in Section 2.1, the mathematical formalism for supervised machine learning is relatively straight-
forward. However, sections 2.2 and 2.3 demonstrate that substantial additional machinery is necessary to
successfully apply these techniques to practical application domains. For many such applications, success is
limited by the inability to obtain sufficient world knowledge in modeling the learning problem and adequate
quantities of labeled data to learn the target hypothesis in a cost-effective manner. Interactive learning
protocols offer one promising solution to these dilemmas by allowing the learning algorithm to incrementally
request additional information from the domain expert during training. By facilitating this interaction be-
tween the learning and domain expert during training, we reduce costs associated with effective machine
learning, thus increasing the applicability of such techniques to broader classes of problems. Interactive
learning is formalized using the following variables3:
• In a slight abuse of notation, we use A within the interactive learning context denotes the parameters
for a particular instance of the learning algorithm A and At as the particular instantiation of A at
interactive iteration t = 1, . . . , T .
• e ∈ E represents a particular domain expert e is the space of possible domain experts E , which the
learner maintains access to during the interactive training procedure.
• A querying functionQ : A×H → q generates queries. q = {IA, IE} is a query for additional information
used to derive At+1, the modified parameters of the the learning algorithm during the next round. IA
3Much of this discussion can be viewed as a formalization of the principles set out by (Hayes-Roth et al., 1981), albeit in a
different context.
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represents information about the current parameters of the interactive learning algorithm, At, which is
presented to the domain expert e and IE represents the specific information requested from the expert
to form At+1.
• An interactive procedure Interactive : Q× E → IˆE is the information returned by the domain expert
e resulting from query q. Note that Interactive may be an involved procedure, but the important
observation is that it results in the expert’s best estimate of the requested information.
• An update procedure Update : A×IˆE → A takes the current parameters of A and the expert provided
information to derive new parameters for the next round using learning algorithm At+1.
• We also define a set of cost functions where CostA : A → R is the execution cost of the learning
algorithm, CostQ : Q → R is the cost of formulating a query, CostI : IˆE → R is the cost of the
interactive procedure, and CostU : A × IˆE → R is the cost of the update procedure. We also denote
the cumulative cost for the tth query as Cost(t) = CostA(t) + CostQ(t) + CostI(t) + CostU (t).
• Finally, we also require a notion of task performance of the current hypothesis P : H → R. A common
performance measure may be the empirical loss of the current learned hypothesis on a specified testing
data sample, PS(hˆ,Stest) =
∑
(x,y)∈Stest L(hˆ(x), y).
Given these definitions, the algorithm for a general interactive learning protocol is shown in Algorithm 2.1.
An interactive learning protocol begins by having a domain expert specify a set of learning algorithm
parameters A0 which is trained and returns a hypothesis hˆ0. While the halting condition is not met, the
querying function Q then uses the algorithm specification A and the returned hypothesis hˆt to formulate a
query q for more information, which is comprised of algorithm state information IA required by the expert
e to formulate a response and the specific information being requested IE . The expert receives this query
and supplies the information requested by IE to the best of their ability through the interaction procedure
Interactive, resulting in IˆE . The update takes this additional information along with the existing algorithm
configuration At to derive a new algorithm configuration At+1 for the next round of interactive learning.
Throughout this process, cost is accounted for at the appropriate times.
As shown in Figure 2.7, there are three primary elements required to support an interactive learning
protocol: a domain expert, a learning algorithm, and an interactive medium. Much like standard supervised
learning, the only time the domain expert directly provides information to the learning algorithm is in
the form of initial modeling specification and labeled data. Once the learning algorithm selects an initial
hypothesis from this data, we assume that all additional communication occurs through this interactive
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Algorithm 2.1 General Interactive Learning
1: Input: Initial learning algorithm specification A0 = {S0,H0,L}, querying function Q, domain expert
e, interactive method for expert to specify information Interactive, an algorithm update procedure
Update, and cost measuring functions {CostA, CostQ, CostI , CostU}
2: t← 0,
3: cQ ← 0; cU ← 0 {initialize cost accumulators}
4: ht ← At(St,Ht,L) {learn initial hypothesis}
5: cA ← CostA(A0); cI ← CostI(A0) {initialize costs due to A0}
6: while halting condition not met do
7: qt = {IA(t), IE(t)} ← Q(At, ht) {form query for additional information}
8: cQ ← cQ + CostQ(qt)
9: IˆE(t)← Interactive(IA(t), IE(t), e) {get requested information from the domain expert}
10: cI ← cI + CostI(IˆE(t))
11: At+1 ← Update(At, IˆE(t)) {incorporate new information into algorithm parameters}
12: cU ← cU + CostU (At, IˆE(t))
13: t← t+ 1
14: ht ← At(St,Ht,L) {learn new hypothesis}
15: end while
16: Output: Learned hypothesis hT , final algorithm configuration AT
medium, which is simply the interface (e.g. graphical user interface (GUI)) by which the learning algorithm
specifies {IA, IE} and the domain expert returns IˆE . For a learning algorithm to participate in an interactive
protocol, there are two additional required pieces of machinery, the querying function Q which identifies
information desired for more effective learning and an update procedure Update that is able to process
the corresponding response for an information request to derive new learning algorithm parameters. The
primary task of the interactive medium is to present information regarding the current algorithm state IA
and the request for additional information IE in a form which facilitates the fulfillment of the information
request by the domain expert IˆE .
One natural question which arises in this framework is the functionality of the interactive medium between
the domain expert and the learning algorithm; if the domain expert has sufficient world knowledge and
understands the machinery of the machine learning algorithm, why couldn’t they just specify everything at
the beginning of execution? The primary reason is cost – we wish to maximize performance while minimizing
cost. Every time the domain expert labels additional data or changes the model parameters, there is a cost
involved. As the system designer, we only want to pay for the most useful information with respect to the
particular task and the use of a sophisticated interactive medium which allows more meaningful questions
by the learner and timely answers by the domain expert substantially reduces these costs.
Figure 2.8 shows a hypothetical solution space for a given task; each point represents the performance
level P(hˆT ) and cost Cost(T ) after T rounds of interactive learning. Given this space of solutions, we wish
to find the Pareto frontier (Fudenberg and Tirole, 1991) such that for a specified budget or performance
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{IA, IE}
Su
At
IˆE
Update
At × IˆE(t)→ At+1
hˆt
Figure 2.7: Interactive Learning Protocol
requirement, we are capable of deriving a satisfactory system which satisfies the specified design requirements.
This view of interactive learning leads to two natural formulations of an optimal interactive learning protocol:
interactive learning with a performance requirement and interactive learning with a budget restriction.
Cost(T )
P(hˆT )
Figure 2.8: Interactive Learning Tradeoff Between Performance and Cost
The more common form of interactive learning in the machine learning research community is the scenario
where it is known what performance level can be achieved when provided with all available resources, and the
goal is to achieve this level of performance while minimizing cost. We refer to this formulation as interactive
learning with a performance requirement. More formally, given a specified performance level K, we wish to
find the minimum cost sequence of queries q = 〈q1, . . . , qT 〉 which minimizes total cost while performing
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above the required level K as stated by
hˆ = argmin
q′∈Q
T∑
t=1
Cost(t)
s.t. P(hˆT ) ≥ K.
The more common scenario in practice is where the system designer has a fixed budget and desires the
maximum performing classifier which costs less than this specified amount. We refer to this formulation as
interactive learning with a budget restriction. In this case, given a specified budget restriction T , we wish to
find the maximum performing classifier after T queries such that the cost of q = 〈q1, . . . , qT 〉 doesn’t exceed
T , as stated by
hˆ = argmax
q′∈Q
T∑
t=1
P(hq′)
s.t.
Q∑
t=1
Cost(t) < T .
While the optimal sequence is desirable, calculating it is infeasible due to the number of possible permutations
of queries. Therefore, a greedy approximation is to select the query which has the highest expected return
on investment (ROI) (Haertel et al., 2008) as given by
EROI(q) =
E(P(hˆq))− P(hˆ)
Cost(q)
, (2.5)
where P(hˆ) is the performance of the current hypothesis, E(P(hˆq)) is the expected value of the performance
of the hypothesis returned after query q, and Cost(q) is the cost incurred by query q. As we will see in later
chapters, E(P(hˆq)) is difficult to calculate directly and we will often use a heuristic to estimate this value.
Given this greedy strategy, the only difference between interactive learning with a performance requirement
or interactive learning with a budget constraint is if performance or cost determines the halting condition
of Algorithm 2.1.
Although maximizing cost while minimizing performance is the primary justification for interactive learn-
ing, there is also a secondary motivation. We contend that in regards to modeling information and feature
engineering, it is very difficult for the domain expert to take a tabula rasa learner and encode sufficient world
knowledge to effectively learn the requisite task in a single step. For example, in an NLP task, it is easy
for the domain expert to require the learner to examine words and their surrounding context. However,
as learning proceeds and the learner asks the right questions, the expert may recognize that the target
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hypothesis requires morphological or semantic information for significant performance gains. By allowing
the learning algorithm to elicit this information using its state at a given time, the domain expert is made
aware of what information the learning presently lacks and reminded of additional knowledge required to
learn the target hypothesis that they may have not initially considered.
2.4.1 Example: Pool-based Active Learning
We have thus far defined interactive learning broadly as any learning protocol where the learner and domain
expert exchange information during training to maximize performance while minimizing costs. The most
widely studied instance of interactive learning is pool-based active learning4 , the scenario where the learning
algorithm initially has access to a large pool of unlabeled data Su and a small pool of labeled data Sl. During
each round of active learning, the querying function Q is used to select a subset of the unlabeled examples
Sselect ⊆ Su to present to the domain expert for labeling. Once Sselect is labeled by the expert, Sselect is
removed from Su and added to Sl. At this point, the domain expert receives CostI units of compensation
and the algorithm A is retrained to derive a new hypothesis. Algorithm 2.2 summarizes this proceedure.
Algorithm 2.2 Pool-based Active Learning
1: Input: Passive Learning Algorithm A, initial training sample S = Sl∪Su, querying function Q, domain
expert e, labeling mechanism Label, and cost measuring functions CostI
2: t← 0
3: hˆt ← A(S) {learn initial hypothesis, noting hypothesis space and loss function remain constant}
4: cI ← CostI(Sl) {initialize costs due to initial labeling}
5: while P(hˆt) < K do
6: Sselect ← Q(S, hˆt) {form query for additional labeled data}
7: Sˆselect ← Label(Sselect, e) {get labels from the domain expert}
8: cI ← cI + CostI(Sˆselect)
9: Sl ← Sl ∪ Sˆselect; Su ← Su\Sselect {add labeled data to training data}
10: t← t+ 1
11: hˆt ← A(S) {learn new hypothesis}
12: end while
13: Output: Learned hypothesis hT , Sl, cI
Within most active learning research studies, data sets are utilized for which there is a known performance
level when the all available data is labeled. Therefore, in such scenarios, pool-based active learning is a
specific instance of the general interactive framework presented in Algorithm 2.1 for the case of learning
with a performance requirement. In this case, A is the passive learning algorithm with a fixed hypothesis
space and loss function (i.e. a supervised learning algorithm without the ability to query the domain expert).
The querying function Q : Su × H → Sselect is used to select unlabeled instances, making the algorithm
4Throughout this dissertation, we use the terms pool-based active learning and active learning interchangeably.
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state information IA the unlabeled instances Sselect and the output space which the expert can use to label
instances. Correspondingly, the information requested IE is the labels for those instances presented in Sselect
and Interactive is the user interface used to label examples. Update is simply the process of moving the
labeled examples from Su to Sl. Finally, the Cost functions are dependent on the particular setting. In
general, only the labeling cost is considered and assumed to be uniform across all instances5. This pool-based
active learning instantiation of the general interactive learning protocol is summarized in Table 2.1
Learning algorithm A a passive learning algorithm where S = Sl ∪ Su
Domain Expert e a data annotator
Querying Function Q Q(S, h)→ Sselect queries unlabeled instances
Algorithm Information IA the unlabeled instances x ∈ Sselect
Information Request IE the labels corresponding to Sselect
Interactive the interface used for the domain expert to label instances
Update Sselect is removed from Su and added to Sl
Cost the cost of labeling a particular instance (generally assumed constant)
Table 2.1: Framing Pool-based Active Learning in the General Interactive Learning Framework
2.5 Related Work
This section describes recent research literature relevant to the primary aspects of this thesis. While rea-
sonably comprehensive, this survey of related work is almost certainly not exhaustive. Most readers should
be able to skip this section without loss of continuity, although there are many applicable references for the
more interested researcher.
At its core, this dissertation is a work on machine learning with an emphasis on natural language process-
ing applications – examining the benefits achieved through augmentation with interactive learning protocols.
As machine learning and NLP are relatively mature fields, there are multiple popular texts with relevant
background material (Mitchell, 1997; Duda et al., 2001; Russell and Norvig, 2003; Manning and Schutze,
1999; Jurafsky and Martin, 2008; Kearns and Vazirani, 1994). As active learning has garnered substantial
recent attention, there have been many recent Ph.D. theses studying various important aspects (Tong, 2001;
Jones, 2005; Monteleoni, 2006; Becker, 2008; Sculley, 2008; Settles, 2008; Hanneke, 2009) and literature
surveys (Settles, 2009; Olsson, 2009)
5Recent work explores the cost of active learning in practical settings (Haertel et al., 2008; Settles et al., 2008)
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2.5.1 Active Learning
Machine learning studies algorithms capable of improving their performance automatically when provided
with additional knowledge regarding the specified domain. The predominant formalization of machine learn-
ing first specifies a hypothesis space, H, and uses labeled data to select the hypothesis h ∈ H which minimizes
an application-specific measure of loss, L (see Section 2.1). Learning theory provides bounds regarding the
performance of a learned hypothesis on future data given a specification of the hypothesis space and quan-
tity of labeled data. Therefore, successful use of machine learning techniques is predicated on availability of
sufficient quantities of labeled data.
However, generating a large labeled data set is often an expensive proposition, particularly for the complex
real-world tasks where machine learning techniques are most useful. As stated, active learning6 attempts to
reduce the requirement for labeled data by allowing the learning algorithm to select instances for annotation,
looking to select only those instances required to learn an accurate classifier (Cohn et al., 1994). The goal
of active learning is to achieve a high performance level for the learning algorithm with a minimal number
of labeled instances. As research on active learning methods increases, these works are able to be described
along several dimensions.
Unlabeled Data Source
One distinguishing factor of active learning protocols are the source from which unlabeled instances are
presented for annotation; modeled as pool-based selection, stream-based selection, and membership query
generation.
The most commonly studied setting is pool-based selection (Lewis and Gale, 1994), where the available
training data S is divided into two sets, an initially small labeled set, Sl, and a large pool of unlabeled
instances, Su. During each round of active learning, the querying function Q is used to select an unla-
beled instance from Su which is then annotated and added to Sl for later rounds of training. Pool-based
active learning algorithms generally use the querying function to score each instance x ∈ Su according to
their “informativeness”, rank the unlabeled elements according to this score, and select the highest ranked
instances.
An alternative model of the unlabeled data source is stream-based selection (Seung et al., 1992; Dagan
and Engelson, 1995; Freund et al., 1997; Liere and Tadepalli, 1997; Abe and Mamitsuka, 1998; Dasgupta
et al., 2007), where instances are presented to the learner from a (possibly infinite) source of unlabeled data
and the learner must determine whether to pay the cost of labeling the current instance from the unlabeled
6also referred to as query learning (Campbell et al., 2000), selective sampling (Lindenbaum et al., 2004), or optimal experi-
mental design (Federov, 1972)
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data source (stream). The primary difference between pool-based and stream-based active learning is that
it is assumed that the entire stream cannot be examined during each round of active learning, often further
restricting the protocol by allowing the learner to only examine each example in a stream once during the
lifetime of the learner, which is appropriate for many applications such as speech recognition.
Membership queries (Angluin, 1988) describe the scenario where the learner can request a label from
any possible instance from the input space during each round of querying. The important distinction is
that membership queries ignore the underlying sample distribution and therefore suffers from potentially
generating nonsensical examples which are difficult to accurately label. As membership queries predates work
on the common definition of active learning, this work motivates early active learning work and provides
much of the version space analysis (Tong and Koller, 2001). However, it should also be noted that there
have been practical implementations of systems using membership queries (King et al., 2004).
Querying Function Strategies
The primary research problem for active learning is the design of an appropriate querying function, which
uses the current state of the learner and properties of the available data to select unlabeled examples for
annotation, Q : ht×S → Sselect where Sselect ⊆ Su. There have been many strategies studied for the design
of a good querying function; some of the most applicable to the work of this thesis are surveyed below.
The most widely used query functions are built upon the principle of uncertainty sampling (Lewis and
Gale, 1994), where the learner selects instances for which its prediction is most uncertain (or alternatively
least confident). For many learning algorithms, a widely used method of uncertainty sampling is to select
instances for which their predicted label is least confident, either from a probabilistic viewpoint or through
a margin-based analogue (Lewis and Gale, 1994; Tong and Koller, 2001; Schohn and Cohn, 2000; Culotta
and McCallum, 2005; Roth and Small, 2006b; Settles and Craven, 2008)
x? = argmin
x∈Su
max
yˆ∈Y
P (yˆ|x). (2.6)
Alternatively, a closely related strategy for uncertainty sampling with conditional models is to select instances
with a high entropy posterior distribution (Tang et al., 2002; Hwa, 2004; Settles and Craven, 2008),
x? = argmax
x∈Su
−
∑
yˆ∈Y
P (yˆ|x) logP (yˆ|x)
Uncertainty sampling as stated by Equation 2.6 has been applied directly to generative models including
naive Bayes classifiers (Kosmopoulos et al., 2008) and nearest neighbor classifiers (Lindenbaum et al., 2004)
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along with discriminative learning algorithms such as decision trees (Lewis and Catlett, 1994) and support
vector machines (Tong and Koller, 2001), .
The query-by-committee (QBC) framework (Seung et al., 1992; Freund et al., 1997; Fine et al., 2002)
is similar in spirit to uncertainty sampling, but is distinguished by using an ensemble of experts to select
instances for annotation. In QBC, a committee of learned models is trained using the labeled data and a
querying function is derived through a voting mechanism. One approach of generating a committee of models
is to sample models from a posterior distribution over hypotheses learned from the training data including a
Dirichlet distribution over na¨ıve Bayes models (McCallum and Nigam, 1998) and sampling Hidden Markov
Models using a Normal distribution (Dagan and Engelson, 1995). Other work in this area include query-
by-bagging and query-by-boosting (Abe and Mamitsuka, 1998), along with methods which ensure diversity
amongst the committee members (Melville and Mooney, 2004). Methods of measuring disagreement (making
QBC similar to uncertainty sampling) include vote entropy (Dagan and Engelson, 1995) and Kullback-Leibler
divergence (McCallum and Nigam, 1998).
Another recently developed strategy for designing a querying function is unreliability sampling (Becker,
2008). The basic premise of this framework is that instances should be selected which have parameters
which have not observed sufficient data for confident estimation. An early instantiation of this method was
active learning for syntactic parsing, where unlabeled instances which cause the current parsing model to
fail are used to request labels from the expert (Thompson et al., 1999). Following the same basic principles,
this paradigm has been extended for improvements in active learning for syntactic parsing (Becker and
Osborne, 2005) and active learning for machine translation (Haffari et al., 2009). Recent work on confidence-
weighted active learning (Dredze and Crammer, 2008) applies a similar philosophy by selecting examples with
parameters possessing high variance during estimation. As opposed to uncertainty sampling, which selects
examples for which the prediction has low confidence, unreliability sampling selects those instance for which
an accurate measure of certainty cannot be computed.
A much more recently formalized approach for designing a querying function is to select instances which
exhibit the greatest expected model change (Settles and Craven, 2008). As opposed to selecting instances
for which the learner is least confident, the expected model change selects instance for which there is an
expectation of significant change in between the current hypothesis and the resulting induced hypothesis if
the instance was labeled. This strategy was noted earlier in the context of selecting instances for learning
an SVM (Bordes et al., 2005), but without an accurate estimate of model change, they relied on a margin-
based uncertainty method. This method is also similar in spirit to the mistake-driven update strategies of
Chapters 3 and 4.
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A traditionally less popular strategy gaining increasing attention is the use of querying functions which
attempt to directly minimize the generalization error (Roy and McCallum, 2001). Under this framework,
each instance is scored with respect to the expected reduction in future error if labeled and added to the
training data. This method is theoretically appealing as it attempts to directly minimize error, the true task
at hand. Although shown to be empirically effective, the drawback to querying by expected error reduction
is the computation required to estimate expected error and compute an updated model for each possible
labeling for each unlabeled instance. However, this approach has been shown very successful when methods
such as subsampling the unlabeled pool with a na¨ıve Bayes classifier (Roy and McCallum, 2001), exact
incremental updates with Gaussian random fields (Zhu et al., 2003), and approximate training methods
with logistic regression (Guo and Greiner, 2007).
A statistically well motivated querying function strategy is selecting instances which minimize vari-
ance (Cohn et al., 1996). Given the observation that expected generalization error can be decomposed into
bias and variance components (Geman et al., 1992), the variance minimization strategy is to select instances
for which once labeled and added to the training data will result in the greatest reduction in variance and
thus generalization error. As this approach is only feasible for definitions of variance which are smooth and
differentiable, it has only been applied to problems such as regression and neural networks (Cohn et al.,
1996). Related and more appropriate for the standard active learning settings is selection based upon the
Fischer information associated with a prediction (Zhang and Oles, 2000; Hoi et al., 2006; Settles and Craven,
2008), which also require approximation techniques to calculate efficiently.
One unfortunate property of many active learning querying functions is that they are relatively noise
intolerant, motivating the study of techniques which weigh instances by how representative they are of the
input distribution of the data, referred to as density-weighted querying functions. Pre-clustering the data
and selecting examples which represent each cluster has been demonstrated a very successful for querying
representative instances (Nguyen and Smeulders, 2004; Donmez et al., 2007; Xu et al., 2007). These methods
are particularly beneficial when learning from only a few instances, which is done early in the active learning
process. Density-weighting formulations have also been studied for query-by-committee (McCallum and
Nigam, 1998) and in the context of sequence prediction (Settles and Craven, 2008).
Active Learning Theory
Active learning has been shown empirically to reduce the sample complexity of several tasks. However,
only very recently has a reasonably convincing theoretical justification emerged for active learning. The
membership query model of learning (Angluin, 1988) makes a strong case for selecting instances which most
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rapidly reduce the version space of the learning problem, which also motivates active learning strategies in
discriminative learning settings (Schohn and Cohn, 2000; Campbell et al., 2000; Tong and Koller, 2001; Roth
and Small, 2006b). Reducing the version space is also an argument used to support the query-by-committee
algorithm (Freund et al., 1997; Gilad-Bachrach et al., 2006).
More recently, there has been significant progress on active learning in the more standard pool-based, sin-
gle learner settings. Based upon the standard PAC model of learning (Valiant, 1984), there have been many
theoretical bounds on the sample complexity of active learning in realizable concept classes (Dasgupta, 2004,
2005; Dasgupta et al., 2005; Castro and Nowak, 2007; Hanneke, 2007b; Balcan et al., 2008). Furthermore, in
the agnostic learning model (Kearns et al., 1994), there have several recent important positive and negative
theoretical results regarding the sample complexity of active learning (Balcan et al., 2006, 2007; Dasgupta
et al., 2007; Hanneke, 2007a). Recently, there has also been some attention on correcting the sample bias
of active learning in the context of establishing more rigorous bounds (Beygelzimer et al., 2009). However,
while these results are exciting, it should also be noted that they make assumptions which render them
largely inapplicable to the complex applications for which active learning is most useful, thus maintaining
the necessity for further empirical and theoretical work in these areas.
Active Learning in Structured Output Spaces
Directly related to this thesis (see Chapter 4) is the problem of active learning in structured output spaces,
where multiple local predictions must be combined to form a coherent structure. These models have gar-
nered significant interest in the NLP and other application communities as they can effectively incorporate
information from multiple sources regarding many interdependent prediction tasks. As structured output
labels are generally more expensive to obtain, there has been a corresponding interest in reducing labeling
requirements in these settings.
In the context of active learning, there has been some recent work regarding learning in structured output
spaces including work on active learning for HMMs (Dagan and Engelson, 1995; Scheffer and Wrobel, 2001;
Anderson and Moore, 2005), CRFs (Culotta and McCallum, 2005; Settles and Craven, 2008) and structured
Perceptron (Roth and Small, 2006b). More application targeted includes active learning for probabilistic
context free grammars (PCFGs) (Baldridge and Osborne, 2004; Hwa, 2004). Also, closely related works
for settings more complex than binary classification include active learning for multiclass classification (Yan
et al., 2003; Brinker, 2004) and active learning for ranking data (Brinker, 2004; Donmez and Carbonell,
2008).
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Active Learning in Natural Language
Active learning, most notably pool-based selection, has been applied to many NLP applications including:
• text/spam classification: (Lewis and Gale, 1994; Liere and Tadepalli, 1997; McCallum and Nigam,
1998; Schohn and Cohn, 2000; Tong and Koller, 2001; Hoi et al., 2006; Schein and Ungar, 2007; Dredze
and Crammer, 2008; Zhu et al., 2008a)
• chunking: (Ngai and Yarowsky, 2000)
• part of speect tagging: (Dagan and Engelson, 1995)
• named entity recognition: (Scheffer and Wrobel, 2001; Shen et al., 2004; Becker et al., 2005; Jones,
2005; Kim et al., 2006; Vlachos, 2006; Tomanek et al., 2007; Laws and Schu¨tze, 2008)
• information extraction: (Thompson et al., 1999; Scheffer et al., 2001; Finn and Kushmerick, 2003;
Jones et al., 2003; Culotta and McCallum, 2005; Culotta et al., 2006; Roth and Small, 2008; Settles
and Craven, 2008)
• prepositional phrase attachment: (Hwa, 2004; Becker, 2008)
• syntactic parsing: (Thompson et al., 1999; Tang et al., 2002; Hwa, 2004; Becker and Osborne, 2005)
• word sense disambiguation: (Chen et al., 2006; Chan and Ng, 2007; Zhu and Hovy, 2007)
• semantic role labeling: (Roth and Small, 2006b)
• machine translation: (Haffari et al., 2009; Haffari and Sarkar, 2009)
Issues of particular interest for applying active learning to NLP applications include accounting for
structured data, imbalanced data sets, and sparse feature spaces. Therefore, these works design querying
functions tailored to address these issues. While subscribing to a core set of basic principles, unifying the
underpinnings regarding technical details for active learning in NLP is still a nascent research direction.
Combining Active and Semi-Supervised Learning
As mentioned in Chapter 1, semi-supervised learning is the scenario where the learning algorithm is pro-
vided with small amount of labeled data and a large amount of unlabeled data, looking to exploit regularities
which occur in both data sets. Since this approach is looking to solve the same problem as active learning,
there has been recent interest in combining these two paradigms to request labels for instances which the
learner regards as useful for learning with a semi-supervised learning protocol. The earliest examples of this
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work include applying active learning to the expectation maximization (EM) (Dempster et al., 1977) frame-
work (McCallum and Nigam, 1998) and the multiview Co-EM algorithm (Muslea et al., 2002). Other research
in this vein include algorithms based on Gaussian fields (Zhu et al., 2003), work in the context of image
retrieval (Zhou et al., 2004), and work specific to speech recognition (Tur et al., 2005). More recent research
combines active and semi-supervised learning to derive general sequence labeling task solutions (Tomanek
and Hahn, 2009).
Autonomously Determining Progress of Active Learning
As previously stated, the primary research issue for active learning is the design of an appropriate querying
function. However, it is possible that different querying functions work better for different regions of the
active learning cycle. For example, a querying function using density-weighted selection is very helpful for
initial queries, but uncertainty sampling is more effective once the classifier is relatively stable (Donmez
et al., 2007). Baram et al. (2004) examine scenarios where several querying functions are employed by being
cast in the multi-armed bandit framework, where querying functions are selected which explicitly follow an
exploration and exploitation cycles. In addition to selecting appropriate querying functions for different
operating regions, as the overall goal of active learning is to reduce total annotation, it is also useful to
know when maximal performance is achieved such that unnecessary actions will be avoided, referred to as
a stopping criterion (Schohn and Cohn, 2000; Campbell et al., 2000; Tomanek et al., 2007; Vlachos, 2008;
Dimitrakakis and Savu-Krohn, 2008; Laws and Schu¨tze, 2008; Zhu et al., 2008a,b). The critical aspect of
deriving a stopping criterion is a method for autonomously determining the performance of the current
learner hypothesis (i.e. without development or testing data). Other works have used a self-estimated
measure of active learning performance to determine different operating regions which require different
querying functions to be most effective (Baram et al., 2004; Donmez et al., 2007; Roth and Small, 2008).
These works play a crucial role in motivating a core aspect of the approach used in Chapter 5 for active
learning in pipeline models.
2.5.2 Augmented Annotation in Natural Language
Up to this point, we have exclusively considered the active learning protocol, thereby emphasizing the
design of an appropriate querying function. The second component of any interactive learning protocol is
the method by which the domain expert imparts knowledge to the learning algorithm. In active learning,
this done simply by annotating the selected examples. One fundamental aspect of this thesis proposal is
the design of an interactive learning protocol which allows a more sophisticated interaction. There have
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been several recent works, which although not all interactive, recognize the importance of allowing the
expert to augment labeling information with additional information including extended feedback for text
clustering (Huang and Mitchell, 2006), interactive feature selection (tandem learning) (Raghavan and Allan,
2007), adding “annotator rationales” for text classification (Zaidan et al., 2007; Zaidan and Eisner, 2008),
deriving structured features from these rationales (Arora and Nyberg, 2009), and labeling features through
the generalized expectation criteria (Druck et al., 2008).
Active Labeling of Features
Very recently, in addition to the work of Chapter 6, there has been work on actively selecting examples
with the intention of labeling properties regarding features. The earliest example of this work is the tandem
learning algorithm described above where the expert iteratively queries the expert for instance labels and then
feature labels. This idea of labeling both instances and features simultaneously has been further pursued in
the active dual supervision model (Sindhwani et al., 2009). Even more recently, the generalized expectation
criteria has been incorporated into the active learning framework to present instances to the domain expert
for the explicit purpose of incorporating domain knowledge by labeling features (Druck et al., 2009). The
learning from measurements model (Liang et al., 2009) also works along this vein by deriving a framework
based on Bayesian experimental design to select instances for which the largest expected information gain
will be achieved if the feature is labeled.
2.5.3 Further Reading
It should be noted that in addition to multiple recent Ph.D. theses contain sections regarding different
aspects of active learning, which may also serve as starting points for further investigation into this subject,
there are other widely-studied methods for attempting to reduce the sample complexity of a learning problem
including semi-supervised learning (Zhu, 2005), advice-taking learners (Maclin and Shavlik, 1996), domain
adaptation (Blitzer, 2008; Jiang, 2008), learning with incidental supervision (Klementiev, 2009), transfer
learning (Torrey, 2009), and the human computation model (von Ahn, 2005).
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Chapter 3
Active Learning with Perceptron
Chapter 2 describes the pool-based active learning scenario, where a learning algorithm requests labels for
unlabeled data during training. This setting is one of the two interactive learning protocols examined in this
thesis. The most widely used active learning paradigms choose unlabeled examples for labeling based on their
level of uncertainty regarding predictions on the unlabeled data, referred to as uncertainty sampling (Lewis
and Catlett, 1994). For binary classification in a probabilistic setting, this method corresponds to selecting
an instance (x, y) with a posterior probability P (y = 1|x) closest to 0.5. When the learning algorithm
incorporates a definition of margin in learning, it is natural to extend this definition of margin to establishing
an uncertainty level for the unlabeled examples – which constitutes the design methodology for most practical
applications of active learning. This chapter motivates these strategies in the context of active learning with
the Perceptron algorithm, making modifications to existing machinery to derive an effective method for active
learning and forming one of the foundations of work in Chapters 4 and 5. In doing so, we elucidate some
of the properties of margin-based active learning, describe binary and multiclass versions of margin-based
active learning with a Perceptron, and empirically validate this model on two real-world datasets.
3.1 Introduction
Pool-based active learning is a training scheme in which the learning algorithm has access to a pool of
unlabeled examples and can request the labels for a number of them with the hope of minimizing the total
number of labeled examples required. In contrast to passive learning, where the learning algorithm receives
a random sample of training data to all be processed in a single round of training, active learning allows the
learner to incrementally select instances over multiple interactive rounds. During each round, the learner
selects those instances which it believes will be most beneficial for later rounds of training. More precisely, the
goal of active learning is to derive a hypothesis which achieves a level of performance near the performance
of training on all available data with only a subset of the labels. By using this protocol, the costs associated
with obtaining labeled data can often be dramatically reduced, thus facilitating the application of machine
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learning protocols to more complex application domains. The pool-based active learning protocol is shown
in Figure 3.1.
Learning
Algorithm
Predictive
Model
Domain Expert
World
Knowledge
Unlabeled
Data
Querying Function
Su
hˆth
∗ : X → Y
Q : Su ×H → Sselect
Sselect
Sl
Figure 3.1: Pool-based Active Learning Protocol
More formally, pool-based active learning begins with a passive learning algorithm A, an initial data
sample S = Sl ∪ Su where it is assumed that there are few labeled instances and many unlabeled instances
(i.e. |Sl|  |Su|), a querying function Q to select instances for labeling, and access to a domain expert e. The
primary technical necessity for effective active learning is the querying function as specified by Defintion 3.1.
Definition 3.1 (Querying Function) Given a partially labeled set of instances S = Sl∪Su and a learned
hypothesis hˆ ∈ H, a querying function Q : S ×H → Sselect returns a set of instances Sselect ⊆ Su which will
be labeled by the expert and added to Sl.
The goal of Q is to select the subset of Su such that when labeled and added to Sl will generate the largest
improvement in the performance of A, the learning algorithm which generates hˆ. Given a querying function
and access to a domain expert capable of labeling any instance in the input domain X , active learning
alternates between the three states of (1) learning a new hypothesis hˆ based upon the current data S and
learning algorithm A, (2) using hˆ in coordination with Q to select unlabeled instances Sselect, and (3) having
the expert e label Sselect which is then added to Sl. This process is stated more formally by Algorithm 3.1,
which is a simplified version of Algorithm 2.2 assuming uniform labeling costs. Since the general assumption
of active learning is that the domain expert is infallible, the primary research question is the design of the
querying function for a particular learning algorithm and application setting. For many settings which use
a margin-based learning algorithm, the specification of margin can also be used to derive a suitable querying
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function, resulting in a margin-based querying function. Denoting the margin of an example relative to the
hypothesis scoring function as ρ(x, y, f), a margin-based learning algorithm is a learning algorithm which
selects a hypothesis by minimizing a loss function L : R→ [0,∞) using the margin of instances contained in
Sl. We correspondingly define an active learning algorithm with a querying function dependent on ρ(x, y, f)
as a margin-based active learning algorithm.
Algorithm 3.1 Pool-based Active Learning with Uniform Cost
1: Input: Learning algorithm A, training sample S = Sl ∪ Su, querying function Q, domain expert e
2: t← 0
3: hˆt ← A(S) {learn initial hypothesis, noting hypothesis space and loss function remain constant}
4: while P(hˆt) < K do
5: Sselect ← Q(S, hˆt) {form query for additional labeled data}
6: Sˆselect ← Label(Sselect, e) {get labels from the domain expert}
7: Sl ← Sl ∪ Sˆselect; Su ← Su\Sselect {add labeled data to training data}
8: t← t+ 1
9: hˆt ← A(S) {learn new hypothesis}
10: end while
11: Output: Learned hypothesis hT , Sl
3.2 Active Learning with Perceptron
As alluded to in Chapter 2, this research pays special attention to learning linear functions due to properties
amenable to learning in natural language and other application areas requiring high dimensional representa-
tions. Therefore, we are interested in learning functions of the form f(x) = α·x where α is the weight vector.
Margin-based active learning generally relies upon the use of support vector machines (SVM) (Campbell
et al., 2000; Schohn and Cohn, 2000; Tong and Koller, 2001). However, in scenarios where there are large
data sets, the use of SVM becomes much less feasible. This is particularly true for active learning where
labeled data is introduced incrementally and we wish to continually update the hypothesis1. To accom-
modate larger data sets and thereby increase the applicability of active learning, this dissertation derives
querying strategies based on multiple variants of the Perceptron algorithm shown for binary classification in
Algorithm 3.2 (Rosenblatt, 1958). While there has been some recent work using Perceptron in the context
of active learning (Warmuth et al., 2002; Dasgupta et al., 2005; Cesa-Bianchi et al., 2006; Sculley, 2007),
this chapter reviews some of the principles of designing an active learning algorithm with a linear classifier
and describes a practical algorithm for active learning with Perceptron which we build upon throughout the
remainder of this thesis. Furthermore, we extend this specification to multiclass classification in Section 3.3
1An algorithm for incremental updates of SVM exists (Cauwenberghs and Poggio, 2000), but requires storing the inverse
Jacobian of the support vector matrix which may be infeasible for large datasets.
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Algorithm 3.2 Perceptron Algorithm for Binary Classification
1: Input: Labeled training sample Sl ∈ {X × Y}m, number of training rounds T
2: α← 0 {Initialize weight vector}
3: for T iterations do
4: for all (x, y) ∈ Sl do
5: yˆ = sgn(α · x)
6: if yˆ 6= y then
7: α← α + y · x {Update weight vector}
8: end if
9: end for
10: end for
11: Output: Learned weight vector α
and to structured output spaces in Chapter 4.
When designing a margin-based querying function with the Perceptron algorithm, we rely on the defi-
nition of margin stated previously as Equation 2.2, ρ(x, y, f) = y · f(x). As the magnitude of ρ indicates
the confidence of the prediction of h on a given unlabeled instance, a commonly used querying function for
binary classification with a linear function is the minimum margin instance, stated as
Qbinary : x? = argmin
x∈Su
|f(x)|, (3.1)
which assumes the prediction of the learner is correct and its confidence is associated with the magnitude
of the activation. As we will see in Section 3.4.1, directly using Perceptron with Equation 3.1 often leads to
suboptimal performance as it doesn’t return a maximum margin hypothesis (see Section 2.1.4) and thereby
doesn’t account for many of the principles associated with using margin in designing a querying functions.
We discuss some of these criteria below as they relate to active learning for linear classification.
3.2.1 Futility of the Worst Case
The first consideration in using Equation 3.1 to select the minimum margin example at each point is ex-
amining the worst case of using this strategy. Unfortunately, it is well known that in the worst case all
data points must be selected to return a zero-error hypothesis. To see this, consider the example shown
in Figure 3.2 (Dasgupta, 2004; Har-Peled et al., 2007). For this particular example, the hypothesis space
is H = R2 and the target hypothesis is denoted by α. In this case, if x1 is labeled positive and all other
points are labeled negative, it is easy to see that that we must observe all m points to select the target
hyperplane in the worst case. Furthermore, it is not difficult to construct similar examples for cases of a
balanced probability mass for the positive and negative regions generated by the resulting classifier nor to
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αx1
Figure 3.2: Active Learning with an Adversary
generalize this result to non-zero error hypothesis. Therefore, the benefits of active learning must pin its
hopes on the average case.
3.2.2 Version Space Argument
The idea of selecting points which halve the version space (see Chapter 2) at each step has origins in the query
learning model (Angluin, 1988), where points can be queried which exist in the input space, but may be points
of zero mass in the input distribution (i.e. synthetic data). However, the halving algorithm (Barzdin and
Frievald, 1972; Littlestone, 1988) is also motivated by similar principles of learning from examples which will
most efficiently eliminate hypotheses which are inconsistent with the training data. If the querying function
is able to select points which are guaranteed to halve the version space at each step, we would only require
blog2 |H|c examples for exact learning within finite hypothesis spaces. However, even in situations where
the midpoint of the version space can be determined efficiently, it is possible that the input distribution
(and thereby the resulting sample) has zero probability mass at this point making it impossible to select
such a point from the data. Yet, this principle does motivate selecting the minimum margin instance for
labeling (Tong and Koller, 2001).
To observe this argument pictorially, consider Figure 3.3 which is a modified version of Figure 2.2 where
the current state of S has only a single positively labeled point and a single negatively labeled point. Let
us also assume that we know the final version space (shown by the shaded region) and wish to converge to
this version space with the fewest number of queries as possible, as all of the remaining hypotheses would
then be consistent with the data. If we simply select the consistent hypothesis α1 as may be returned
by Perceptron, we would correspondingly select x1, which provides almost no support for calculating the
final version space. However, if we select the maximum margin hypothesis, defined by Equation 2.3 as
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fˆ = argmaxf ′∈F min(x,y)∈S ρ(x, y, f ′), we would correspondingly select x2, which provides more information
about the final version space.
consistent
hypothesis
maximum margin
hypothesis
final version
space
x1
x2
α1
α2
Figure 3.3: Version Space Criteria for Active Learning
However, selecting the minimum margin point also clearly doesn’t guarantee halving the current version
space even for this toy example. For example, consider Figure 3.4 where we show the resulting version spaces
if selecting either x1 in Figure 3.4(a) or x2 in Figure 3.4(b). As the version space with just two points is R2,
we observe that selecting either point will not halve the version space although selecting x2 does reduce it
more significantly for this round of active learning.
When relying on this justification, the Perceptron algorithm as presented in Algorithm 3.2 has no concept
of maximum margin hypotheses. Therefore, to facilitate maximal shrinking of the version space during each
round of active learning it is important that this be introduced into the Perceptron variant used to perform
active learning. To accomplish this, we will use both the concept of thick separation (Dagan et al., 1997;
Khardon and Wachman, 2007) and hypothesis averaging (Freund and Schapire, 1999).
3.2.3 Mistake Bound Argument
In the mistake bound model of learning, several works have shown that when the Perceptron algorithm is
presented with a sequence of linearly separable examples, it incurs a bounded number of prediction mistakes
before the target hypothesis is learned exactly (Novikoff, 1962). This is an important result in the context
of active learning as this bound is independent of the length of the sequence of examples encountered and
only dependent on the number of mistakes, which correspondingly generate updates resulting in an improved
hypothesis. Namely, assuming that the input instances are of bounded norm and R = maxt ‖xt‖ (i.e. the
largest norm of the input sequence) and the distance of each instance to the separating hyperplane is at
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Figure 3.4: Version space after a single query. (a) Resulting version space after selecting x1. (b) Resulting
version space after selecting x2.
least γ, the number of prediction mistakes  is at most
 ≤
(
R
γ
)2
. (3.2)
This result has been extended for the non-separable case to
 ≤
(
R+D2
γ
)2
, (3.3)
where D2 =
√∑T
t=1 (max{0, γ − ρbinary(x, y, f)})2 (i.e. using a generalization of hinge loss as shown in
Equation 2.1) (Freund and Schapire, 1999). Furthermore, the Ballseptron algorithm (Shalev-Shwartz and
Singer, 2005) established a bound for a Perceptron variant which establishes a mistake bound in terms of
classification errors  and margin errors ˜, stated as
 ≤
(
R+D2
γ
)2
− β˜ (3.4)
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where β is a positive value. Although different than Perceptron, this result demonstrates that adding an
user-defined approximation of the margin to increase the number of updates by generating mistake errors
and margin errors (i.e. updates where the prediction was correct, but less than the user-specific margin
approximation) improves the mistake bound for some Perceptron variants and provides an intuition for
explaining why adding a heuristic “thick separator” to Perceptron consistently improves empirical perfor-
mance. In regards to active learning with Perceptron-like algorithms, the most important finding is that
these results are not dependent on the number of examples seen, but the number of examples which induce
updates. Therefore, a goal in designing querying functions in this context is to design a Q which only request
labels for those examples which will result in an update to the current hypothesis. This intuition is shown in
Figure 3.5 where Qrandom encounters updates as they are presented at random while Qupdate only processes
instances which induce an update during each round of active learning.
Qrandom
Qupdate
Figure 3.5: Update Driven Active Learning - Shaded boxes indicates instances which induce hypothesis
updates.
3.2.4 A Practical Perceptron Algorithm for Active Learning
In designing a Perceptron algorithm variant for use with the querying function as specified by Qbinary, we
have described a few desiderata required for effective active learning throughout this section. Namely,
• Machinery which significantly increases computation time should be avoided as it is desirable to have
a smaller batch size |Sselect| for each query. This allows the learner to use the most hypothesis for each
query presented to the domain expert. This is our primary motivation for using Perceptron.
• Include a notion of maximum margin separation in the Perceptron algorithm to ensure the version
space is reduced substantially for each query. This motivates our use of a thick separator to generate
margin updates.
• Select instances which induce hypothesis updates (and preferably mistake updates) for each round of
active learning.
We accomplish these goals by using the averaged Perceptron with thick separation as shown in Algorithm 3.3.
This algorithm uses both a user-provided estimation of the margin γ and hypothesis averaging to approx-
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imate the maximal margin hypothesis, which assists in rapidly reducing the version space and inducing
updates during each round. Using averaged perceptron as opposed to voted Perceptron, SVM, or other
more computationally complex algorithms for learning linear functions, we are capable of maintaining small
selection batch sizes. To optimize usage of the domain expert, the batch size should be large enough to
ensure the domain expert is labeling examples the entire time the algorithm is training and formulating a
query while being small enough to ensure the instances queried are using the most recent hypothesis (i.e.
that the learning algorithm isn’t waiting for the expert to finish labeling data it may have decided it no
longer needs). When using active learning with a Perceptron variant, the batch size is very flexible as train-
ing is much faster than many learning algorithms for linear functions. We demonstrate this algorithm to be
empirically effective in Section 3.4.1.
Algorithm 3.3 Averaged Perceptron Algorithm with Thick Separation for Binary Classification
1: Input: Labeled training sample Sl ∈ {X × Y}m, estimated thickness of linear separation γ, number of
training rounds T
2: i← 1
3: αi ← 0 {Initialize weight vector}
4: ci ← 0 {Initialize survival count}
5: for T iterations do
6: for all (x, y) ∈ Sl do
7: fyˆ(x)← αi · x
8: if y · fyˆ(x) < γ then
9: αi+1 ← αi + y · x {Update weight vector}
10: i← i+ 1
11: ci ← 1
12: else
13: ci ← ci + 1 {Increase survival count}
14: end if
15: end for
16: end for
17: α←∑i ci ·αi {Vector addition is position-wise; generating averaged weight vector}
18: Output: Learned weight vector α
3.3 Active Learning with Multiclass Perceptron
Most interesting problems for real-world tasks require a classifier that can discriminate amongst many
labels, defined as multiclass classification. The has been some recent work for active learning for multiclass
classification when using an SVM for the underlying passive learning algorithm (Yan et al., 2003; Brinker,
2004; Luo et al., 2005). We use similar principles to design a multiclass active learning algorithm based upon
the Perceptron algorithm.
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The most widely used approaches to multiclass classification with linear functions construct a set of l
independent linear functions and specify a method for combining their results to derive a multiclass classifi-
cation. Several solutions have been proposed in this vein including comparing each class against all others,
commonly known as one-versus-all (Rifkin and Klautau, 2004), comparing each class against each other in
a pairwise fashion, commonly known as all-versus-all (Hastie and Tibshirani, 1998), and error-correcting
output codes (ECOC) (Dietterich and Bakiri, 1995). A generalization of these approaches is presented
by (Allwein et al., 2000), which describes a unified approach for decomposing multiclass problems into a set
of binary classification problems. In our work, we consider the one-versus-all prediction function as this is
the most widely used, is a parsimonious representation, and provides a clear notion of margin for use with
margin-based active learning.
In the one-versus-all approach, k different binary classifiers are induced such that k = |Y|. Each classifier
hi(x) is associated with a given class ωi where (x, y = ωi) implies that hi(x) = 1 and ∀j 6= i, hj(x) = −1.
In this formalism, the hypothesis h(x) = hi(x), . . . , hk(x) makes predictions according to the decision rule
h(x) = argmax
i=1,...,k
fi(x) (3.5)
where fi(x) is the real-valued hypothesis scoring function associated with hi(x). To design a querying
function based upon this model, we must design a function which combines the results of the k predictions
resulting from the k linear functions into a global querying function.
3.3.1 Combining Independent Binary Predictions
Provided with the one-versus-all construction, there have been many methods proposed for combining their
outputs to derive a querying function. Perhaps the most direct approach is to directly rely upon the
prediction function to derive the querying function. This best worst case model of deriving querying func-
tions (Campbell et al., 2000; Yan et al., 2003) is one such mechanism and dictates that instances are selected
according to the rule
x? = argmin
xi∈Su
max
y′∈Y
P (y′|x) (3.6)
within a probabilistic setting. While the output of k independent linear functions results in a set of un-
normalized values, it is common practice to treat these uncalibrated values as a measure of each classifiers
confidence as is done in Equation 3.5. The most direction application of Equation 3.6 results in the querying
function
Qmax : x? = argmin
x∈Su
max
i=1,...,k
fi(x).
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A more rigorous variant of this method would be to normalize the values over a given interval. While there
have been numerous studies that define a conversion of the uncalibrated outputs fi(x) into a conditional
probability P (y = ωi|x) (Platt, 1999; Niculescu-Mizi and Caruana, 2005), one commonly used approach is
the softmax function P (y = ωi|x) := efi(x)/
∑
j=1,...,k e
fj(x), resulting in the querying function
Qsoftmax : x? = argmin
x∈Su
max
i=1,...,k
efi(x)∑
j=1,...,k e
fj(x)
.
Both Qmax and Qsoftmax use the activation value fi(x) of a single prototype to determine the measure
of uncertainty. In many cases, utilizing a single prediction may not be a good method for determining a
global measure of uncertainty as we should be more concerned with their values relative to each other, and
instead a combination of prediction activations should be used. Tong (2001) suggests two very direct baseline
methods of combining independent classifiers for uncertainty sampling being either the sum or product of
the individual activation functions respectively, leading to the two querying functions
Qsum : x? = argmin
x∈Su
max
i=1,...,k
k∑
i=1
|fi(x)|
and
Qproduct : x? = argmin
x∈Su
max
i=1,...,k
k∏
i=1
|fi(x)|. (3.7)
A more principled approach for combining independent predictors into a global querying function is
presented in (Yan et al., 2003), which directly extends (Allwein et al., 2000) to the active learning setting.
Their approach measures the uncertainty as the expected cumulative loss of a given global prediction. Since
we wish to minimize loss, we look to design a querying function which selects examples with large expected
loss in the output prediction as stated by
Qhinge : x? = argmax
x∈Su
min
y∈Y
∑
i=1
Lhinge(fJy=ωiK(x)) (3.8)
for the one-versus-all case where fJpK(x) = f(x) if p is true and fJpK(x) = −f(x) otherwise. In the following
section, we derive a querying function closely related to Equation 3.82 with a simpler computation and more
straightforward theoretical justification directly motivated by the concept of a multiclass margin.
2If restricting the querying function to the highest two hypothesis scoring functions, Qhinge and the querying function QCC
of the next section can trivially be shown equivalent.
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3.3.2 Constraint Classification
As the importance of multiclass classification has been recognized, there has been increased work in formu-
lating the problem directly as opposed to using a set of independent binary classifiers. The common idea
behind many of these approaches is to represent each class by its prototype weight vector αk and derive
an algorithm which learns a linear sorting function relative to the activation functions αi · x for each class
i = 1, . . . , k. These concepts have been presented by several authors (Har-Peled et al., 2002a; Crammer and
Singer, 2003). The Constraint Classification (CC) framework3 provides one such theoretical justification by
demonstrating that this family of algorithms directly learns a Voronoi diagram (Aurenhammer and Klein,
2000) in Rd as shown in Figure 3.6, which has greater expressivity than the straightforward one-versus-all
learning model (Har-Peled et al., 2002b).
Figure 3.6: Voronoi Diagram
More formally, the hypothesis space for CC is given by functions of the form
h(x) = argsort
i=1,...,k
αi · x
where argsort returns the indicies of a vector sorted in non-increasing order (by their hypothesis scoring
functions) and the multiclass prediction policy using this framework is given by
h(x) = argmax
i=1,...,k
αi · x.
Constraint classification relies on the Kessler construction (Nilsson, 1965) to project each example from
x ∈ Rd into Rkd, where each point in the Rkd space represents a partial ordering between two classes
for that particular instance. The basic idea of the Kessler construction is that we wish that the correctly
3Not to be confused with the constraints used for structured predictions within the Constrained Conditional Model.
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labeled prototype must have an activation score greater that the score associated with all other prototypes,
αy · x > αi · x ∀i 6= y. Therefore, there are (k − 1) such constraints to describe the full ordering of class
membership likelihood for each instance with respect to each prototype. The CC formalism can be described
succinctly by the following definitions.
Definition 3.2 (Constraint Classification Expansion) Let CC(x, i) represent an embedding of x ∈ Rd
in Rkd such that CC(x, i) = (0(i−1)d,x,0(k−i)d)) where 0l is the zero vector of length l.
Definition 3.3 (Constraint Classification Example Set) Given an example (x, y), when x ∈ Rd is the
feature vector and y ∈ Y, the expanded example set for constraint classification is given by
Proj(x, y) = ∪i 6=y{(CC(x, y)− CC(x, i)), 1)}.
Essentially, this construction observes that αy · x− αi · x > 0 ∀i 6= y and generates k − 1 binary instances
for each multiclass instance where each instance defines an ordering constraint between fy(x) and fi(x). As
we are interested in classification and not ranking, we use the conservative form of constraint classification
where a single binary instance is generated as above capturing the ordering constraint between the fy(x)
and fy˙(x), where y˙ = argmaxy′∈Y\y fy′(x) (i.e. the second highest scoring activation value). This formalism
is applicable to our setting since the margin in the higher dimension Rkd is simply the binary margin relative
to the concatenation of weight vectors W = αiα2 . . .αk. When projected back onto Rd, this binary margin
describes the margin to the separating hyperplanes between any pair of classes and directly prescribes a
method for multiclass classification and a corresponding querying function. The resulting multiclass margin
is defined as
Definition 3.4 (Multiclass Margin) Given the set of k activation functions f(x) = α · x where y is the
correct prediction and y˙ = argmaxy′∈Y\y fy′(x) is the output with the second highest activation value, the
multiclass margin for a single instance (x, y) is defined as
ρmulticlass(x, y, f) = fy(x)− fy˙(x).
When armed with this definition of multiclass margin, we can use the argument for deriving Qbinary in
Equation 3.1 to derive a querying function for multiclass classification,
QCC : x? = argmin
x∈Su
fyˆ(x)− fy˜(x), (3.9)
where yˆ = argmaxy′∈Y fy′(x) and y˜ = argmaxy′∈Y\yˆ fy′(x), the second highest predicted activation. It
should also be noted that the version space and mistake bound arguments for QCC trivially follow from
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Definitions 3.2 and 3.3. Thereby, selecting instances near the hyperplane in the binary classification case
analogously translates to selecting instances near the hyperplane in Rkd space; or equivalently the decision
boundaries of the Rd multiclass space of Figure 3.6.
3.3.3 A Practical Multiclass Perceptron Algorithm for Active Learning
Similar to Algorithm 3.3 for use with Qbinary, we require a multiclass Perceptron learning algorithm for use
with querying functions designed for the multiclass scenario. As before, we have the design requirements
of including a notion of maximum margin separation, selecting instances which perform updates during
each active learning round, and computational efficiency as to allow small batch sizes. We correspondingly
accomplish these goals by using the averaged Perceptron for multiclass output with thick separation as shown
in Algorithm 3.4. In addition to maintaining a linear function for each class, the primary innovation is the
introduction of a multiclass thick separation in line 18 which ensures that the difference between yˆ and y˜ is
of sufficiently large margin by producing margin updates when this value is less than γ, even if a mistake is
not made. We demonstrate this algorithm to be empirically effective in Section 3.4.2.
3.4 Experimental Results
We conducted experiments on two data sets, the Internet Advertisements data set (Kushmerick, 1999) and
a named entity (NE) classification task (Roth and Yih, 2004) with properties as summarized by Table 3.1.
The Internet Advertisements data set empirically validates the use of Qbinary with Algorithm 3.3 and the
NE classification task is used to compare the querying functions intended for multiclass classification using
Algorithm 3.4.
X |Y| |S| Initial |Sl| |Sselect|
Internet Advertisements {0, 1}1555 2 3279 25 1-100
Named Entity Classification {0, 1}≈810000 4 14177 250 50
Table 3.1: Properties of Experimental Data Sets for Active Learning
3.4.1 Internet Advertisements
The Internet Advertisements (ad) data4 set represents a set of web page images where the goal is to classify
whether the image is an advertisement. We discard the real-valued features concerning the geometry of the
image and use the binary features associated with the phrases occurring in the URL, the image’s URL, the alt
4Available from the UCI Machine Learning Respository (Blake and Merz, 1998).
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Algorithm 3.4 Averaged Perceptron Algorithm for Multiclass Output with Thick Separation
1: Input: Labeled training sample Sl ∈ {X × Y}m, estimated thickness of linear separation γ, number of
training rounds T
2: for y′ ∈ Y do
3: iy′ ← 1
4: αy′,iy′ ← 0 {Initialize weight vectors}
5: ciy′ ← 0 {Initialize survival counts}
6: end for
7: for T iterations do
8: for all (x, y) ∈ Sl do
9: fyˆ(x)← αyˆ,iyˆ · x
10: fy˙(x)← αy˙,iy˙ · x
11: if yˆ 6= y then
12: αy,(i+1)y ← αy,iy + x {Promote weight vector of correct label}
13: αyˆ,(i+1)yˆ ← αyˆ,iyˆ − x {Demote weight vector of predicted label}
14: iy ← iy + 1
15: iyˆ ← iyˆ + 1
16: ciy ← 1
17: ciyˆ ← 1
18: else if fyˆ(x)− γ < fy˙(x) then
19: αyˆ,(i+1)yˆ ← αyˆ,iyˆ + x {Promote weight vector of predicted/correct label}
20: αy˙,(i+1)y˙ ← αy˙,iy˙ − x {Demote weight vector of second highest label}
21: iyˆ ← iyˆ + 1
22: iy˙ ← iy˙ + 1
23: ciyˆ ← 1
24: ciy˙ ← 1
25: else
26: ciyˆ ← ciyˆ + 1 {Increase survival count for correct prediction}
27: end if
28: end for
29: end for
30: for y′ ∈ Y do
31: αy′ ←
∑
iy′
ciy′ ·αy′ {Vector addition is position-wise; generating averaged weight vector}
32: end for
33: Output: Learned weight vectors {αy′}y′∈Y
text, anchor text, and context words surrounding the anchor text. Therefore, we use the 1555 binary features
included with this data set. In this data set, there are 3279 instances, 458 of which are advertisements. The
ad data has been used in other studies of active learning (Muslea et al., 2000, 2002). While we do not
perform a direct comparison, we achieve competitive results with much simpler machinery.
The first experiment we conduct measures the effect of batch selection size (i.e. |Sselect|) on active learning
with Algorithm 3.3 as the passive learner with γ = 0.5, T = 10, and Qbinary as the querying function. We
perform 5-fold cross validation where each fold is an average of ten different randomly selected seed sets (i.e.
initial Sl), reporting error bars for 95% confidence intervals when appropriate5. We vary the query batch size
5Reporting confidence intervals for cross-validation does not have a universally accepted method (e.g. (Bengio and Grand-
valet, 2004)), particularly for active learning (Becker, 2008). Our goal is to succinctly summarize the experimental variance.
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|Sselect| = {1, 5, 10, 25, 50, 100} as shown in Figure 3.7, where points are plotted at 100 query increments. As
expected, active learning requires less annotated data as the batch size is reduced and all batch sizes perform
better than using Qrandom with a batch size of one. This is likely due to the tendency for each query to
select instances which it believes will cause hypothesis updates. However, if multiple instances are selected,
it is possible that once the first instances are presented, the remaining points will no longer induce updates.
A somewhat more unexpected result is that we also observe a greater need for early stopping (Schohn and
Cohn, 2000) for smaller batch sizes. For example, when comparing |Sselect| = 1 against |Sselect| = 100, we
observe that |Sselect| = 1 achieves a better overall performance while |Sselect| = 100 performs better when
|Sl| = 2500. These noticeably significant performance decreases are seen in later rounds of active learning
relative to the best achieved performance for each respective batch selection size, Sl. Chapter 2 provides
references to research regarding examination of early stopping for active learning.
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Figure 3.7: Effect of Batch Size on Active Learning Performance
The second experiment using the ad data is concerned with quantifying the effect of γ on active learning
performance. The experimental conditions are the same as our first experiment except we held the batch
size constant at |Sselect| = 5 and varied the value of γ = {0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1.0}. These results are shown
in Figure 3.8 where we see that γ = 0.0 performs the worst, although not in a statistically significant way.
However, we also observe that γ > 0.0 tends to induce more stable active learning behavior between each
round.
The final experiments we conduct with the ad data is an experiment which compares the performance
of active learning with the number of updates made during each rounds. The experimental settings are the
same as previous experiments with γ = 0.5 and |Sselect| = 5, with results shown in Figure 3.9. To quantify
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Figure 3.8: Effect of γ on Active Learning Performance
the number of updates made for each round, we plot both the average number of mistakes induced by each
queried instance up to the current query and the number of updates induced (i.e. mistake or margin update)
by each queried instance up to the current query. These results show that Qbinary produces more updates
in earlier rounds than Qrandom and correspondingly performs better. Comparing the results of Qbinary
to Qrandom, we observe that Qbinary requires approximately 400 labeled instances to achieve maximum
performance and 200 to achieve the maximum performance of Qrandom. Qrandom requires approximately
1600 labeled instances to achieve its maximum performance. Therefore, the savings is annotated data
requirements is between 75% and 87%, depending on the point of comparison.
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Figure 3.9: Active learning with the Internet Advertisements (ad) data set. (a)Qbinary outperformsQrandom
in terms of labeled data requirements. (b) Qbinary generates more mistakes and updates during each round
on average than Qrandom.
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3.4.2 Named Entity Classification
The named entity (NE) classification task6 assumes that segmentation has already been performed as shown
in the second stage of Figure 2.5. In this case, we know all of the entity locations within the sentence and
thereby only require entity classification. The purpose of these experiments in to validate the proposed
method of active learning in multiclass settings and compare the querying functions described. This data
was taken from (Roth and Yih, 2004) and uses the same features as indicated by Table 3.2.
Name Description
First Capitalized the first character of a word in the target phrase is capitalized
All Capitalized all characters of a word in the target phrase are capitalized
Any Capitalized some characters of a word in the target phrase are capitalized
Suffix the suffix of a word in the target phrase is “ing”, “ment”, etc.
Bigram bigrams of words in the target phrase
Length the length of the target phrase
Place the target phrase contains a known place’s name
Title the target phrase contains a professional title (e.g. Dr.)
Name the target phrase contains a known person’s name
Context Words words within a window of size 4 of the target phrase
Context POS POS tags within a window of size 4 of the target phrase
Context Conjunction conjunctions of the Context Words and Context POS features
Context Bigram bigrams of the mixture of words and tags within a window of size four
Context Trigram trigrams of the mixture of words and tags within a window of size four
Table 3.2: Features for Named Entity Classification
The first experiment conducted for NE classification compares QCC with Qrandom to quantify the overall
performance improvement by using active learning and its relation to the number of updates encountered
during learning, with results shown in Figure 3.10. In this case, Algorithm 3.4 is the passive learning
algorithm with γ = 0.5, T = 7, and QCC as the querying function. We again perform 5-fold cross validation
and report error bars for 95% confidence intervals. For the NE classification experiments, we performed
five random selections of the seed labeled data and used the average result as the performance measure
for each fold. |Sselect| was set at 50 instances for each round of active learning and we plot a point at
every 250 queries to improve clarity of the results. In examining Figure 3.10, we observe that QCC clearly
outperforms Qrandom in terms of labeled data requirements as QCC achieves maximum performance with
approximately 4000 labeled instances while Qrandom requires approximately 11000, a labeled data savings
of 63%. This performance strongly correlates with the relative number of updates and mistakes induced
in earlier rounds of active learning using QCC versus Qrandom. In this particular case, the rapid drop in
updates at approximately |S|l = 4000 aligns well with the maximum performance being achieved, supporting
the hypothesis that successful active learning with Perceptron is predicated on inducing updates.
6Data available at http://l2r.cs.uiuc.edu/∼cogcomp/Data/ER/.
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Figure 3.10: Active Learning for Named Entity Classification Task (a) A comparison of QCC versus Qrandom.
(b) The average number of updates and mistakes induced by all queries.
The second experiment we conduct for the NE classification task is a comparison of the various querying
functions described. We follow the same basic experimental framework as in the previous NE classification
experiment, but vary the querying function to obtain a relative performance comparison. These results are
shown in Figure 3.11. The primary observations of these results is that all proposed querying functions
outperform Qrandom with an ordering of QCC , Qsoftmax, Qmax, Qsum, and Qproduct. With the exception
of the comparison between QCC and Qsoftmax, these results are all statistically significant indicating that
QCC is an appropriate active learning querying function for multiclass scenarios.
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Figure 3.11: Comparison Between Several Querying Functions for Multiclass Output
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3.5 Summary
This chapter presents a framework for active learning with a Perceptron algorithm based on previously
established principles for both binary and multiclass predictions. We validate the proposed method on the
Internet Advertisements data set for the binary classification setting, achieving a reduction in labeled data
requirements of at least 75%, and a named entity classification task for the multiclass setting, achieving a
reduction in labeled data requirements of approximately 63%. We also empirically establish a correlation
between the performance of active learning and the number of updates induced by the examples selected by
each active learning query. By using this framework, we have derived a practical method for active learning
with a discriminative classifier which will scale up to more complex domains as we will see in Chapters 4
and 5.
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Chapter 4
Active Learning for Constrained
Conditional Models
As indicated in Chapter 2, for many complex machine learning applications, there is a need to learn multiple
interdependent output variables, where knowledge regarding these interdependencies can be exploited to
improve the global performance. Typically, these scenarios of learning in structured output spaces (LISOS)
are also characterized by a high cost associated with obtaining supervised training data, motivating the study
of active learning in these situations. Starting with active learning approaches for multiclass classification
presented in Chapter 3, this chapter presents a novel method for learning within the constrained conditional
model (CCM) framework (Roth and Yih, 2004; Chang et al., 2008). In doing so, we explore both the
scenario where entire structures are queried for each round of active learning and the setting where individual
subcomponents may be queried during each round. We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
framework empirically both on multiple instances of synthetic data and on the semantic role labeling (SRL)
task, significantly reducing the need for supervised data in both cases. Much of the work in this chapter has
been previously published (Roth and Small, 2006a,b).
4.1 Introduction
The successful application of machine learning algorithms to many domains is limited by the inability to
obtain a sufficient amount of labeled training data due to practical considerations. The active learning
paradigm offers one promising solution to this predicament by allowing the learning algorithm to incremen-
tally select a subset of the unlabeled data to present for labeling by the domain expert with the goal of
maximizing performance while minimizing the labeling effort. One particularly appropriate family of ma-
chine learning applications for active learning is the scenario where there are multiple learning problems such
that there is a specified relationship between the output variables of the individual classifiers, described as
learning in structured output spaces (LISOS). In such situations, the target applications are generally more
complex than tasks capable of being modeled with a single classifier prediction and the cost for supervised
training data is correspondingly higher.
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There are many applications of learning in structured output spaces across numerous domains. One such
example is the semantic role labeling (SRL) task (e.g. (Carreras and Marquez, 2004)), where the goal is
given a sentence to identify for each verb in the sentence which constituents fill a semantic role and determine
the type of the specified argument as shown in Figure 4.1. For this particular example, A0 represents the
I left my pearls to my daughter-in-law in my will
⇓
[ I ]A0[ left ]V [ my pearls ]A1[ to my daughter-in-law ]A2[ in my will ]AM−LOC
Figure 4.1: Semantic Role Labeling (SRL)
leaver, A1 represents the item left, A2 represents the benefactor, and AM-LOC is an adjunct indicating the
location where the action occurs. Examples of specifying structural relationships to ensure coherence include
declarative statements such as every sentence must contain exactly one verb, certain arguments may only
attach to specific verbs or no arguments may overlap.
This chapter describes a margin-based method for active learning in structured output spaces where the
interdependencies between output variables are described by a general set of constraints able to represent
arbitrary structural form, referred to as a constrained conditional model (CCM) (Roth and Yih, 2004; Chang
et al., 2008). Specifically, we study two different querying protocols and propose novel querying functions
for active learning in structured output space scenarios: querying complete labels and querying partial labels.
In the SRL example, these two protocols correspond to requiring the learner to request the labels for entire
sentences during the instance selection process or single arguments, such as my pearls, respectively. We
proceed by describing a particular algorithmic implementation of the developed machinery based on the
Perceptron algorithm and derive a mistake-driven intuition for the relative performance of the querying
functions. Finally, we provide empirical evidence on both synthetic data and the semantic role labeling
(SRL) task to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed methods.
4.2 Preliminaries
The work in this chapter builds upon existing work for learning in structured output spaces (LISOS) and
margin-based active learning. We first describe the CCM framework for modeling structured output classi-
fiers, followed by the approach of incorporating output variable interdependencies directly into a discrimi-
native learning model (Collins, 2002; Punyakanok et al., 2005).
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4.2.1 Structured Output Spaces
For our setting, let x ∈ X represent an instance and x represent an instance which has already undergone
feature extraction which exists in the space of input variables X = (X1, . . . , Xnx);Xi ⊆ Rdi . y ∈ C(Y)
represents a valid output structure and y a structured assignment vector1 in the space of output variables
Y = (Y1, . . . , Yny );Yi = {ω1, . . . , ωki}. C : 2Y → {0, 1} represents a set of constraints that enforces structural
consistency on Y such that C(Y) ⊆ Y. A learning algorithm for structured output spaces takes m structured
training instances, S = {(x1, y1), . . . , (xm, ym)} drawn i.i.d over Φ(X ,Y) × C(Y) and returns a classifier hˆ
(see Definition 2.5). These assignments generated by hˆ are based on a global hypothesis scoring function
f : Φ(X ,Y)×Y → R, which assigns a score to each structured instance/label pair (xi, yi). Given an instance
x, the resulting classification is given by
yˆC = h(x) = argmax
y′∈C(Y)
f(x, y′). (4.1)
The output variable assignments are determined by a global hypothesis scoring function f(x, y) which can
be decomposed into local scoring functions fy(i)(x(i)) such that f(x, y) =
∑ny
i=1 fy(i)(x(i)). When structural
consistency is not enforced, the global scoring function will output the value f(x, yˆ) resulting in assignments
given by yˆ = argmaxy′∈Y f(x, y′). An inference mechanism takes the scoring function f(x, y), an instance
(x, y), and a set of constraints C, returning an optimal structurally coherent assignment yˆC based on the
global score f(x, yˆC) consistent with the defined output structure. Specifically, we will use general constraints
with the ability to represent any structure and return a top-k ranking of structures, thereby require a general
search mechanism for inference to enforce structural consistency (Daume´ III et al., 2009). As active learning
querying functions are designed to select instances by exploiting specific structural properties, we define the
notions of locally learnable instances and globally learnable instances for exposition purposes. Informally,
locally learnable instances are those instances which can be learned without structural constraints, whereas
exclusively globally learnable instances require structural constraints to learn an accurate classifier.
Definition 4.1 (Locally Learnable Instance) Given a classifier, f ∈ F , an instance (x, y) is locally
learnable if fy(i)(x(i)) > fy′(i)(x(i)) for all y′(i) ∈ Yi\y(i). In this situation, yˆ = yˆC = y.
Definition 4.2 (Globally Learnable Instance) Given a classifier, f ∈ F , an instance (x, y) is globally
learnable if f(x, y) > f(x, y′) for all y′ ∈ Y\y. We will refer to instances that are globally learnable, but not
locally learnable as exclusively globally learnable in which case yˆ 6= yˆC = y.
1As per Chapter 2, τ(y)→ y generates structured output vectors and τ−1(y)→ y generates the corresponding structures.
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Table 4.1 summarizes notation used for active learning in structured output spaces. While this notation
is also contained in the preamble and Chapter 2, notation is generally somewhat tedious for structured
output spaces and this will assist in keeping this chapter more self-contained.
Notation Explanation
x input item
X input space
y output label (structure)
Y output space
y transformed output (an output label vector)
Y transformed output space (of output label vectors)
y(i) the ith position of y
Φ(x,y) feature vector generating procedure (FVGP)
x feature vector representation of input item
X space of feature vectors
Φi(x,y) FVGP for structural component associated with ith output vector position
x(i) feature vector for input item component associated with ith output vector position
C set of output constraints
C(Y) constrained output space
f(x, y′) hypothesis score for label y′
fy′(i)(x(i)) local hypothesis score for local prediction y′(i)
y′C output label y
′ which is structurally coherent (according to C)
yˆ predicted output
y˙ the highest scoring incorrect prediction
y˜ second highest scoring prediction
Table 4.1: Notation for Active Learning in Structured Output Spaces
4.3 Active Learning for Structured Output
The key component that distinguishes active learning from standard supervised learning is a querying func-
tion Q which when given unlabeled data Su and the current learned classifier hˆ returns a set of unlabeled
examples Sselect ⊆ Su. These selected examples are labeled and provided to the learning algorithm to in-
crementally update its hypothesis. The most widely used active learning schemes utilize querying functions
based on heuristics which have been shown empirically successful (Tong and Koller, 2001) but still have
limited theoretical understanding (Dasgupta, 2005), often assigning a measure of certainty to predictions
on Su and selecting examples with low certainty (Lewis and Gale, 1994)2. We look to extend the work de-
scribed in Chapter 3, basing this work on similar principles to design querying functions for LISOS settings
by exploiting structural knowledge not available for individual classifications.
2See Chapter 2 for examples of methods for assigning certainty for other prediction problems.
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4.3.1 Querying Complete Labels
The first scenario we examine is the more straightforward case of querying complete labels. The task of a
querying function for complete labels requires selecting instances x during each round of active learning such
that all output labels associated with the specified instance will be provided by the domain expert. Consider
the word alignment example shown in Figure 4.2 (example from (Davis, 2002)). Generally accepted as an
the black cat likes fish
le chat noir aime le poisson
Figure 4.2: Bitext Word Alignment
important subtask of machine translation, word alignment is the problem where the input is two parallel
strings of text (i.e. a bitext) and the desired output is a bipartite matching between the words of the two
strings (Och et al., 1999). Easily modeled as a LISOS problem, querying complete labels entails querying the
entire bitext. When querying complete labels, the question from the learner would be, “Can you provide a
word alignment for the following bitext?” From one perspective, querying complete labels is the more natural
active learning scenario as the annotator often makes annotations based upon the entire text, and designing
an appropriate CostI for anything other than the entire structure may require modeling the subtleties of
an expert who performs an analysis for the entire structure but labels only a substructure versus simply
labeling the entire structure.
Following the margin-based approach for designing querying functions in the multiclass setting of Sec-
tion 3.3, an analogous definition of margin for structured output spaces is stated as
ρglobal(x, y, f) = f(x, y)− f(x, y˙C),
where y˙C = argmaxy′∈C(Y)\y f(x, y′). This definition of margin corresponds to the score associated with the
correct structure minus the second highest scoring structure (which is not the correct structure). In the
ideal case, the querying function would be aware of the correct label, selecting the instance for which the
prediction most strongly disagrees with the correct label. However, since the hypothesis cannot guarantee
the correct label for unlabeled instances, the predicted label is assumed correct as a proxy for the correct
label in the querying function. The semantics of this querying function is the prediction for the which the
learner believed there were many plausible predictions. The corresponding querying function for a structured
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learner that incorporates the constraints into the learning model for strictly global predictions is defined by
Qglobal : x? = argmin
x∈Su
[f(x, yˆC)− f(x, y˜C)], (4.2)
where y˜C = argmaxy′∈C(Y)\yˆC f(x, y
′), the second highest scoring structure (which is thereby not the pre-
dicted structure). It should be noted that Qglobal does not require f(x, y) to be decomposable, thereby
allowing usage with arbitrary loss functions. The only requirement is that the inference mechanism must be
capable of calculating f(x, yˆC) and f(x, y˜C) for a given structured instance.
Based upon the version space argument considered in Chapter 3 for multiclass classification, it is straight-
forward to see that structured output is a special case of multiclass classification where the output space is
exponential in the number of variables. For structured output, the version space is stated as
Vglobal = {f ∈ F|f(x, y) > f(x, y˙);∀(x, y) ∈ Sl}.
Analogously to the multiclass case in Equation 3.9, if we wish to select instances which are most likely to
halve the hypothesis space, we should look for instances which are closest to this decision boundary as shown
by Qglobal in Equation 4.2.
However, for many structured learning settings the scoring function and consequently the loss function
is decomposable into local classification problems. Furthermore, it has been observed that when the local
classification problems are easy to learn without regard for structural constraints during training, directly
optimizing these local functions often leads to a lower sample complexity (Punyakanok et al., 2005). As these
findings are predicated on making concurrent local updates during learning, selecting structured examples
that make as many local updates as possible will generally be desirable for such situations. This observation
motivates a querying function which selects instances based on local predictions, resulting in the margin-
based strategy of selecting examples with a small average local multiclass margin,
Q
local(C) : x? = argmin
x∈Su
∑ny
t=1[fyˆC(i)(x(i))− fy˜C(i)(x(i))]
ny
,
where yˆC(i) = argmaxy′(i)∈Yi fy′(i)(x(i)), the local prediction after inference has applied the constraints, and
y˜C(i) = argmaxy′(i)∈Yi\yˆC(i) fy′(i)(x(i)), the second highest prediction after constraints have been applied to
ensure a coherent structure. We will observe in Section 4.5 that Qglobal is appropriate when the problem
output space is highly constrained and Q
local(C) is more appropriate when the problem can be learned
effectively by learning local variables.
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4.3.2 Querying Partial Labels
We noted that Qglobal makes no assumptions regarding decomposability of of the scoring function and
Q
local(C) requires only that the scoring function be decomposable in accordance with the output variables
such that the individual local scores may be considered. We now examine active learning in settings where
f(x, y) is decomposable and the local output variables can be queried independently, defined as querying
partial labels. The intuitive advantage of querying partial labels is that we are no longer subject to cases where
a structured instance has one output variable with a very informative label, but the other output variables
of the same instance are minimally useful and yet add cost to the labeling effort. In the word alignment
example of Figure 4.2, querying partial labels would be akin to having the learner ask the question, “Which
of the French words does likes align with?” This is an appealing model in many cases as the learner may
be very confident regarding a subset of the predictions, but is unsure about a few substructures. While this
configuration is not immediately usable for applications with a scoring function not easily decomposable
into local output variables that can be independently queried (e.g. parsing), we will see this approach is
very beneficial in scenarios where such capabilities are available (e.g. semantic role labeling, chunking, word
alignment).
Observing that querying partial labels requires requesting a single multiclass classification, the naive
querying function for this case is to simply ignore the structural information and use Qmulticlass, resulting
in the querying function
Qlocal : x(i)? = argmin
x(i)∈Su
i=1,...,ny
[fyˆ(i)(x(i))− fy˜(i)(x(i))]. (4.3)
Continuing with the argument that it is desirable to select instances which attempt to halve the version
space with each instance selection (see Chapter 3), we design an active learning querying function which
performs this on the basis of a per local level prediction. A local classifier which either ignores or is ignorant
of the structural constraints maintains a version space described by
Vlocal = {f ∈ F|fy(i)(x(i)) > fy˙(i)(x(i));∀(x, y) ∈ Sl}.
If the learning algorithm has access to an inference mechanism that maintains structural consistency, the
version space is only dependent on the subset of possible output variable assignments that are consistent
with the global structure,
Vlocal(C) = {f ∈ F|fy(i)(x(i)) > fy˙C(i)(x(i));∀(x, y) ∈ Sl}
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where y˙C(i) = argmaxy′(i)∈C(Y)\y(i) fy′(i)(x(i)). Therefore, if the learning algorithm enforces structural con-
sistency within the learning model, we advocate also utilizing this information to augment Qlocal, resulting
in the querying function
Qlocal(C) : x(i)? = argmin
x(i)∈Su
i=1,...,ny
[fyˆC(i)(x(i))− fy˜C(i)(x(i))].
While the version space argument provides some theoretical justification for Qlocal(C), there is also a
practical argument similar to correction propagation (Culotta and McCallum, 2005). Again consider the
example shown in Figure 4.2, and assume that the classifier is very confident it its alignment predictions for
the and fish. At this point, any single prediction significantly constrains the predictions of the remaining
words by reducing the coherent output structures. In many cases, this will dramatically reduce the output
space and thus reduce the need for additional partial queries at the cost of only the inference procedure. We
empirically demonstrate in Section 4.5 that when possible, partial queries will often outperform complete
queries under the same local prediction driven cost model.
4.4 Active Learning with Structured Perceptron
Now that we have established an appropriate querying function for LISOS scenarios, we apply it to learning
within the hypothesis space of linear classifiers. This work specifically utilizes classifiers of a linear repre-
sentation with parameters learned using the structured Perceptron algorithm (Collins, 2002). In this case,
f(x,y) = α ·Φ(x,y) represents the global scoring function such that α = (αy(1), . . . ,αy(ny)) is a concatena-
tion of the local αy(i) vectors and Φ(x,y) = (Φ1(x,y), . . . ,Φny (x,y)) is a concatenation of the local feature
vectors, Φi(x,y). Utilizing this notation, fy(i)(x(i)) = αy(i) · Φi(x,y) where αy(i) ∈ Rdi is the learned local
weight vector and Φi(x,y) ∈ Rdi is the feature vector for local classifications.
As stated in Chapter 3, margin-based active learning generally relies upon the use of support vector
machines (SVM) (Tong and Koller, 2001; Yan et al., 2003). While this would naturally extend to existing
work on SVM for structured output (Tsochantaridis et al., 2004), the incremental nature of active learning
over large data sets associated with structured output makes these algorithms impractical for such uses. As
in the binary and multiclass scenarios, we require a learning algorithm that can maintain selection batch
sizes such that the domain expert is always labeling instances which improve the most current hypothesis.
Along this vein, this work builds upon the inference based training (IBT) learning strategy (Punyakanok
et al., 2005; Collins, 2002) shown in Algorithm 4.1, which incorporates the structural knowledge into the
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learning procedure. The basic premise of IBT is to make a sequence of local predictions, perform inference
to obtain a coherent structure, and then make additive updates relative to the output vector associated with
the coherent output.
However, to facilitate use with active learning, we make a few important modifications. We first modify
the IBT algorithm for partial labels by updating only local components which have been labeled, thus
requiring an inference procedure capable of handling unassigned output variables. Secondly, we add a
notion of large margin to the IBT algorithm heuristically by requiring thick separation γ between class
activations. Finally, after training is complete, we use the averaged Perceptron (Freund and Schapire, 1999)
method where the final hypothesis is a weighted average of hypotheses used for updates as weighted by their
survival counts (see Chapter 3). This adds stability to the learning procedure and results in a performance
improvement.
Algorithm 4.1 Inference Based Traning (IBT) with Thick Separation
1: Input: Labeled training sample S ∈ {X × Y}m, estimated thickness of linear separation γ, number of
training rounds T
2: α← 0 {Initialize weight vector}
3: for T iterations do
4: for all (x, y) ∈ S do
5: yˆC ← argmaxy∈C(Y) α · Φ(x,y)
6: for i← 1 to ny such that (x, y(i)) ∈ Sl do
7: if yˆC(i) 6= y(i) then
8: αy(i) ← αy(i) + Φy(i)(x,y) {Promote weight vector associated with correct label}
9: αyˆ(i) ← αyˆ(i) − Φyˆ(i)(x,y) {Demote weight vector associated with incorrect prediction}
10: else if fyˆ(i)(x(i))− γ < fy˙C(i)(x(i)) then
11: αyˆ(i) ← αyˆ(i) + Φyˆ(i)(x,y) {Promote weight vector associated with predicted/correct label}
12: αy˙(i) ← αy˙(i) − Φy˙(i)(x,y) {Demote weight vector associated with second highest activation}
13: end if
14: end for
15: end for
16: end for
17: Output: Learned hypothesis hˆ
4.4.1 Mistake-driven Active Learning
A greedy criteria for active learning querying functions looks to make the most immediate progress towards
learning the target function with each requested label. For the mistake-driven Perceptron algorithm, Chap-
ter 3 established that a suitable measurement for progress is to track the number of additive updates for each
query. In the LISOS setting, this intuition motivates two metrics to explain the performance results of a
given querying function, average Hamming error per query, MHamming, and average global error per query,
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Mglobal. For a specific round of active learning, the current hypothesis is used to select a set of instances
Sselect for labeling. Once the labels are received, we calculate the Hamming loss,
Hamming(h,x) =
ny∑
i=1
(x(i),y(i))∈Sl
IJyˆC(i) 6= y(i)K
and the global loss
G(h,x) = IJyˆC 6= yK
at the time when the instance is first labeled3. Therefore, we compare and observe a correlation between
the quality of a querying function and the average of the number of updates induced by all queries up to
the specified round of active learning. To successfully utilize active learning in a mistake-bound algorithm,
we require querying functions which can select examples which update the current hypothesis during each
round of active learning.
Noting that Hamming(h,x) is only useful for partial labels, we hypothesize that for partial label queries
or cases of complete label queries where the data sample S is largely locally separable, the relative magnitude
of MHamming will determine the relative performance of the querying functions as this will increase the
number of local updates. Alternatively, for complete queries where a significant portion of the data is
exclusively globally separable,Mglobal will be more strongly correlated with querying function performance
as it will ensure at least one update, relying on the correction propagation principle to constrain the other
variables.
4.5 Experimental Results
We demonstrate particular properties of the proposed querying functions by first conducting several active
learning simulations on synthetic data each intended to elucidate performance characteristics on different
structured learning scenarios. We then verify practical use for actual applications by performing experiments
on a restricted for of the SRL task described previously in Section 4.1. It should be noted that empirical dis-
crepancies between the performance reported in this work and that of (Roth and Small, 2006b) is accounted
for by the use of averaged Perceptron and smaller batch sizes during instance selection.
3IJpK is an indicator function such that IJpK = 1 if p is true and 0 otherwise.
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4.5.1 Synthetic Data
Our synthetic structured output problem is comprised of five multiclass classifiers, h1, . . . , h5, each with the
output space Yi = ω1, . . . , ω4. In addition, we define the output structure using the practical constraints
shown in Figure 4.3. To generate the synthetic data, we first create four linear functions of the form
1. C1 : [h2(x) 6= ω3] ∧ [h5(x) 6= ω1]
2. C2 : At most one hi(x) can output ω2.
3. C3 : For one or more hi(x) to output ω3, at least one hi(x) must output ω1.
4. C4 : hi(x(i)) can output ω4 if and only if hi−1(x) = ω1 and hi−2(x) = ω2.
Figure 4.3: Constraints Used to Generate Synthetic Data
αy′(i) · x + by′(i) such that αy′(i) ∈ [−1, 1]100 and by′(i) ∈ [−1, 1] are generated at random from a uniform
distribution for each hy′(i) where y′(i) ∈ {ω1, . . . , ω4}. These weight vectors are held constant throughout
the data generation process. To generate data, we first produce five local examples x(i) ∈ {0, 1}100 where the
normal distribution N (20, 5) determines the number of features assigned the value 1, distributed uniformly
over the feature vector. Each vector is then labeled according to the function argmaxi=1,...,k[αy(i) ·x + by(i)]
resulting in the label vector ylocal = (h1(x(1)), . . . , h5(x(5))). We then execute the inference procedure to
obtain the final labeling y of the instance x to ensure that the output y ∈ C(Y). If yˆC 6= yˆ, then the data
is exclusively globally separable. We control the total amount of such data with the parameter κ which
represents the fraction of exclusively globally separable data in S. We further filter the difficulty of the data
such that all exclusively globally separable instances have a Hamming error drawn from a stated normal
distribution N (µ, σ). We generate 10000 structured instances for each configuration, or equivalently 50000
local instances, in this for each set of data parameters we use. This process is outlined in Figure 4.4.
When conducting complete label active learning experiments with synthetic data, we report results for
Q
local(C), the querying function based upon the averaging of local output predictions, Qglobal, the querying
function based upon the global output scores, Qlocal(C), the querying function which bases its score on the
output of the single local prediction of minimum certaintly, and Qrandom, the querying function which selects
instances randomly from a uniform distribution over the unlabeled data Su at each step. For experiments
using complete queries, we use a querying schedule which begins with five labeled examples and selects five
instances during each round of active learning, |Sl| = 5, 10, . . . , 8000. For all synthetic experiments, T = 7
and γ = 0.5 for Algorithm 4.1 and five-fold cross validation is performed with error bars calculated for a
paired-t test at 95% confidence level.
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yˆC(5)
x ∈ {0, 1}100
yˆ(1) yˆ(2) yˆ(3) yˆ(4) yˆ(5)
yˆC(4)yˆC(3)yˆC(2)yˆC(1)
h(x(2))h(x(1)) h(x(3)) h(x(4)) h(x(5))
yˆC ← C(yˆ)Inference
= yˆ
= yˆC
Figure 4.4: Procedure used to generate synthetic data
Complete Queries with Locally Separable Data
The first case we consider for complete queries is where κ = 0, the situation where the data is completely
locally learnable and the constraints are not necessary to learn the target function with linear classifiers
as shown in Figure 4.5. As hypothesized, Q
local(C) performs better in this setting than Qglobal. By using
Q
local(C), we achieve a performance level equivalent to training on all examples at |Sl| ≈ 1500, which is
approximately a 81% reduction in labeled data. When using Qglobal, we achieve a labeled data reduction
of approximately 73%. This difference is also reflected in the plot of MHamming, where Qlocal(C) induces
significantly more local updates on average. Finally, we note that Qlocal(C) performs nearly identically to
Qglobal as the differences between two structures in this scenario often will rely on a single local prediction.
Note that we omitted error bars for Qlocal(C) for clarity as they were very similar to Qglobal.
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Figure 4.5: Complete label querying for κ = 0.0. (a) Relative performance of complete label querying
functions. (b) Relative values of MHamming and Mglobal for complete label querying functions.
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Complete Queries with Exclusively Globally Separable Data
The second case we consider is the setting where κ = 0.3 and the Hamming error of the generated data
is drawn from N (3, 1), with results shown in Figure 4.6. For this case, the output space is much more
heavily constrained and as hypothesized, Qglobal works better than Qlocal(C). By using Qglobal, we achieve
a performance level equivalent to training on all 8000 examples at Sl ≈ 3000, which is approximately a
63% reduction in labeled data requirements. Conversely, when using Q
local(C), we achieve a labeled data
reduction of approximately 25% (not shown on this graph). This difference is also reflected in the plot of
Mglobal, relative to Mglobal where Qlocal(C) may induce more local updates on average, but the number of
global updates doesn’t correspond accordingly. This implies that Q
local(C) is making local update which do
not affect the global prediction. Note that we omitted error bars for Q
local(C) for clarity as its performance
is clearly statistically worse than Qglobal.
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Figure 4.6: Complete label querying for κ = 0.3 and Hamming error drawn from N (3, 1). (a) Relative per-
formance of complete label querying functions. (b) Relative values of MHamming and Mglobal for complete
label querying functions.
Partial Queries on Synthetic Data
We continue our study with synthetic data by conducting experiments which make partial queries during
each round of active learning. For the partial query setting, we report results using the two partial querying
functions Qlocal and Qlocal(C) in addition to Qrandom on three sets of data. For partial queries, the querying
schedule starts by querying 10 partial labels at a time from |Sl| = 10, 20, . . . , 40000, once again performing
5-fold cross validation with a paired-t to demonstrate statistical significance at the 95% confidence level.
The first data set for partial queries is when κ = 0.0 and the data is completely locally separable as
in our experiment for complete queries. The results for this configuration are displayed in Figure 4.7,
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demonstrating a savings in labeled data requirements of approximately 80% for Qlocal(C). In this case, active
learning for both Qlocal and Qlocal(C) perform better than Qrandom. Somewhat more surprising is the result
that Qlocal(C) performs noticeably better that Qlocal even though they often query similar points for κ = 0.0.
However, what we hypothesize is that when there is only a small quantity of labeled data, the constraints
provide additional information which guides the learned hypothesis toward the target hypothesis by querying
instances which will make more updates to the current hypothesis. We see this phenomena to some degree
in the plot of MHamming as Qlocal(C) results in more updates in the IBT algorithm than Qlocal.
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Figure 4.7: Partial label querying for κ = 0.0. (a) Relative performance of partial label querying functions.
(b) Relative values of MHamming for partial label querying functions.
The second partial querying experiment we conduct is for the synthetic data set κ = 0.3;N (3, 1) as
shown in Figure 4.8. This configuration demonstrates a similar performance ordering as when κ = 0.0,
where Qlocal(C) outperforms Qlocal which in turn outperforms Qrandom with Qlocal(C) achieving a label
savings of approximately 65%. Furthermore, early in the active learning process, we see that Qlocal performs
worse than Qrandom. The plot of the number of updates in combination with this fact implies that the
number of updates is not the sole indicator of performance, but that when constraints are used, the selected
instances must make updates as targeted by the correct version space.
Finally, we perform a partial querying experiment with synthetic data set where κ = 1.0;N (5, 1), meaning
that the data is completely exclusively globally separable and the difference between Qlocal(C) and Qlocal will
be different at all predictions for most examples. These results are shown in Figure 4.9. In this configuration,
Qlocal(C) performs significantly better than Qlocal demonstrating the benefit of considering the structural
constraints when requesting labels for unlabeled instances. Specifically, Qlocal(C) achieves a reduction in
labeled data requirements of approximately 75% while Qlocal achieves a savings of approximately 63%,
although this actually understates the case as Qlocal(C) performs much better at earlier data points. In
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Figure 4.8: Partial label querying for κ = 0.3 and Hamming error drawn from N (3, 1). (a) Relative
performance of partial label querying functions. (b) Relative values ofMHamming for partial label querying
functions.
this case, we once again observe that although the learning algorithm is making many updates, they are
seemingly not updates which assist the learning algorithm in learning the target hypothesis.
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Figure 4.9: Partial label querying for κ = 1.0 and Hamming error drawn from N (5, 1). (a) Relative
performance of partial label querying functions. (b) Relative values ofMHamming for partial label querying
functions.
4.5.2 Semantic Role Labeling
As a practical application, we also perform experiments on the SRL task as described in the CoNLL-2004
shared task (Carreras and Marquez, 2004). We essentially follow the model described in Punyakanok et al.
(2005) where linear classifiers fA0, fA1, . . . are used to map constituent candidates to one of 45 different
classes. For a given argument/predicate pair, the multiclass classifier returns a set of scores which are
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used to produce the output yˆC consistent with the structural constraints associated with other arguments
relative to the same predicate. We simplify the task by assuming that the constituent boundaries are given,
making this an argument classification task. We use the CoNLL-2004 shared task data, but restrict our
experiments to sentences that have greater than five arguments to increase the number of instances with
interdependent variables and take a random subset of this to get 1500 structured examples comprised of 9327
local predictions. For our testing data, we also restrict ourself to sentences with greater than five arguments,
resulting in 301 structured instances comprised of 1862 local predictions. We use the features in Table 4.2
and the applicable subset of families of constraints which do not concern segmentation shown in Figure 4.10
as described by Punyakanok et al. (2004).
Name Description
Predicate lemma & POS tag a conjunction of the lemma and POS tag of predicate
Voice indicates voice (active/passive) of predicate
Position indicates if the target argument is before or after the predicate
Clause position indicates position of the target argument relative to the
predicate in the parse tree
Clause path the path formed by the parse tree containing only clauses an chunks
Chunk pattern encodes the sequence of chunks from the current
argument to the predicate
Word & POS tag word and POS tags of the first word, last word, and head word
Named entity indicates if any element of the predicate is an element of a named entity
Chunk indicates if any element of the predicate is an element of a noun phrase
Length the length of the target phrase both in number of words
and number of chunks
Verb class the class of the active predicate described in the frame files
Phrase type the target argument phrase type (e.g. VP, PP, NP)
Sub-categorization sequence of phrase types of predicate chunk and segments
around the predicate
Baseline features based on heuristics for identifying AM-NEG and AM-LOC
Clause coverage indicates how much of the predicate clause is covered by the argument
Chunk pattern length counts the number of chunk patterns in the argument phrase
Conjunctions a pairwise conjunction of all pairs of features above
Boundary words & POS tags the words and tags within a window of size 2
Bigrams bigrams of words and POS tags within a window of size 2
Sparse collocation a sequence of one word/tag from window of two before argument, first
word/tag of argument, last word/tag of argument, and one word/tag
from window of two after argument
Table 4.2: Features for Semantic Role Labeling Classifier
Figure 4.11 shows the emperical results for the SRL experiments when querying complete labels. For
the complete labels querying scenario, we start with a querying schedule of |Sl| = 50, 80, . . . , 150 and slowly
increase the step size until ending with |Sl| = 1000, 1100, . . . , 1500. When using Algorithm 4.1, we set
γ = 1.0 and T = 5. In this setting, we observe that Q
local(C) performs better than Qglobal, implying that the
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1. C1 : At most one argument may output {A0, A1, A2, A3, A4, A5}.
2. C2 : Exactly one argument must output V.
3. C3 : For a classifier to output C-V, it must be preceded by V, A1.
4. C4 : For a classifier to output R-XXX, a different classifier must output XXX.
5. C5 : For a classifier to output C-XXX, a preceding classifier must output XXX.
6. C6 : Given the predicate, some argument classes are illegal as given by the PropBank Frames.
Figure 4.10: Constraints for Semantic Role Labeling Classifier
data is largely locally separable which is consistent with the findings of Punyakanok et al. (2005) for this
high dimensional feature space. Essentially, when using such a high dimensional feature space, the efforts of
the querying function are best spent inducing as many local updates as possible as the performance of the
local classifiers independent of the global constraints will most significantly affect performance. However, we
observe that both Q
local(C) and Qglobalperform better than Qrandom with approximately a 35% reduction in
labeling effort requirements with Q
local(C).
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Figure 4.11: Active Learning for Semantic Role Labeling with Complete Label Queries
For partial labels, we used a similar experimental setup with a querying schedule that starts at |Sl| =
100, 200, . . . , 500 and increases step size until ending at |Sl| = 6000, 7000, . . . , 9327. In this case, Qlocal(C)
performs better than Qlocal and Qrandom, requiring approximately 45% of the data to be labeled. While
both Qlocal(C) and Qlocal performs better than Qrandom, Qlocal(C) likely selects instance components for
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which the constraints do not provides sufficient information to make a confident prediction and thus is
using information based upon the hypothesis space of the target function. A final observation is that
Qlocal(C) requires approximately 4000 instances to achieve the performance of the final state of Qrandom.
Conservatively estimating all instances to have exactly six components, this corresponds to ∼670 complete
instances, which we observe in Figure 4.11 is not the final performances. This reaffirms our contention that
partial queries should be used whenever possible and a realistic cost model can be specified.
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Figure 4.12: Active Learning for Semantic Role Labeling with Partial Label Queries
4.6 Summary
This chapter describes a margin-based active learning approach for structured output spaces. We first look
at the setting of querying complete labels, defining Qglobal to be used in situations where the scoring function
f(x, y) is not decomposable or the data is expected to be exclusively globally learnable and define Q
local(C)
to be used when the scoring function is decomposable and the data is expected to be locally learnable. We
further demonstrate that in cases where the local classifications can be queried independently, the labeling
effort is most drastically reduced using partial label queries with the querying function Qlocal(C). These
propositions are also supported empirically by reducing the labeled data requirements on both synthetic
data and the semantic role labeling (SRL) task.
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Chapter 5
Active Learning for Pipeline Models
In addition to the structured output models presented in Chapter 4, pipeline models are a second important
formalism for successfully applying machine learning approaches to complex problems such as those encoun-
tered in NLP. In many of these scenarios, there are substantial performance advantages to decomposing
the overall task into a sequence of several simpler sequential stages where each stage solves a progressively
more difficult problem based on the output of previous stages. Similar to structured output scenarios, a
distinguishing feature of applications requiring pipeline models is that they often require significant quan-
tities of labeled data to learn accurately, motivating the study of active learning in such scenarios. This
chapter presents a novel strategy for combining local active learning instance querying strategies into a
global strategy which minimizes the annotation requirements for the overall task. Using this method, we
present promising empirical results for a three-stage entity and relation extraction system which significantly
reduces supervised data requirements. The bulk of the work described in this chapter has been previously
published (Roth and Small, 2008).
5.1 Introduction
Decomposing complex classification tasks into a series of sequential stages, where the local classifier at a
specified stage is explicitly dependent on the predictions from the previous stages, is a common practice in
many engineering disciplines. In the machine learning and natural language processing communities, this
widely used paradigm is commonly referred to as a pipeline model (Chang et al., 2006; Finkel et al., 2006;
Bunescu, 2008). For example, consider the relation extraction (RE) subtask of information extraction (IE)
where the goal is to extract named relationships between entities in a given text. In this situation, relation
classification is often the final stage of a pipeline consisting of previous stages such as phrase segmentation
and named entity classification as shown in Figure 5.1. Furthermore, these stages may be preceded by
other simpler related natural language processing tasks such as part of speech (POS) tagging or word sense
disambiguation (WSD).
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The primary motivation for modeling complex tasks as a pipelined process is the difficulty of solving
such applications with a single monolithic classifier; that expressing a problem such as relation extraction
directly in terms of unprocessed input text will result in a complex function that may be impossible to
learn. A second relevant aspect of such domains is the corresponding high cost associated with obtaining
sufficient labeled data for good learning performance. The active learning protocol offers one promising
method of mitigating this dilemma by allowing the learning algorithm to incrementally select unlabeled
examples for labeling by the domain expert with the goal of maximizing performance while minimizing the
labeling effort (Cohn et al., 1996). While receiving significant recent attention, most active learning research
focuses on new algorithms as they relate to a single classification task. This work instead assumes that an
active learning algorithm exists for each stage of a pipelined learning model and develops a strategy that
jointly minimizes the annotation requirements for the pipelined process.
This chapter presents a general method for combining separate active learning strategies from multiple
pipelined stages into a single strategy that exploits properties particular to pipeline models. Specifically, we
propose a criteria that begins by preferring instances which most benefit early pipeline stages until they are
performing sufficiently well, at which point instances are selected which target later stages of the pipeline.
This method attempts to reduce error propagation and supply all pipeline stages with sufficiently error free
input for effective learning. Furthermore, we instantiate this method for the three stage named entity and
relation extraction system of Figure 5.1, demonstrating significant reductions in annotation requirements.
5.2 Preliminaries
5.2.1 Learning Pipeline Models
Following the standard classification task, let x ∈ X represent members in an input domain and y ∈ Y
represent members of an output domain where we require a prediction function h : X → Y. This work
specifically utilizes classifiers based upon a feature vector generating procedure Φ(x) → x and generates
the output assignment using a scoring function f : Φ(X ) × Y → R such that the prediction is stated as
yˆ = h(x) = argmaxy′∈Y fy′(x). In a pipeline model, each stage j = 1, . . . , J has access to the input instance
in addition to the classifications from all previous stages, Φ(j)(x, yˆ(0), . . . , yˆ(j−1)) → x(j). Each stage of
a pipelined learning process takes m training instances S(j) =
{
(x(j)1 , y
(j)
1 ), . . . , (x
(j)
m , y
(j)
m )
}
as input to a
learning algorithm A(j) and returns a classifier, h(j), which minimizes the respective loss function of the
jth stage. Note that each stage may vary in complexity from a single binary prediction, y(j) ∈ {−1, 1},
to a multiclass prediction, y(j) ∈ {ω1, . . . , ωk}, to a structured output prediction, y(j) ∈ Y(j)1 × · · · × Y(j)ny .
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Dole 's wife , Elizabeth , is a native of Salisbury , N.C.
Dole 's wife , Elizabeth , is a native of Salisbury , N.C.
E1 E2 E3 E4
Segmentation
Entity Classification
Relation Classification
Unannotated Text
E1 = person
E2 = person
E3 = location
E4 = location
R(E1,E2) = spouse_of
R(E1,E3) = no_relation
R(E1,E4) = no_relation
R(E2,E3) = born_in
R(E2,E3) = born_in
R(E3,E4) = located_in
Figure 5.1: A three-stage pipeline model for named entity and relation extraction
Once each stage of the pipeline model classifier is learned, global predictions are made sequentially with the
expressed goal of maximizing performance on the overall task,
yˆ = h(x) =
〈
argmax
y′∈Y(j)
f
(j)
y′
(
x(j)
)〉J
j=1
. (5.1)
5.2.2 Active Learning
As previously stated, the key difference between active learning and standard supervised learning is a query-
ing function, Q, which when provided with the data S and the learned classifier h returns a set of unlabeled
instances Sselect ⊆ Su. These selected instances are labeled and added to the supervised training set Sl used
to update the learned hypothesis1.
The work in this chapter requires that all querying functions (one for each stage) determine instance
selection using an underlying query scoring function Q : x → R such that instances with smaller scoring
function values are selected,
Q : x? = argmin
x∈Su
Q(x). (5.2)
1See Chapter 2 for examples of commonly used selection criteria.
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For notational convenience, we assume that the query scoring function only requires the instance x to return
a score and implicitly has access to facilities required to make this determination (e.g. f , h, Φ, properties
of Y, etc.). Furthermore, in the pipeline setting, we enforce that each Q(j) be of similar range and shape
such that the values may be effectively compared and combined. This restriction is not difficult to obey in
practice as the classifiers at each stage generally use similar features and classifiers; however, there may be
circumstances where this would be a technical issue requiring further investigation.
5.3 Active Learning for Pipeline Models
Given a pipeline model and a query scoring function for each stage of the pipeline, Q(j), this work develops
a general strategy for combining local query scoring functions into a joint querying function for the global
pipeline task of the form
Qpipeline : x? = argmin
x∈Su
J∑
j=1
β(j) ·Q(j)(x). (5.3)
Based upon this formulation, the goal is to set the values of βt for each querying phase of the active learning
protocol by exploiting properties of pipeline models. By varying the relative magnitude of each component
of β, we are able to alter the relative influence of the query scoring function, thereby emphasizing different
stages throughout the procedure as appropriate. Some observed properties of a well designed pipeline which
most strongly affect selecting values for βt include the following desiderata:
1. The results of earlier stages are useful, and often necessary, for later stages (Chang et al., 2006).
2. Earlier stages should be easier to learn than later stages (Roth et al., 2009).
3. Errors from early stages will propagate to later stages.
To design a global querying function for such architectures, examination of the pipeline model assump-
tions is required. Given a sequence of pipelined functions, the idealized global prediction function for a
pipeline model is stated by
yˆ = argmax
y′∈Y(1)×···×Y(J)
J∑
j=1
pi(j) · f (j)y(j)′
(
x(j)
)
(5.4)
where pi is used to determine the relative importance associated with correct predictions for each stage of the
pipeline, noting that in most cases pi = [0, . . . , 0, 1] and the goal is to maximize the performance exclusively
in regards to the final stage. Comparing equation 5.4 to the pipelined prediction function of equation 5.1,
we see that the pipeline model assumption is essentially that the learned function for each stage abstracts
sufficient information such that each stage can be learned independently and only the predictions are required
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to propagate information between stages as opposed to a joint learning model. Naturally, this alleviates the
need to predict joint output vectors with interdependent variables and will result in a much lower sample
complexity if the assumption is true. However, to satisfy the pipeline model assumption, we first observe
that each stage j possesses a certain degree of robustness to noise from the input Φ(j)(x, yˆ(0), . . . , yˆ(j−1)). If
this tolerance is exceeded, stage j will no longer make reliable predictions and will lead to errors cascading to
later stages. This notion results in the prime criteria for designing a querying function for pipeline models,
that early stages must be performing sufficiently well before later stages influence the combined querying
function decision. Therefore, the global querying function should possess the following properties:
1. Early stages should be emphasized for earlier iterations of active learning, ideally until learned perfectly.
2. Significant performance improvement at stage j implies that stages 1, . . . , (j − 1) are performing suffi-
ciently well and stage j should be emphasized.
3. Conversely, lack of performance improvement at stage j either implies that stages 1, . . . , (j − 1) are
not performing well and should be emphasized by the querying function or stage j has plateaued in
performance and later stages should be emphasized.
The first criteria is trivial to satisfy by setting β0 = [1, 0, . . . , 0]. The remaining criteria are more difficult
as an estimate of querying function performance at each stage is required to update β without labeled
data for cross-validation. Based upon work regarding the early stopping of active learning algorithms (see
Chapter 2), Donmez et al. (2007) prescribe such a procedure in the context of determining crossover points
with querying functions specifically suitable for two different operating regions of the active learning protocol
for a single binary prediction. This method calculates the average expected error over Su after each iteration,
ˆ =
∑
x∈Su E[(yˆ − y)2|x]
|Su|
where
E[(yˆ − y)2|x] =
∑
y∈Y
L0/1(yˆ, y)P (y|x) (5.5)
and L0/1 is the 0/1 loss function. Once the change in expected error is small from the current round t to
the next round t+ 1 for a specified prediction, ∆ˆ < δ, the current configuration is deemed to be achieving
diminishing returns and the second querying function more appropriate for different operating regions should
be used. By using this method, the appropriate querying functions are used for each operating range, thus
improving the overall result of active learning.
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This work derives an analogous method in the context of pipeline models, where operating regions
correspond to the segment of the pipeline being emphasized when querying instances. The first observation
is that we cannot directly extend the aforementioned procedure and maintain sufficient generality as the loss
function at each stage is not necessarily L0/1 and it is difficult to accurately estimate P (y|x) for the arbitrarily
complex classifiers comprising each stage, in contrast with the earlier work discussed above. Furthermore,
intimate knowledge of these parameters is required to reasonably specify δ(j) (i.e. the crossover criterion for
different operating regions). However, an important observation is that Equation 5.5 is their query scoring
function which we generalize to basing the method for determining crossover points on the average of the
query scoring function over the unlabeled data,
U
(j)
t =
∑
x∈Su Q
(j)(x)
|Su| .
The intuition is that U (j)t represents the certainty of f (j) for each iteration of active learning and once this
value stops increasing between iterations, Q(j) is likely entering an operating region of diminishing returns
and should be discounted. However, since δ would be difficult to calibrate for multiple stages and irrevocable
crossover points would be undesirable in the pipeline model case, we opt for an algorithm where each stage
competes with other stages for relative influence on the global querying function of Equation 5.3 based on
the relative value changes in U (j). This reasoning leads to Algorithm 5.1.
Algorithm 5.1 begins by taking as input the seed labeled data Sl, unlabeled data Su, the learning
algorithm for each stage A(j), a query scoring function for each stage Q(j), an update rate parameter λ, and
an active learning stopping criteria K. Lines 2-7 initialize the algorithm by learning an initial hypothesis h(j)0
for each stage, calculating the initial average query scoring function value U (j)0 for each stage, and setting
β0 = [1, 0, . . . , 0]. Line 8 checks if active learning stopping criteria has been met. If not, lines 9-11 select
instances Sselect according to the current β which are removed from Su, labeled, and added to Sl. Lines
12-16 update the hypothesis for each stage and calculate the new values of U (j)t for each stage. After ∆t is
normalized (line 16), we update the value of β(j)t for each stage based on the relative improvements of U
(j)
t .
Finally, β is normalized (line 19) and the process is repeated. Fundamentally, based upon earlier stated
principles, Algorithm 5.1 assumes that β = [1, 0, . . . , 0] is the optimal mixing parameter at t = 0 and tracks
this non-stationary parameter over t based on the feedback provided by (U (j)t − U (j)t−1) at line 15 to set the
values of β for each round of active learning with pipeline models.
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Algorithm 5.1 Active Learning for Pipeline Models
1: Input: Sl,Su,
{A(j)}J
j=1
,
{
Q(j)
}J
j=1
, λ,K
2: for j ← 1, . . . , J do {initialize algorithm}
3: h
(j)
0 ← A(j)(Sl)
4: U
(j)
0 ←
P
x∈Su Q
(j)(x)
|Su|
5: β
(j)
0 ← 0
6: end for
7: β
(1)
0 ← 1
8: t← 1
9: while P(hˆ) < K do {query new examples}
10: Sselect ← argminx∈Su
∑J
j=1 β
(j)
t−1 ·Q(j)(x)
11: Su ← Su\Sselect
12: Sl ← Sl ∪ Sselect {expert labels Sselect}
13: for j ← 1, . . . , D do {update hypothesis}
14: h
(j)
t ← A(j)(Sl)
15: U
(j)
t ←
P
x∈Su Q
(j)(x)
|Su|
16: ∆(j)t ← U (j)t − U (j)t−1
17: end for
18: ∆t ← ∆t‖∆t‖
19: for j ← 1, . . . , J do {update β}
20: β
(j)
t ← β(j)t−1 + λ ·∆(j)t
21: end for
22: βt ← βt‖βt‖
23: t← t+ 1
24: end while
25: Output:
{
h(j)
}J
j=1
5.4 A Three-stage Discriminative Entity and Relation
Extraction System
The experimental setting we explore with this protocol is the three-stage entity and relation extraction system
shown in Figure 5.1. For each pipeline stage, sentences comprise the instance space of the learning problem
which when selected are labeled for all pipeline stages. Secondly, each stage requires multiple predictions,
thereby being a structured prediction problem for which we follow the active learning framework for LISOS
scenarios as presented in Chapter 4. Let x ∈ X1×· · ·×Xnx represent an input instance and y ∈ C(Y) represent
a structured assignment in the space of output variables Y1 × · · · ×Yny . C represents a set of constraints
that enforces structural consistency on y, making the prediction function yˆC = h(x) = argmaxy′∈C(Y) f(x, y′)
for the structured output space.
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While active learning often relies upon the use of complex algorithms with high running times such as
support vector machines (Tong and Koller, 2001) or conditional random fields (Culotta and McCallum, 2005;
Settles and Craven, 2008), Chapter 4 demonstrates good results with a regularized version of the structured
Perceptron algorithm (Collins, 2002). In designing an active learning algorithm with complete queries for the
stated system, the learning algorithm for each stage, A(j), is an instance of the IBT algorithm as described
by Algorithm 4.1.
As a discriminative framework, performance is strongly correlated to the quality of Φ(j). We extract
features in a method similar to (Roth and Yih, 2004) except segmentation is not assumed, but the first stage
in our pipeline. For segmentation, each target word and its context extracts a feature set including words
from a window of size 3 on each side of the target, bigrams within a window of size 2, and the capitalization
of words within a window of size one. Furthermore, we check if either of the previous two words have
membership in a list of male and female names taken from U.S. census data. Finally for segmentation,
we also check membership in a list of months, days, and cities compiled in advance. These features are
summarized by Table 5.1. For entity classification, we extract features including the words of the segment,
Name Description
Word the lowercase version of the target word
Context Words lowercase version of words within a window of size 3 from the target word
Context Bigrams lowercase version of bigrams within a window of size 2 from target word
Capitalized returns if target word is capitalized
Capitalized Context returns in words within window of size 1 are capitalized
Male Name checks if the target word is a male name (from census data)
Female Name checks if the target word is a female name (from census data)
Month checks if the target word is a month
Day checks if the target word is a day
City checks if the target word is a city
Context Names checks if previous two words are members of Male Name or Female Name
Table 5.1: Feature Generation Functions for Segmentation
words within a window of size 2 around the segment, the segment length, and a capitalization pattern.
Secondly, we check if any word is in a list of cities, countries, names, and professional titles compiled
in advance. These features are summarized in 5.2. Finally, for relation classification, we first extract a
conjunction of the features used for the two entities, the labels of the two entities, the length the entities,
the distance between them, and membership in a set of extraction patterns (Roth and Yih, 2004) (e.g.
Φarg1,prof,arg2(CNN reporter David McKinley) = 1). This procedure is summarized by Table 5.3.
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Name Description
Word the lowercase version of the word in the target segment
Phrase the n-gram of lowercase words in the segment
Capitalization capitalization pattern of phrase (e.g. Duke of Earl → XxX)
Length target segment length
Context Word words surrounding target segment within window size 2
Male Name checks if any target word is a male name (from census data)
Female Name checks if any target word is a female name (from census data)
Country checks if any target word is a country
Title checks if any target word is a professional title
City checks if the any target word is a city
Table 5.2: Feature Generation Functions for Named Entity Recognition
Name Description
Entity Features a position sensitive conjunction of all features from Table 5.2
Entity Labels the labels of the two features in sequence
Distance the number of words between the two entities in a sentence
Pattern extraction patterns taken from (Roth and Yih, 2004)
Table 5.3: Feature Generation Functions for Relation Extraction
5.4.1 Active Entity and Relation Extraction
As stated, this formulation for active learning with pipeline models requires that each stage of the pipeline
has a predefined query scoring function Q(j). To design Q(j) for each stage of our system, we build upon the
previous work described in Chapter 4. This work relies upon the decomposition of structured predictions
into a vector of multiclass predictions and derive active learning querying functions based upon the expected
multiclass margin. Defining y˜ = argmaxy′∈Y\yˆ fy′(x) as the label corresponding to the second highest
activation value, the multiclass classification querying function is given by
QCC : x? = argmin
x∈Su
[fyˆ(x)− fy˜(x)],
previously stated as Equation 3.9. The corresponding query scoring function is defined as
QCC : fyˆ(x)− fy˜(x).
To extend QCC to structured predictions, we must consider the types of predictions made by each stage of
the pipeline. For segmentation, the local scoring function fsegment outputs an estimate of P (y|xi) for each
word in the input sentence over Y ∈ {B, I,O}. The constraints C enforce a valid structure by ensuring that
inside only follows a begin label for BIO segmentation. We follow the principles of Chapter 4 for locally
learnable instances and use a variant of the average margin where we do not include high frequency words
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contained in a stoplist and emphasize capitalized words. This results in the segmentation query scoring
function
Qsegment =
∑ny
i=1
[
fyˆC(i)(x(i))− fy˜C(i)(x(i))
]
ny
. (5.6)
For entity classification, we begin with segmentation from the previous stage and classify these segments
into Y ∈ {People, Location,Organization}. In this case, there are a small number of entities per sentence
and we empirically determined that the least certain entity (i.e. Qlocal(C) from Chapter 4) best captures the
uncertainty of the entire sentence. The resulting query scoring function is stated by
QNER = min
i=1,...,ny
[
fyˆ(i)(x(i))− fy˜(i)(x(i))
]
. (5.7)
Finally, relation classification begins with named entity classifications and label each entity pair with Y ∈
{LocatedIn, WorkFor, OrgBasedIn, LiveIn, kill}×{left, right}+NoRelation. Once again, we find that
the least certain single local instance works best for determining which sentence to annotate, but exploit the
knowledge that the NoRelation classification is by far the dominant class and will receive adequate annotation
regardless of the querying function. Therefore, we define Y+ = Y\NoRelation and do not consider this label
when calculating the query scoring function,
Qrelation = min
i=1,...,ny
[
fyˆ+(i)(x(i))− fy˜+(i)(x(i))
]
. (5.8)
5.5 Experimental Results
The data for our experiments was derived from (Roth and Yih, 2007), which is an annotation of a set
of sentences from TREC documents. In our data, there are 1,987 sentences which contain 4,645 entities,
and 6,909 intrasentence pairs of entities (including NoRelation). The entity labels include 1,648 People
entities, 1,872 Location entities, and 858 Organization entities. The relation labels include 420 LocatedIn,
394 WorkFor, 451 OrgBasedIn, 529 LiveIn, and 270 Kill. These data properties are summarized in Table 5.4.
For active learning experiments, we first selected 287 of the 1,436 sentences (20%) with at least one active
relation for testing. From the training data, we constructed 10 different seed sets of labeled data such that
each set contains four instances of each type of relation in Y+ = Y\NoRelation, ignoring direction. Each
data point is an average of the ten different Sl as the initial seed. For each querying phase, |Sselect| = 1, and
labeled instances are added to Sl until we meet the stopping criteria, K, of the performance level of training
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Sentences 1987
Total Entities 4645
People 1648
Location 1872
Organization 858
Miscellaneous 267
Total (Binary) Relations 2064
LocatedIn 420
WorkFor 394
OrganizationBasedIn 451
LiveIn 529
Kill 270
Table 5.4: Data Properties for Entity and Relation Extraction Task
on all sentences. We present results in terms of the commonly used F1 measure,
F1 =
2 ∗ precision ∗ recall
precision+ recall
(5.9)
and plot every fifteenth point to improve clarity.
In addition to previously defined querying functions, we also compare the results to a non-adaptive
pipeline querying function, Quniform, which sets β =
[
1
J , . . . ,
1
J
]
for all iterations. This querying function
can be viewed as a LISOS active learning querying function from Chapter 4 that is not aware of the pipeline
assumptions and treats all stages equally. Finally, we also compare the querying functions to Qrandom which
selects a random instance for each round of active learning in Algorithm 5.1.
5.5.1 Value of Pipelining
The first experiment we conduct is to validate the necessity of a pipeline model for this dataset. To accomplish
this, we perform named entity and relation extraction with and without a pipeline model. More specifically,
we examine the following configuations:
• Three Stage Entity and Relation Extraction (ThreeStage) – This is the case described throughout this
work and shown in Figure 5.1. Namely, we first design a classifier which performs segmentation where
Y = {B, I,O} for each word with the additional constraint that I can only follow a B. Based on this
output, we derive a classifier which labels each segment from Y = {People, Location,Organization}
followed by a classifier which labels each pair of entities in the space Y = {LocatedIn, WorkFor,
OrgBasedIn, LiveIn, Kill} × {left, right}.
• Joint Segmentation and Named Entity Recognition (JointNER) – In this case, we perform segmentation
and named entity classification in a single step by labeling each word from the space Y = {B, I} ×
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{People, Location,Organization} + O and apply the constraints that I-〈Entity〉 must follow a B-
〈Entity〉.
• Joint Segmentation, Named Entity Recognition, and Relation Extraction (JointRE) - This formula-
tion of the problem performs all stages jointly by labeling each word from the space Y = {B, I} ×
{People, Location,Organization}×{LocatedIn,WorkFor,OrgBasedIn, LiveIn,Kill,NoRelation}×
{left, right} + O and enforcing the constraint that I-〈Entity〉-〈Relation〉-〈Direction〉 must follow a
B-〈Entity〉-〈Relation〉-〈Direction〉.
The results of this experiment are displayed in Table 5.5. The results of this experiment confirm our belief
in the advantages of pipeline models for this particular setting, where we are learning a complex function
for extracting relations with relatively little data. Specifically, we observe that a two-stage NER system
outperforms the JointNER system by 4.8 in absolute F1 measure (a relative increase of 6.1%) and our three-
stage relation extraction system outperforms the JointRE system by 11.0 F1 (15.1% relative improvement)
for NER and 15.7 F1 (38.0% relative improvement) for relation extraction. We observe similar findings
for the segmentation task. While these results are not surprising, they do confirm the appropriateness of a
pipeline model for this problem.
Segmentation Entity Classification Relation Classification
ThreeStage 91.3 83.6 57.0
JointNER 89.2 78.8 n/a
JointRE 85.9 72.6 41.3
Table 5.5: Empirical Advantage of Pipeline Model for Relation Extraction Task
5.5.2 Segmentation
The first experiment conducted is active learning for complete queries for the segmentation task, with
results shown in Figure 5.2. Note that despite good results for active learning on segmentation, this is
not the task that we are interested in directly, but only for its utility to downstream processes. However,
this specific stage can be viewed as a further affirmation of the framework introduced in Chapter 4. The
first important observation is that both Quniform and Qpipeline perform better than Qrandom, although
Quniform starts by performing worse earlier in the process. The more important observation is that Qpipeline
significantly outperforms Quniform and Qrandom throughout all phases of the protocol. The explanation for
this phenomena seems straightforward as Qpipeline emphasizes Qsegment early in the procedure, to the
point that they are virtually identical for early rounds of active learning. Another interesting point is
that Qsegment performs better than Qpipeline. Given that this is the first pipeline stage, this result is not
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particularly surprising as Qsegment selects sentences as if this was a single stage task, which we will see
hurts performance when later stages should receive greater consideration. However, the final result for
segmentation annotation with Qpipeline is that the effort is reduced by 45% as Qpipeline reaches the K
performance level when the quantity of labeled data, |Sl| is approximately 950 instances.
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Figure 5.2: Experimental results for the segmentation stage of the pipeline. The proposed querying function
Qpipeline outperforms Quniform and Qrandom, reducing the annotation effort by 45%.
5.5.3 Entity Classification
Figure 5.3 presents results for active learning on the entity classification stage. For entity classification, once
again both Qpipeline and Quniform perform better than Qrandom with Qpipeline significantly outperforming
Quniform. A second observation is that we also included Qsegment to show that there is significant value
in dynamically changing the query scoring function weighting, as even though Qsegment does well initially,
eventually it reaches a point of diminishing returns and is discounted in favor of later stages. However,
it is also interesting to note that Qsegment still outperforms Quniform, demonstrating the value of having
earlier stages performing well before emphasizing later stages to reduce error propagation. This experiment
is the first to demonstrate that querying instances based on earlier stages ameliorates issues associated with
error propagation by ensuring early stages are performing sufficiently well before emphasizing later stages,
while also demonstrating that later stages should be emphasized once earlier stages are performing at a level
where error propagation is manageable. The final result for entity classification is that by using Qpipeline,
the annotation effort is reduced by 42%.
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Figure 5.3: Experimental results for the entity classification pipeline stage. The proposed querying function
Qpipeline outperforms all other querying functions, including Qsegment and reduces the annotation effort by
42%.
5.5.4 Relation Classification
Figure 5.4 presents active learning results for the relation classification stage of the pipeline, also measured by
F1 as given by Equation 5.9. As we see, bothQpipeline andQuniform once again perform better thanQrandom
with Qpipeline significantly outperforming Quniform. Secondly, both Quniform and Qpipeline require more
queries early in the process than in other stages before they demonstrate significantly accelerated learning
over Qrandom. This should likely be attributed to the examples that are selected early in the process are
being used to learn previous stages and improvements for relation classification is largely a byproduct of
reduction in error propagation. This delay is reflected in the overall annotation effort, where we require
more examples relative to the segmentation or entity classifications tasks to achieve the same performance
as learning with all of the data. However, we still achieve an overall savings of 35%. At the point where
Qpipeline returns a hypothesis such that P(hˆt) ≥ K, Qpipeline outperforms Qrandom by 5.8 F1 score (a
relative improvement of 11.4%) at this stage of learning. Note that as we move down the pipeline, we tend
to require a greater annotation effort as Qpipeline has to ensure that previous stages are learned adequately
before continuing to the present stage as each successive stage builds upon the results of previous stages.
A final observation is a comparison of these results to (Roth and Yih, 2007), where our final F1 score of
0.57 for the relation extraction task and 0.83 for the entity extraction task are competitive with previously
reported results. However, our system is capable of using raw text as input.
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Figure 5.4: Experimental results for the relation classification pipeline stage. The proposed querying function
Qpipeline reduces the overall annotation effort by 35%.
5.5.5 Examination of β
The final experimental result we report is the value of β as the active learning curves were generated for
the three respective stages. These results are presented in Figure 5.5, where we plot the values at every
|Sl| = 100, . . . , 1700 to make the general trends more clear. As expected, βsegmentation starts with a high
value which decreases throughout the following rounds of active learning. βNER increases more rapidly
that βrelation, eventually growing larger than βsegmentation at approximately |Sl| = 600, which is a point at
which both βsegmentation and βNER decrease monotonically. βrelation increases monotonically throughout the
rounds of active learning, but always remains less than the other components. This experiment demonstrates
the general trend for earlier stages to diminish in relative impact as the transition is made from earlier to
later rounds as later stages gain impact in regards to the global querying function. Another trend shown here
is that after the first few rounds of active learning, changes in the relative values of β happen relatively slow.
This behavior can be altered to some degree through changing the value of λ, but is a general property of
this method for active learning with pipeline models. While βNER most visibly increases and then decreases,
in general the values of β for the pipeline stages other than the first stage tend to increase slowly followed by
a slow decrease. However, this makes sense for pipelines as although Equation 5.3 does not strictly prohibit
backtracking, we generally wish to move down the pipeline, emphasizing each stage sequentially for an long
as appropriate.
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Figure 5.5: The values of β during the active learning process for entity and relation extraction.
5.6 Summary
The pipeline model is a widely used paradigm for machine learning solutions to complex applications, where
the overall task is decomposed into a sequence of predictions for which each pipeline stage uses previous
predictions as input. This chapter describes a novel approach for active learning in pipeline scenarios which
accounts for the necessity of preventing error propagation in pipeline models by emphasizing different stages
of the pipeline during different stages of active learning. This general method for combining active learning
approaches for each separate pipeline stage into a joint active learning strategy explicitly exploits properties
of a pipeline to derive an effective global querying function. We demonstrate the viability of the stated
methods on a three stage named entity and relation extraction system, where we see a significant reduction
in the need for annotated data.
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Chapter 6
Interactive Feature Space
Construction
Specifying an appropriate feature space is an important, if not the most important, aspect of achieving good
performance when designing systems based upon learned classifiers. Unlike Chapters 3, 4, and 5 which use
an interactive protocol to select unlabeled data for labeling by a domain expert, this chapter describes a more
sophisticated interactive protocol which presents selected instances to a domain expert along with related
external knowledge resources in an effort to elicit better feature engineering information. In the context of
natural language, incorporating information regarding semantically related words into the feature space is
known to produce robust, accurate classifiers and is one apparent motivation for efforts to automatically
generate such resources. However, naive incorporation of this semantic information may result in poor
performance due to increased ambiguity. To overcome this limitation, this chapter describes the interactive
feature space construction protocol, where the learner identifies inadequate regions of the feature space and in
coordination with a domain expert adds descriptiveness through existing semantic resources. We demonstrate
effectiveness on an entity and relation extraction system including both performance improvements and
reductions in annotated data. Most of this work has been published (Roth and Small, 2009).
6.1 Introduction
An important natural language processing (NLP) task is the design of learning systems which perform
well over a wide range of domains with limited training data. While the NLP community has a long
tradition of incorporating linguistic information into statistical systems, machine learning approaches to
these problems often emphasize learning sophisticated models over simple, mostly lexical, features. This
trend is not surprising as a primary motivation for machine learning is to reduce the manual effort required
to achieve state of the art performance. However, one notable advantage of discriminative classifiers is the
capacity to encode arbitrarily complex features, which partially accounts for their popularity. While this
flexibility is powerful, it often overwhelms the system designer causing them to resort to simple features. This
work presents a method to partially automate feature engineering through an interactive learning protocol.
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While it is widely accepted that classifier performance is predicated on feature engineering, designing good
features requires significant effort. One underutilized resource for descriptive features are existing semanti-
cally related word lists (SRWLs)1, generated both manually (Fellbaum, 1998) and automatically (Pantel and
Lin, 2002). Consider the named entity recognition (NER) example of Figure 6.1. For such tasks, it is helpful
His father was rushed to [Westlake Hospital]ORG, an arm of [Resurrection
Health Care]ORG, in west suburban [Chicagoland]LOC.
Figure 6.1: Named Entity Recognition (NER)
to know that west is a member of the SRWL [Compass Direction] and other such designations. If extracting
features using this information, we would require observing only a subset of the SRWL in the data to learn
the corresponding parameter, thereby potentially improving generalization. This statement suggests that
one method for learning robust classifiers is to incorporate semantic information through features extracted
from the more descriptive representation shown in Figure 6.2.
His father was rushed to Westlake [Health Care Institution], an [Subsidiary] of
Resurrection Health Care, [Locative Preposition] [Compass Direction] suburban
Chicagoland.
Figure 6.2: A Sentence with Semantically Related Word List (SRWL) Annotations
Deriving discriminative features from this representation often results in more informative features and
a correspondingly simpler classification task. While effective approaches along this vein have been shown
to induce more accurate classifiers (Boggess et al., 1991; Miller et al., 2004; Li and Roth, 2005; Koo et al.,
2008; Lin and Wu, 2009), often by encoding hierarchical cluster membership, naive approaches may instead
result in higher sample complexity due to increased ambiguity introduced through these semantic resources.
Features based upon SRWLs must therefore balance the tradeoff between descriptiveness and noise. This
chapter describes the interactive feature space construction (IFSC) protocol, which facilitates coordination
between a domain expert and learning algorithm to interactively define the feature space during training.
This paper describes the particular instance of the IFSC protocol where semantic information is introduced
through abstraction of lexical terms in the feature space with their SRWL labels. Specifically, there are two
notable contributions of this work:
1. a effort minimizing interactive method for directly encoding SRWL knowledge into the feature space
2. a querying function which uses both the current state of the learner and properties of the available
SRWLs to select informative instances for presentation to the expert.
1Also referred to as word classes in some contexts (e.g. (Resnik, 1993)).
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We demonstrate the effectiveness of this protocol on an entity and relation extraction task in terms of
performance and labeled data requirements.
6.2 Preliminaries
Following standard notation, let x ∈ X represent members of an input domain and y ∈ Y represent members
of an output domain where a learning algorithm uses a training sample S = {(xi, yi)}mi=1 to induce a
prediction function h : X → Y. We are specifically interested in discriminative classifiers which use a
feature vector generating procedure Φ(x)→ x, taking an input domain member x and generating a feature
vector x (see Chapter 2). We further assume the output assignment of h is based upon a scoring function
f : Φ(X )× Y → R such that the prediction is stated as yˆ = h(x) = argmaxy′∈Y fy′(x).
The feature vector generating procedure is composed of a vector of feature generation functions (FGFs),
Φ(x) = 〈Φ1(x),Φ2(x), . . . ,Φn(x)〉, where each feature generation function generates a set of features, φ(x)→
{0, 1}, which each take the input x and returns the appropriate feature value2. Consider the text “in west
suburban Chicagoland” in Figure 6.1 where we wish to predict the entity classification for Chicagoland. In
this case, example active features include φtext=Chicagoland, φisCapitalized, and φtext(−2)=west while features
such as φtext=and would remain inactive. Since we are constructing sparse feature vectors, we use the infinite
attribute model (Blum, 1992).
Semantically related word list (SRWL) feature abstraction begins with a set of variable sized word lists
{W} such that each member lexical element (i.e. word, phrase) has at least one sense that is semantically
related to the concept represented by W (e.g. Wcompass direction = north, east, . . . , southwest). For the
purpose of feature extraction, whenever the sense of a lexical element associated with a particularW appears
in the corpus, it is replaced by the name of the corresponding SRWL. This is equivalent to defining a feature
for the specifiedW which is a disjunction of the functionally related FGFs over the member lexical elements
(e.g. φtext∈Wcompass direction = φtext=north ∨ φtext=east ∨ . . . ∨ φtext=southwest).
6.3 Interactive Feature Space Construction (IFSC)
This dissertation is primarily interested in examining protocols which allow interaction with a domain expert
during training, such as active learning (Cohn et al., 1994). In active learning, the learning algorithm reduces
the labeling effort by using a querying function to incrementally select unlabeled examples from a data source
for annotation during learning as seen in Chapters 3, 4, and 5. By carefully selecting examples for annotation,
2For simplicity, this chapter restricts the feature space to Boolean features. However, this is not a technical requirement.
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active learning maximizes the quality of inductive information while minimizing label acquisition cost.
While active learning has been shown to reduce sample complexity, we contend that it significantly
underutilizes the domain expert – particularly for complex annotation tasks. More precisely, when a domain
expert receives an instance, world knowledge is used to reason about the instance and supply an annotation.
Once annotated and provided for training, the learner must recover this world knowledge and incorporate
it into its model from a small number of instances, exclusively through induction.
Learning algorithms generally assume that the feature space and model are specified before learning
begins and remain static throughout learning, where training data is exclusively used for parameter estima-
tion. Conversely, the interactive feature space construction (IFSC) protocol relaxes this static feature space
assumption by using information about the current state of the learner, properties of knowledge resources
(e.g. SRWLs, gazetteers, unlabeled data, etc.), and access to the domain expert during training to inter-
actively improve the feature space. Whereas active learning focuses on the labeling effort, IFSC reduces
sample complexity and improves performance by modifying the underlying representation to simplify the
overall learning task.
6.3.1 IFSC as an Interactive Learning Algorithm
Upon examination, we observe that the IFSC protocol is a special case of the general interactive learning
framework presented in Chapter 2 as shown in Table 6.1. However, unlike the common instantiation of
pool-based active learning, it is rarely known in advance what constitutes optimal performance with full
information as the space of feature spaces is practically unbounded. Therefore, the IFSC protocol is generally
a case of interactive learning with a budget restriction, where we have a domain expert budget for which we
wish to maximize performance.
Learning algorithm A a learning algorithm where Φ varies between rounds
Domain Expert e expert capable of identifying and refining useful SRWLs for classification
Querying Function Q Q(S, h)→ Sselect queries instances believed to have useful SRWLs
Algorithm Information IA the instances x ∈ Sselect with their features Φ(x) and associated SRWLs
Information Request IE a new feature space specification Φt+1
Interactive the interface used by the expert to select features and refine SRWLs
Update new feature vectors using Φt+1 for the next round of learning
Cost the cost of selecting a lexical term and refining the associated SRWL
Table 6.1: Interactive Feature Space Construction in the General Interactive Learning Framework
Comparing IFSC to the more common active learning problem, we observe the fundamental assumption
of active learning is that the domain expert possesses a hypothesis h∗ : X → Y capable of labeling data
to a “gold” standard. For each round of active learning, the learner selects instances for which it believes
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the current hypothesis to be insufficient and asks the expert to use h∗ to label the instance, which the
learner will in turn use to refine its hypothesis. For IFSC, the assumption is substantially different as in
addition to the expert having a hypothesis h∗ capable of producing labels for a given instance (although
not technically necessary for IFSC), they also possess a feature vector generating procedure Φ∗(x) which is
capable of representing any instance with predicates capable of producing a consistent labeling with a simple
hypothesis. Therefore, the goal for IFSC is to select instances for which the learner believes its feature vector
generating procedure is insufficient and requesting additional domain knowledge from the expert to modify
the feature extraction process. This assumption is shown in the interactive learning protocol of Figure 6.3.
Learning
Algorithm
Predictive
Model
Domain Expert
World
Knowledge
Unlabeled
Data
Querying
Function
Interactive
Medium
A0
Su
Q : A×H → q
q
{IA, IE}
Su
At
IˆE
Update
At × IˆE(t)→ At+1
hˆt
Φ∗(x)→ x
h∗ : X → Y
Figure 6.3: Interactive Feature Space Construction Protocol
6.3.2 IFSC for SRWL Abstraction
In the ideal case, the expert would simply be able to compare Φ∗ with Φ and impart the additional FGFs to
the learner for improved feature extraction. However, if this was the case, the expert likely would have done
this before learning commenced. Therefore, there must be an interactive medium for eliciting information
and reducing the cost of this transaction. The method used in this work is a graphical user interface (GUI)
which facilitates the introduction of SRWL features as a replacement for their lexical counterparts. The
IFSC protocol for SRWL abstraction is presented in Algorithm 6.1.
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Algorithm 6.1 Interactive Feature Space Construction
1: Input: Labeled training data S, feature vector generating procedure Φ0, querying function Q, set of
known SRWLs {W}, domain expert e, interaction budget T
2: t← 0
3: ht ← At(Φt,S) {learn initial hypothesis}
4: cI ← CostI(At)
5: Sselected ← ∅
6: while cI < T do
7: Sselect ← Q(S\Sselected, ht) {Q proposes (labeled) instance for interaction}
8: Sselected ← Sselected ∪ Sselect {mark selected examples to prevent reselection}
9: Eselect ← e(Sselect) {the expert selects lexical elements for semantic abstraction}
10: cI ← cI + CostI(At)
11: Φt+1 ← Φt {initialize new FGF vector with existing FGFs}
12: for each  ∈ Eselect do
13: Retrieve word list W
14: W∗ ← e(W) {the expert refines the existing semantic class W for this task}
15: cI ← cI + CostI(At)
16: for each Φ ∼  do
17: Φt+1 ← (Φt+1\Φ) ∪ ΦW∗ {replace features with SRWL features (e.g. Φtext= → Φtext∈W∗ )}
18: end for
19: end for
20: t← t+ 1
21: ht ← A(Φt,S) {learn new hypothesis}
22: end while
23: Output: Learned hypothesis hT , final feature space ΦT , refined semantic classes {W∗}
Given a labeled data set S, an initial feature vector generating procedure Φ0, a querying function Q :
S × h→ Sselect, and an existing set of semantically related word lists, {W} (line 1), an initial hypothesis is
learned (line 3). The querying function scores the labeled examples and selects an instance for interaction
(line 7). The expert selects lexical elements from this instance for which feature abstractions may be
performed (line 9). If the expert doesn’t deem any elements viable for interaction, the algorithm returns
to line 6. Once lexical elements are selected for interaction, the SRWL W associated with each selected
element is retrieved (line 13) and refined by the expert (line 14). Using the validated SRWL definition W∗ ,
the lexical FGFs are replaced with the SRWL FGF (line 17). This new feature vector generating procedure
Φt+1 is used to train a new classifier (line 21) and the algorithm is repeated until the interaction budget T
is exhausted.
6.3.3 Method of Expert Interaction
The method of interaction for active learning is very natural; data annotation is required regardless. To
increase the bandwidth between the expert and learner, a more sophisticated interaction must be allowed
while ensuring that the expert effort remains reasonable. Therefore, we require the interaction to be restricted
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His father was rushed to [Westlake Hospital ]ORG, an arm of [Resurrection
Health Care ]ORG, in west suburban [Chicagoland]ORG.
Figure 6.4: Lexical Feature Selection – All lexical elements with SRWL membership used to derive features
are boxed. Elements used for the incorrect prediction for Chicagoland are double-boxed. The expert may
select any boxed element for SRWL validation.
to mouse clicks. When using this protocol to incorporate SRWL information, the expert must (1) select lexical
elements for SRWL feature abstraction and (2) validate SRWL membership for the specified application.
Lexical Feature Selection (Line 9)
Once an instance is selected by the querying function (line 7), the the domain expert selects lexical elements
(i.e. words, phrases) believed appropriate for SRWL feature abstraction. This step is summarized by
Figure 6.4 for the example introduced in Section 6.1.
For this NER example, features extracted include the words and bigrams which form the named entity
and those within a surrounding two word window. All lexical elements which have membership to at least
one SRWL and are used for feature extraction are marked with a box and may be selected by the user for
interaction. In this particular case, the system has made a mistake in classification of Chicagoland and the
lexical elements used to derive features for this prediction are emphasized with a double-box for expository
purposes. The expert selects lexical elements which they believe will result in good feature abstractions; the
querying function must present examples believed to have high impact.
Word List Validation (Lines 13 &14)
Once the domain expert has selected a lexical element for SRWL feature abstraction, they are presented with
the SRWL W to validate membership for the target application as shown in Figure 6.5. In this particular
case, let us assume the expert has chosen to perform two interactions, namely for the lexical elements west
and suburban. Once they have chosen which words and phrases will be included in this particular feature
abstraction, W is updated and the associated features are replaced with their SRWL counterpart. For
example, Φtext=west, Φtext=north, etc. would all be replaced with Φtext∈WA1806 later in lines 16 & 17, which
logically replaces the lexical element with a disjunction of the SRWL elements.
Accurate sense disambiguation is helpful for effective SRWL feature abstraction to manage situations
where lexical elements belong to multiple lists. In this work, we first disambiguate by predicted part of
speech (POS) tags. In cases of multiple SRWL senses for a POS, the given SRWLs (Pantel and Lin, 2002)
rank list elements according their semantic representativeness which we use to return the highest ranked
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A1806: southeast, northeast, south
southeast, northeast, south, north, south-
west, west, east, northwest, inland, outside
A1558: suburban, nearby, downtown
suburban, nearby, downtown, urban,
metropolitan, neighboring, near, coastal
Figure 6.5: Word List Validation – Completing two domain expert interactions. Upon selecting either
double-boxed element in Figure 6.4, the expert validates the respective SRWL for feature extraction.
sense for a particular lexical element. Also, as SRWL resources emphasize recall over precision, we reduce
expert effort by using the Google n-gram counts (Brandts and Franz, 2006) to automatically prune SRWLs.
More precisely, for a given SRWL, we find the element which is lowest within the ranked SRWL list and is
contained in the training corpus, noting all words ranked above it. If this list size is greater than 9 words
and less than 31 words, we simply return this list. If less than 10 words, we take the highest frequency
words from the remainder of the list to return a list of size 10. If greater than size 30, we prune based on
these frequency counts in the same fashion. Note that in the transductive setting (Joachims, 1999), a more
direct solution would be to take the lowest ranked SRWL member which is in the testing data. However, we
did not pursue this strategy as it would reduce the generality of the overall approach, although it may be
appropriate in many situations.
6.3.4 Querying Function (Line 7)
A primary contribution of this work is designing an appropriate querying function. In doing so, we look
to maximize the impact of interactions while minimizing the total number. Therefore, we look to select
instances for which (1) the current hypothesis indicates the feature space is insufficient and (2) the resulting
SRWL feature abstraction will help improve performance. To account for these two somewhat orthogonal
goals, we design two querying functions and aggregate their results.
Hypothesis-Driven Querying
To find areas of the feature space which are believed to require more descriptiveness, we look to emphasize
those instances which will result in the largest updates to the hypothesis. To accomplish this, we adopt an
idea from the active learning community and score instances according to their margin relative to the current
learned hypothesis, ρ(xi, yi, ft) (Tong and Koller, 2001). This results in the hypothesis-driven querying
function
Qmargin = argsort
i=1,...,m
ρ(xi, yi, ft)
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where the argsort operator is used to sort the input elements in ascending order (for multiple instance
selection). Unlike active learning, where selection is from an unlabeled data source, the quantity of labeled
data is fixed and labeled data is selected during each round. Therefore, we use the true margin and not
the expected margin. This means that we will first select instances which have large mistakes, followed by
those instances with small mistakes, and finally instances that make correct predictions in the order of their
confidence.
SRWL-Driven Querying
An equally important goal of the querying function is to present examples which will result in SRWL feature
abstractions of broad usability. Intuitively, there are two criteria distinguishing desirable SRWLs for this
purpose. First of all, large lists are desirable as there are many lists of cities, countries, corporations,
etc. which are extremely informative. Secondly, preference should be given to lists where the distribution
of lexical elements within a particular word list,  ∈ W, is more uniform. For example, consider W =
{devour, feed on, eat, consume}. While all of these terms belong to the same SRWL, learning features
based on eat is sufficient to cover most examples. To derive a SRWL-driven querying function based on
these principles, we use the word list entropy, H(W) = −∑∈W p() log p() where p() represents the
probability of  being the representative of word list W. To calculate these probabilities, we again use
the Google n-gram counts (Brandts and Franz, 2006) to retrieve counts for each member phrase in a large
corpus and simply use their sum as the total number of occurrences ofW. The querying score for a sentence
is determined by its highest entropy lexical element used for feature extraction, resulting in the querying
function
Qentropy = argsort
i=1,...,m
[
argmin
∼Φxi
−H(W)
]
(6.1)
This querying function is supported by the underlying assumption of SRWL abstraction is that there exists
a feature space Φ∗(x) capable of labeling the data with a simple function which is built upon SRWLs and
lexical elements but is being approximated by Φ(x), which doesn’t use semantic information. In this context,
a lexical feature provides one bit of information to the prediction function while a SRWL feature provides
information content proportional to its SRWL entropy H(W).
To gather intuition regarding one aspect of this phenomena empirically, we examine the rate at which
words are first encountered in our training corpus from Section 6.5, as shown by Figure 6.6. The first
observation is the usefulness of SRWL feature abstraction in general as we see that when including an entire
SRWL from (Pantel and Lin, 2002) whenever the first element of the list is encountered, we cover the unigram
vocabulary much more rapidly. While this is not a direct indicator of the usefulness of features based on
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Figure 6.6: The Impact of SRWL Abstraction and SRWL-driven Querying – The first occurrence of words
occur at a much lower rate than the first occurrence of words when abstracted through SRWLs, particularly
when sentences are introduced as ranked by average SRWL entropy calculated using (Brandts and Franz,
2006).
SRWLs, it does indicate the potential opportunity for learning hypotheses based upon SRWL features. The
second observation is that when sentences are presented in the order of the average SRWL entropy of their
words, this coverage rate is further accelerated. Figure 6.6 helps explain the recall focused aspect of SRWL
abstraction while we rely on hypothesis-driven querying to increase precision by targeting interactions for
the specific task at hand.
Aggregating Querying Functions
To combine these two measures, we use the Borda count method of rank aggregation (Young, 1974) to find
a consensus between the two querying functions without requiring calibration amongst the actual ranking
scores. Defining the rank position of an instance by r(x), the Borda count based querying function is stated
by
QBorda = argsort
i=1,...,m
[rmargin(xi) + rentropy(xi)]
QBorda selects instances which consider both wide applicability through rentropy and which focus on the
specific task through rmargin. The intuitive explanation for the effectiveness of the Borda count voting
mechanism is that it attempts to reach a consensus near the top of the ranking by lowering those items for
which rmargin and rentropy disagree strongly.
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6.4 Graphical User Interface
As stated in Chapter 2, a well designed interactive medium is required to ensure productive interactions
while reducing costs. In Section 6.3.3, we required that the IFSC protocol be restricted to mouse clicks. To
accomplish these goals, we designed a custom graphical user interface which we are referring to as the Inter-
active Structured Learning Environment (ISLE). The ISLE tool is comprised of two primary components: (i)
specification of the feature vector generating procedure and (ii) the interactive feature construction protocol
manager. Given an annotated corpus for information extraction, the ISLE system facilitates the design of a
named entity and relation extraction system.
6.4.1 Feature Vector Generating Procedure Specification
The first activity supported for the ISLE system is a method of specifying the feature vector generating pro-
cedure as shown in Figures 6.7 and 6.8, which indicate the browsing and editing modes of feature generation
specification respectively. It should be noted that the architecture for this system was heavily influenced
by the feature extraction (FEX) utility3 (Cumby and Yih, 2003). As this particular instantiation of the
ISLE framework system is built as an implementation of the three stage pipeline shown in Figure 5.1, the
system designer maintains the ability to specify a different feature space generating procedure by specifying
feature generation functions (FGFs) for each stage of the pipeline. For each stage of the pipeline, there
are two elements of the specification: abstract FGFs and instantiated FGFs. An abstract FGF specifies
features which would be extracted given a string of text, whereas an instantiated FGF is comprised of an
abstract FGF and a location relative to the target prediction. Most abstract FGFs can be instantiated on
the target (i.e. an implicit location offset of 0). For exposition purposes, again consider the example shown
in Figure 6.1 such that we wish to label all of the desired properties associated with Chicagoland. The first
task is segmentation, where we must classify each word according to the label {B, I,O}. The feature gen-
eration functions available for segmentation are shown in Table 6.2. Primarily, the abstract FGFs represent
an extraction for a single word except for the collocation which can be used to form n-grams of words and
word properties. The instantiated FGFs indicate which abstract FGF should be used relative to the target
prediction.
The second stage of prediction is NE classification with the available FGFs as represented by Ta-
ble 6.3. Named entity classification FGFs are basically the same as segmentation FGFs with the addi-
tion of sequence-based extractors. More specifically, a set extractor can be used to instantiate an abstract
FGF for each word property in a sequence of words, thereby returning a vector of features. The impor-
3Available from http://l2r.cs.uiuc.edu/∼cogcomp
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Figure 6.7: Feature Engineering with the ISLE User Interface
tant distinction between a set extractor and sequence extractor is that a set extractor operates on each
term in the sequence independently. Conversely, a sequence extractor is different in that it behaves more
like a variable length collocation operation, instantiating a single abstract FGF which is a conjunction of
a different abstract FGF over all the terms of the sequence. For example, when considering the segment
Resurrection Health Care in Figure 6.1, a set extractor for the text would return the set of active fea-
tures φset(text)=Resurrection, φset(text)=Health, φset(text)=Care, whereas the sequence extractor would return
φsequence(text)=Resurrection Health Care. Finally, an FGF is added which can be used to return the number of
terms in the sequence.
The final stage of our three stage relation extraction pipeline shown in Figure 5.1 is relation classification
with FGFs as shown in Table 6.4. Relation classification uses many of the NE classification stage instantiated
FGFs as abstract FGFs in addition to token level abstract FGFs of the segmentation stage. In addition,
there is a NE label abstract FGF to recover the label of the NE (predicted label during testing) for use in
features. In regards to the instantiated FGF selections, the location specification element primarily indicates
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Figure 6.8: Specifying an FGF with the ISLE User Interface
if the FGF is in relation to the left or right entities potentially comprising the relation, including in the case
of specifying context FGFs. As an example, consider the relationship between Resurrection Health Care
and Chicagoland in Figure 6.1 where we have specified an instantiated FGF which indicated the sequence of
words in the text segments and their respective positions. In this case, the two features returned would be
φleft(sequence(text))=Resurrection Health Care and φright(sequence(text))=Chicagoland.
6.4.2 Interactive Feature Space Construction
The second significant component of the ISLE system is the interface for executing the IFSC protocol of
Figure 6.3. To design an interface for this system there are four essential steps once the feature vector
generating procedure has been specified. The first step is to train the current classifier specification using
the Train button of Figure 6.7. Once the classifier is trained (as shown in the Learner Console), the querying
function can be utilized to propose potential instances for interaction through the IFSC component. The
step of executing the querying function to suggest instances is shown in Figure 6.9.
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Abstract FGF Description example for Chicagoland
word representation representation including text, prefix, φsuffix(4)=land
suffix, lemma, etc.
SRWL representation specialized version of word representation φtext∈WUS metro
representation test tests if a property matches a regular expression φisCapitalized(text) = 1
list membership tests if a property belongs to a list φCity(text)
collocation a consecutive collocation of other FGFs φtext=a,text=b
(not applicable)
Instantiated FGF Description example for Chicagoland
context an abstract FGF and a location φtext(−2)=west,text(−1)=suburban
window syntactic sugar for multiple context extractors {φtext(−2)=west,
φtext(−1)=suburban, φtext(1)=.}
Table 6.2: Segmentation FGFs for ISLE
Abstract FGF Description example for Chicagoland
same as segmentation
Instantiated FGF Description example for Chicagoland
context same as segmentation (for sequence)
window same as segmentation (for sequence)
set extractor computes abstract FGF on each term in the segment φtext=Chicagoland
sequence extractor computes abstract FGF for each term of sequence φsequence(text)=Chicagoland
sequence length computes number of terms in sequence φSequenceLength=1
Table 6.3: Named Entity Classification FGFs for ISLE
In this particular example, we have indicated that we want to use QBorda (i.e. combination) to rank
the labeled instances based upon the score of the querying function and return ten sentences for potential
interactions. In addition to displaying the labels as indicated by the annotator (GOLD) and the predicted
annotation of the current hypothesis (PREDICTED), a button is generated for all lexical elements (e.g.
word, phrases) which are used in the extraction of at least one feature of the specified FGFs. At this point
the expert may either indicate that no further interactions are to be performed for a given instance or select
any of the buttons associated with their respective lexical elements to perform a validation step (i.e. perform
Abstract FGF Description example for Chicagoland
same token level as segmentation
set extractor same as NE
sequence extractor same as NE
NE label the label of the input named entity φLocation
Instantiated FGF Description example for {Resurrection
Health Care,Chicagoland}
entity extractor extracts abstract for specified entity (or both) φright(text=Chicagoland)
context same as NE + location specification φright(text(−1)=suburban)
window syntactic sugar for multiple context extractors (see segmentation)
entity distance computes number of terms between entities φEntityDistance=3
Table 6.4: Relation Classification FGFs for ISLE
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Figure 6.9: Selecting a Lexical Element for SRWL Abstraction
an interaction). Once the domain expert selects a lexical term from a particular instance to perform feature
abstraction, the associated SRWL is retrieved for the validation step as shown in Figure 6.10.
The validation step proceeds by retrieving the SRWL associated with the selected lexical element and
presenting the list to the domain expert. At this point, the expert indicates membership of the each
proposed lexical element of the SRWL used for later extraction as defined by the FGFs. Membership within
the validated SRWL is indicated using the checkboxes. In this example, the expert has defined the leave
SRWL as {leave, depart, take off, head, fly on, decamp}. The expert also has the option of naming the
list for ease of management in the log files. Once the validation step is completed, the resulting SRWL is
added to the SRWLs used for feature extraction. Once the Submit button is pressed, this SRWL will be
added to the previously defined compass direction and killing SRWLs (as shown in the Analysis Console).
In this particular instance, the feature φtext(2)=leave relative to Chien Fu would instead be represented as
φtext(2)∈Wleave , which in this specific case empirically results in a fruitful feature abstraction.
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Figure 6.10: Validating a SRWL with the ISLE User Inferface
6.5 Experimental Evaluation
To demonstrate the IFSC protocol on a practical application, we examine a three-stage pipeline model for
entity and relation extraction, where the task is decomposed into sequential stages of segmentation, entity
classification, and relation classification as shown in Chapter 5. Extending the standard classification task,
a pipeline model decomposes the overall classification into a sequence of J stages such that each stage
j = 1, . . . , J has access to the input instance along with the classifications from all previous stages, yˆ(j).
Each stage of the pipeline model uses a feature vector generating procedure Φ(j)(x, yˆ(0), . . . , yˆ(j−1)) → x(j)
to learn a hypothesis h(j) (see Chapter 5 for more details). Once each stage of the pipelined classifier is
learned, predictions are made sequentially, where
yˆ = h(x) =
〈
argmax
y′∈Y(j)
f
(j)
y′
(
x(j)
)〉J
j=1
.
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Each pipeline stage requires a classifier which makes multiple interdependent predictions based on input
from multiple sentence elements x ∈ X1 × · · · × Xnx using a structured output space, y(j) ∈ Y(j)1 × · · · ×
Y(j)ny . More specifically, segmentation makes a prediction for each sentence word over Y ∈ {B, I,O} and
constraints are enforced between predictions to ensure that an I label can only follow a B label. Entity
classification begins with the results of the segmentation classifier and classifies each segment into Y ∈
{People, Location,Organization}. Finally, relation classification labels each predicted entity pair with
Y ∈ {LocatedIn, WorkFor, OrganizationBasedIn, LiveIn, Kill} × {left, right}+NoRelation.
The data used for empirical evaluation was taken from (Roth and Yih, 2004) and consists of 1436
sentences, which is split into a 1149 (80%) sentence training set and a 287 (20%) sentence testing set such
that all sentences contain at least one active relation. SRWLs are provided by (Pantel and Lin, 2002) and
experiments were conducted using the ISLE graphical user interface (GUI) designed specifically for the IFSC
protocol described in Section 6.4. The learning algorithm used for each stage of the classification task is a
regularized variant of the structured Perceptron described by Algorithm 4.1.
We extract features in a method similar to Chapter 5, except that we do not include gazetteer features in
the initial feature space specification, Φ(j)0 , as we will include this type of external information interactively.
Secondly, we incorporate SRWL features into the feature space as they are interactively introduced. The
segmentation features include the word/SRWL itself along with the word/SRWL of three words before
and two words after, bigrams of the word/SRWL surrounding the word, capitalization of the word, and
capitalization of its neighbor on each side. Entity classification uses the segment size, the word/SRWL
members within the segment, and a window of two word/SRWL elements on each side. Relation classification
uses the same features as entity classification along with the entity labels, the length of the entities, and the
number of tokens between them.
6.5.1 Interactive Querying Function
When using the interactive feature space construction protocol for this task, we require a querying function
which captures the hypothesis-driven aspect of instance selection. We base Qmargin for this three-stage
pipeline on the relation classification component as this stage makes the most mistakes, benefits the most
from semantic information, and also has many features which are similar to features from previous stages –
leading to SRWL incorporation into all stages with a single interaction. Therefore, we adapt the querying
function described by Equation 5.8 for the relation classification stage to account for knowing the true label
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and define our margin for the purposes of instance selection as
ρrelation = min
i=1,...,ny
[
fy+(x, i)− fy˙+(x, i)
]
where y˙ = argmaxy′∈Y\y fy′(x), the highest scoring class which is not the true label, and Y+ = Y\NoRelation.
We also determine the value returned by Qentropy, as stated in Equation 6.1, using the lexical elements used
to extract features in the relation classification stage.
6.5.2 Interactive Protocol on Entire Data Set
The first experiments we conduct uses all available training data (i.e. |S| = 1149) to examine the im-
provement achieved with a fixed number of IFSC interactions. A single interaction is defined by the expert
selecting a lexical element from a sentence presented by the querying function and validating the associated
word list. Therefore, it is possible that a single sentence may result in multiple interactions, although the
tendency is toward a small number of SRWL feature abstractions to occur for a single sentence.
The results for this experimental setup are summarized in Table 6.5. For each protocol configuration,
we report F1 (as defined by Equation 5.9) measure for all three stages of the pipeline. As our simplest
baseline, we first train using the default feature set without any semantic features (Lexical Features).
The second baseline is to replace all instances of any lexical element with its SRWL representation as
provided by Pantel and Lin (2002) (Semantic Features). As these external SRWL resources tend to
emphasize recall over precision (i.e. they tend to favor including extraneous information over failing to
include relevant information), heuristics can be be incorporated to improve precision, thereby improving
performance. The SRWLs of Pantel and Lin (2002) are ranked by their estimated representativeness of the
underlying semantic concept. To improve performance, the next two baselines attempt to non-interactively
increase precision by defining each semantic class using only a highest ranking subset of the elements in each
SRWL (Pruned Semantic (top {1/2,1/4})), where top 1/2 indicates the top ranked half of the given
SRWL is included for feature abstraction. This pruning procedure often results in smaller SRWLs with a
more precise specification of the semantic concept. While we observe that these heuristics tend to improve
performance over the previous baselines, the improvements are somewhat negligible, indicating the need for
a more sophisticated method of introducing this SRWL information into the feature space.
Finally, we consider the interactive feature space construction protocol at two different stages. We first
consider the case where 50 interactions are performed such that the algorithm assumesW∗ =W, that is, the
expert selects features for abstraction, but doesn’t perform validation (Interactive (select only)). The
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second experiment performs the entire protocol, including validation (Interactive (select & validate))
for 50 interactions. On the relation extraction task, we observe a 13.6% relative improvement over the
lexical model and a 10.2% relative improvement over the best SRWL baseline F1 score. With a relatively
small number of interactions, we demonstrate significant improvement over all non-interactive approaches
examined.
Non-interactive Baselines IFSC Experiments
Pruned Pruned 50 interactions
Lexical Semantic Semantic Semantic Interactive Interactive
Features Features (top 1/2) (top 1/4) (select only) (sel. & validate)
Segmentation 90.23 90.14 90.77 89.71 92.24 93.43
Entity Class. 82.17 83.28 83.93 83.04 85.81 88.76
Relations 54.67 55.20 56.34 56.21 59.14 62.08
Table 6.5: Relative performance of the stated experiments conducted over the entire available dataset.
The interactive feature construction protocol outperforms all non-interactive baselines, particularly for later
stages of the pipeline while requiring only 50 interactions.
6.5.3 Examination of the Querying Function
As stated in Section 6.3.4, an appropriate querying function presents sentences which will result in the
expert selecting features from the example presented for a potential interaction and for which the resulting
interactions will result in a large performance increase. The former is difficult to model, as it is dependent
on properties of the sentence (such as length), will differ from user to user, and anecdotally is negligibly
different for the three querying functions for earlier interactions. However, we are able to easily measure
the performance improvement of interactions associated with different querying functions. For our second
experiment, we evaluate the relative performance of the three querying functions defined after every ten
interactions in terms of the F1 measure for relation extraction. The results of this experiment are shown in
Figure 6.11. The first observation is that Qrandom generally leads to the least useful interactions although
the interactions still perform better than no IFSC interactions at all. Secondly, while Qentropy performs
well early, Qmargin works better as more interactions are performed, noting a crossover point in performance
between 30 and 40 queries. This implies that early queries are best used to incorporate some very informative
SRWLs and then the learner benefits from focusing on improving specific types of predictions. Finally, we also
observe that QBorda exceeds the performance envelope of the two constituent querying functions, indicating
that considering both dimensions at each query is beneficial.
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Figure 6.11: Relative performance of interactions generated through the respective querying functions. We
see thatQentropy performs well for a small number of interactions, Qmargin performs well as more interactions
are performed and QBorda outperforms both consistently.
6.5.4 Robustness to Reduced Annotation
The third set of experiments consider the relative performance of the configurations from the first set
of experiments as the amount of available training data is reduced. To study this scenario, we per-
form the same set of experiments with 50 interactions while varying the size of the training set (e.g.
|S| = {250, 500, 600, 675, 750, 1000}), summarizing the results in Figure 6.12. One observation is that the
interactive feature space construction protocol outperforms all other configurations at all annotation levels.
A second important observation is made when comparing these results to those presented in Chapter 5,
where this data is labeled using active learning. In Chapter 5, once 65% of the labeled data is observed, a
performance level is achieved comparable to training on the entire labeled dataset. In this work, an inter-
polation of the performance at 600 and 675 labeled instances implies that we achieve a performance level
comparable to training on all of the data of the baseline learner while about 55% of the labeled data is ob-
served at random. Furthermore, as more labeled data is introduced, the performance continues to improve
with only 50 interactions, whereas active learning continues to perform at the same level until all of the
data is labeled, thus accruing minimal gain for further interactions. This supports the hypothesis that a
good representation is often more important than additional training data, even when the training data is
carefully selected to prefer the most informative training instances.
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Figure 6.12: Relative performance of several baseline algorithm configurations and the interactive feature
space construction protocol with variable labeled dataset sizes. The interactive protocol outperforms other
baseline methods in all cases. Furthermore, the interactive protocol (Interactive) outperforms the baseline
lexical system (Baseline) trained on all 1149 sentences even when trained with a significantly smaller subset
of labeled data.
6.5.5 Robustness to Domain Expert Variance
The final experimental setting we explore to validate the effectiveness of the IFSC protocol for introduction
of SRWL information is to examine the variance in performance achieved with several domain experts. To
conduct this experiment, we assembled a group of twelve volunteers such that nine of these volunteers are
affiliated with the computer science department (e.g. graduate students, post-docs, research programmers).
Of this group of twelve, eight have either published or submitted papers to machine learning conferences and
nine have either published or submitted papers to NLP conferences; eight would qualify as both machine
learning and NLP experts. Furthermore, six of this group claim English as their native language – although
all would be described as fluent in English.
As the goal of this experiment was to simulate a deployment of this system in a practical situation, we
conducted a budget restriction directly in terms of time spent interacting with the learning algorithm through
the IFSC protocol. After a brief (i.e. 2-3 minute) instruction session, each user performed interactions with
the ISLE system for ten minutes without access to anybody else for questions. For each user, this experiment
was their first time using the system except for User 7, whom had tested previous revisions of the ISLE
system4.
4Obviously, Kevin (myself) also had extensive experience designing, coding, and using this system.
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During this ten minute period, users were required only to perform interactions through the IFSC protocol
as the feature space specifications were provided and thus the same for all users. The experimental conditions
were very similar to those described in Section 6.5.2 with the exception that segmentation was trained only
during the first iteration of the protocol and therefore utilized only lexical features throughout the entire
protocol. This design choice was made to ensure that the system remained responsive as segmentation
requires the longest execution time and since SRWL abstraction has been shown to have the most significant
impact on later pipeline stages. The experimental results are summarized in Table 6.6.
Machine Learning NLP Native English Number Relation Extraction
User ID Expertise Expertise Speaker Interactions Performance
Kevin X X X 23 57.70
1 X X 21 57.47
2 X X 28 57.02
3 X X 16 56.77
4 X X X 19 56.53
5 X X X 15 56.53
6 X 15 56.30
7 X X 11 56.30
8 X X 9 56.07
9 X X 11 55.84
10 X 9 55.60
11 X X 7 55.37
12 X 4 54.90
Lexical Baseline 54.67
Table 6.6: IFSC Performance of Multiple Domain Experts with a 10 minute interaction budget.
Examining this table, there are many salient observations. First, all experts perform better than the
lexical baseline (i.e. not using any SRWL information) although User 12 does not outperform the baseline
from Table 6.5 of simply including all available SRWL information. However, given the small number of
interactions performed in the ten minute period and further examining the interaction transcript generated,
it appears unlikely that User 12 understood the directions. A second interesting observation along these
same lines is that users who perform more interactions tend to achieve superior performance. While this
finding is not universal (e.g. comparing User 2 to User 3), this does imply that the system is robust for these
early interactions as users aren’t significantly penalized for rapid (and possibly noisy) analysis. It also may
imply that selection is more important than validation for early interactions as those experts who perform
many interactions tend not to spend significant time in the validation step.
Further examining the relative performance of the domain experts, we observe that while there is variance
in overall performance, there was also clearly substantial agreement between multiple users in regards to
which suggested modifications should be used to augment the existing feature space. For example, both
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Users 4 & 5 and Users 6 & 7 achieved identical performance which indicates that for feature abstractions
which affect performance, the domain experts reached an exact agreement. Therefore, at least during early
iterations, the system is capable of producing stable results across multiple human experts whom each possess
varying levels of expertise. In regards to expertise, we see that machine learning and NLP expertise appears
more important than being a native English speaker. However, this is not entirely a fair assessment as all
of the non-native speakers were highly educated.
6.6 Summary
This chapter introduces the interactive feature space construction (IFSC) protocol, where the learning al-
gorithm selects examples for which the feature space is believed to be deficient and uses existing semantic
resources in coordination with a domain expert to abstract lexical features with their SRWL names. While
the power of SRWL abstraction in terms of sample complexity is evident, incorporating this information
is fraught with pitfalls regarding the introduction of additional ambiguity. This interactive protocol finds
examples for which the domain expert will recognize promising semantic abstractions and for which those
semantic abstraction will significantly improve the performance of the learner. We demonstrate the effective-
ness of this protocol on a named entity and relation extraction system. From the perspective of interactive
learning on a budget, we achieve a relative improvement in the relation extraction task of 13.6% in F1 score
over a strictly lexical system using all available data. From the perspective of interactive learning with a
performance requirements, we can achieve the performance level of training with all of the data with a lexical
system while only requiring 55% of the data being labeled. Furthermore, we demonstrate that performance
achieved using this system is robust to some variance in the proficiency level of the domain expert.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Directions
“There is a concatenation of all events in the best of possible worlds; for, in short, had you
not been kicked out of a fine castle for the love of Miss Cunegund; had you not been put into the
Inquisition; had you not traveled over America on foot; had you not run the Baron through the
body; and had you not lost all your sheep, which you brought from the good country of El Dorado,
you would not have been here to eat preserved citrons and pistachio nuts.”
“Excellently observed,” answered Candide; “but let us cultivate our garden.”
– Voltaire (Candide)
With machine learning techniques becoming requisite technology for managing the pressing issues of the
information age, it is natural for practitioners to desire the ability to interact with learning algorithms to
improve system performance and reduce the need for supervised training data. Therefore, despite theoretical
results concerning interactive models of learning arriving at a frustratingly slow pace, the machine learning
community and artificial intelligence community as a whole has an obligation to formalize and understand
these approaches. One area where interactive learning protocols seemingly possess immense promise of
impact is in solving natural language processing (NLP) applications. For such applications, domain experts
and learning algorithm can communicate in a common representation (e.g. text), but the learning algorithm
requires the information provided by the expert in terms of labeled data and descriptive features to achieve
effective performance.
This thesis examines the applicability of specific interactive learning protocols in such scenarios. Un-
like standard supervised learning, interactive protocols allows the domain expert to modify the data and
knowledge available to the learning algorithm during training. There are many ways by which a domain
expert can interact with a learning algorithm during the training phase of building a learning system. Pos-
sible modes of interaction include labeling additional data at the request of the learner (active learning),
generating new data with targeted information (advice-taking), modifying the representation of the learner
(interactive feature space construction), adding structural information, and emphasizing particular features,
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amongst others. Each of these methods and their associated protocols differ in many regards including ease
of interaction, amount of information transfered within an interaction, difficulty of analysis within existing
theoretical machine learning frameworks, and breadth of applicability to practical tasks.
7.1 Contributions
This thesis represents many contributions to interactive learning including:
• A practical Perceptron learning algorithm for performing active learning with binary and multiclass
predictions – Building on existing work for active learning with Perceptron-like algorithms and mul-
ticlass active learning with SVMs, we propose a simple Perceptron variant in Chapter 3 targeted for
use in active learning scenarios. In combination with the associated active learning querying functions,
this algorithm is demonstrated to perform well empirically and is appropriate for larger-scale data sets
which require efficient solutions to active learning in multiclass scenarios.
• A novel approach to active learning in structured output spaces – Chapter 4 presents a novel method for
active learning in the constrained conditional model framework for learning in structured output spaces.
We examine both the scenario of querying complete labels of a structure and querying partial labels of
a structure, demonstrating good empirical performance on both synthetic data and the semantic role
labeling (SRL) task.
• A novel approach to active learning with pipeline models – Chapter 5 describes a novel method for active
learning in scenarios where a complex problem is decomposed into a sequence of simpler problems based
on the principle of minimizing error propagation in the pipeline. Using this method, we significantly
reduce annotated data requirements on a three stage named entity and relation extraction pipeline.
• A new interactive algorithm for interactive construction of an expressive, application-focused feature
space – Chapter 6 introduces the interactive feature space construction (IFSC) protocol, a method
which uses a more sophisticated interactive method to incrementally add semantic information into a
feature space for discriminative learning. In doing so, we also design the interactive structured learning
environment (ISLE) which allows a system designer to rapidly specify a feature space and perform the
IFSC protocol. Using this system, we demonstrate both significant performance improvements and
reductions in the labeled data requirements.
All of these algorithmic frameworks are motivated by the principle that facilitating an interactive process
between a domain expert and the learning algorithm during training focuses the information transfered
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from the expert to the learner, generally leading to improved performance and reduction is labeled data
requirements. By reducing time spent annotating data and engineering features, machine learning solutions
to problems are able to be deployed in a faster and more cost-efficient manner.
7.2 Future Directions
The research in this dissertation represents important first steps in answering many questions regarding
interactive learning, particularly as related to solving natural language application. However, every solution
naturally generates more questions. Therefore, this section introduces some of the research directions which
are closely related to the work in this thesis and appears most promising.
• Active Learning for Aggregating Structures – In collaboration with Alex Klementiev and Ivan Titov, we
have developed a theory for unsupervised rank aggregation (Klementiev et al., 2007, 2008, 2009), which
combines the output of several ranking function without supervision, which we have been looking to
extend to more general structures. There has also been some work on supervised rank aggregation (Liu
et al., 2007). However, given access to many inexpensive annotators (Donmez and Carbonell, 2008;
Snow et al., 2008), pursuing active learning strategies to simultaneously establish relative expertise
and obtain sufficient training data is an open and potentially interesting research direction.
• Incorporation of Richer Semantic Resources – Chapter 6 places an emphasis on incorporating high-
recall semantically related word lists into a more precise hypothesis. There are many other sources
of richer semantic information such as Hearst-style patterns used for information extraction (Hearst,
1992; Sekine, 2006; Banko et al., 2007). Current approaches tend to rely the redundancy of the web
to increase precision, which may be made more effective with an interactive process.
• Interactive Learning for Domain Adaptation Scenarios – Applying interactive learning protocols to
the domain adaptation has been primarily restricted to the active learning scenario (Chan and Ng,
2007), training a classifier on a source domain and querying unlabeled examples from a target domain.
However, intuition dictates that similar domains should have similar feature space representations, and
that SRWLs and other information sources if targeted for a source domain should transfer to a target
domain with minimal effort. Therefore, designing interactive learning protocols to transfer information
other than labels is an open and important problem.
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